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 ABSTRACT 
 
Shakespeare on the City and its Outcasts: 
A Study on Tragedy and Political Philosophy 
 
by 
LIU Yu 
Master of Philosophy 
 
The present thesis aims to analyze the eternal tension between the city and its outcasts in 
Shakespeare’s three Roman tragedies, i.e. Coriolanus, Julius Caesar and Antony and Cleopatra 
with political philosophy as its frame of reference. Great tragedies embody the universal 
tension that transcends the specific person; thus, I depart from the long tradition of Shakespeare 
criticism that often attributes the tragic cause to the personalities of the protagonists, by 
exploring this tension on a larger historical canvas. In these three plays, Shakespeare discusses 
important issues of “Being and Time,” “Natural and Artificial Virtue,” “the community and its 
outstanding individuals” etc., and forges the tragic cores in the paradoxes of these questions. 
As an exemplar of Aristotle’s “magnanimous man,” Coriolanus is moulded by the old value 
system of aristocracy, while his exile and revenge suggest he cannot live with or without the 
city. The tragedy of Brutus and Cassius is that every choice they make is a struggle between 
pragmatic politics and their moral beliefs, as well as their limited understanding of the present 
and the ever-changing status of Being. Antony’s love for Cleopatra represents the city’s longing 
for conquest and appreciation for heterogeneous cultures, but the city, or the Augustan 
discourse, will not admit the latter for it will threaten the independence of its Roman self. The 
last chapter of my thesis studies Antony’s antagonist, Octavius, from the perspective of 
Machiavelli’s “New Prince,” to articulate the possible relation between Shakespeare and 
Machiavelli and explore more deeply Shakespeare’s reflections about Jacobean England and 
their corresponding resonances in the modern era. Since the stagecraft and the statecraft of 
Shakespeare’s world and Ancient Rome penetrate each other through these three tragedies, the 
aim of my thesis is to assess how the tensions between the city and its outcasts have been 
filtered through interdependent but independent stages and states of different time and space. 
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1 
 
Introduction 
 
Four hundred years have past, and Shakespeare’s plays are still appearing in the 
high school text books of different languages, and performed in different theatres every 
day all over the world. Popular culture borrows ideas from him and scholars interpret 
his plays from almost every perspective. He is highly valued and widely influential, 
and there is no sign indicating that his impact will fade away. Shakespeare is perennial 
because he depicts delicate human nature and highly diversified ways of life, and 
discusses the most fundamental issues about human life without being limited by 
certain pride and prejudices. In all the plays written by Shakespeare, the tragedies are 
not only touching and edifying to the audience, but also have great value in academic 
research. Among his 12 tragedies, the “Great Four” and the three Roman tragedies are 
most reputable and influential in academia and in performance circles. For a long time, 
Roman tragedies have been regarded as Roman plays and thus the research about them 
tends to highlight the historical elements in the plays, and trace the route from Roman 
history to Shakespeare’s selective adaptation by textual research. This ranges from 
research into Roman historians’ records and the historical background to 
Shakespeare’s plays, as T. J. B. Spencer, M. W. MacCallum and other scholars did. A. 
C. Bradley’s method of finding the tragic flaw was also widely admired in 
interpretations of Roman tragedies, as John Palmer and Barbara L. Parker argue. The 
problem with this view is that it downplays the sociopolitical element that is intrinsic 
to these particular plays. These critics tend to regard the “tragic flaw” in protagonists’ 
characters or an extreme representation of a certain personality as the very core of their 
tragedies. However, this method commonly used in the analysis of his tragedies, 
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especially Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth and King Lear, ignores the Roman tragedies’ 
unique meaning in political philosophy and hinders us from a more profound 
understanding of their tragic connotations. Another problem caused by this “tragic 
flaw” approach is that it overlooks the character’s free will: if the inevitability of the 
tragedy is caused by the flaws in protagonists’ personality, then they do not need to 
take responsibility for their choices, no matter whether it leads to success or failure. 
This will highly undermine the seriousness of tragedy and the tragic grandeur of the 
audience's view of the characters’ travails. 
Thus, to analyze Roman tragedies, a consistent register must be built to 
communicate the traditional theory of tragedy on one hand and the dramatic 
representation of political philosophy on the other. As Derrida says this is “an attempt 
to blur the borders between literature and philosophy . . . in the name of hospitality” 
(73). The Archimedean point of this register is the paradox in the relationship between 
the city and its individual citizens, especially the outstanding ones, who turn out to be 
outcasts. Plato, Aristotle, Rousseau, Tocqueville and other philosophers have engaged 
in insightful discussions on this issue while there is still no perfect settlement. 
Shakespeare introduces this paradox into his Roman tragedies as the dramatic tension 
between the protagonists and their city, and thus the tragedy is inevitable when the 
conflict between them becomes an implacable one. The core of the Roman tragedy is 
not so much in the respective protagonists’ character flaws as in other tragic dramas, 
but in the inevitability of an irremediable paradox in their political lives: the 
protagonists always have the alternative choice to escape from the prospect of the 
tragic ending, but their state-sponsored ethical and political education forbids them 
from opting for the route of retreat and capitulation. Instead of choosing the alternative 
way to survive, they will insist on their course of action even though they know the 
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fateful result in advance. But being fundamentally different from the Greek tragedies’ 
focus on fate, this inevitability is the result of specific political issues, instead of 
impalpable and malign fate. Therefore, it will be unproductive to analyze these 
figures’ tragic predicaments without studying their political environment, especially 
their relations with the city. It is the city that cultivates these figures and influences 
their behaviors and motives. The city used to lionize them and use them as role-models 
to parade its own triumphs because these characters mark the highest point that can 
be attained in virtue, but then it exiles and kills them when internal conflict escalates 
and they become threats to the city.  
Shakespeare uses Coriolanus (1608), Julius Caesar (1599) and Antony and 
Cleopatra (1606)1 to reveal the paradox between the city and its outstanding men, 
which is the major theme of the present paper. Another Roman tragedy Titus 
Andronicus is not as mature as the other three works and also the selected three plays 
can form a relatively complete set of case studies, so this play will not be analyzed as 
the major case in this thesis. The definition of the “city” should be clarified before we 
further our discussion. Historian Fustel De Coulanges provides us with two aspects to 
examine the meaning of the city, i.e. the civitas and the urbs: 
Civitas was the religious and political association of families and tribes; Urbs 
was the place of assembly, the dwelling-place, and, above all, the sanctuary of 
this association. (110) 
 
The visible city, urbs, forms the setting of Shakespeare’s Roman plays: the streets 
which witness the plebeians’ protest against the patricians or Caesar’s triumph over 
                                                
1 Quotations from Shakespeare’s plays—with the exception of Antony and 
Cleopatra—are cited from the Cambridge Dover Wilson Shakespeare (Cambridge 
University Press 2009). For Antony and Cleopatra I refer to David Bevington’s 
edition.   
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Pompey; the forum from which Coriolanus delivers his harsh criticism against the 
plebeians or Antony mourns over Caesar’s dead body to instigate people’s desire for 
revenge. But the construction of the urbs is determined by the civitas, which is the 
city’s spirit. The civitas demonstrates its presence and influence in the city’s law, 
convention, history, religion and mores. The city, with both its forms of civitas and 
urbs, is established and ameliorated by its citizens. But, on the one hand, it will 
influence the citizens’ behavior and mindset through its education and mores so the 
citizens will identify with their city and fellow citizens; on the other hand, it also 
represents an external power to individual citizens once it comes into being. The 
civitas is in every citizen, but it is also an alienated power that operates at a level above 
or even against individual citizens. There are three characters of a city which are 
captured by Shakespeare in his depictions of the city of Rome. First, it has the tendency 
to split for it is almost impossible to reconcile contradictory appeals from different 
interest groups. The scene of Romans fighting against Romans is repeated in these 
three Roman plays. Each special interest group attempts to prove their legitimacy by 
claiming that they represent the city’s fundamental interests.  
For Coriolanus, the denotation and connotation of Rome is equal to the patricians’ 
Rome, and thus for him the plebeians’ sense of citizenship and their right to vote are 
worthless. This conflict has been intensified by the end of the Roman Republic because 
of the factionalism among the Roman patricians. Both the republicans and Caesar’s 
supporters have sufficient proof to justify the claims that their actions are for the city’s 
common good. In this case, the meaning of the city may be interpreted by various 
people with self-interested aims and descend into mere rhetoric. Second, once it has 
been formed, the city will become an alienated and also personalized power over 
individual citizens. Shakespeare projects this image of the city with its own will in the 
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person of Coriolanus’ mother, Volumnia, who sacrifices her own son to preserve the 
city, and also in the mobs who are eager to tear apart the republicans and the poet 
Cinna. Third, like any organism, the city is always undergoing the condition of 
evolution and reformation. As the chapters of this study progress in chronological 
order, the city Rome witnesses its metamorphosis from a city-state to an empire-state. 
In this case, the inevitable tensions between the city’s past, present and future will be 
reflected in the conflicts among its citizens, which will naturally lead to tragedies, as 
the case studies of Coriolanus, Brutus, Cassius and Antony will show. 
Shakespeare does not show any hope to settle the paradox between the city and 
its outstanding man, nor does he intend to. He depicts the city’s enmity towards the 
outstanding man in these three plays, and also presents the city’s penchant for taming 
and remoulding their nature and in the same time transform them from exceptional 
human beings to “good” citizens. In the Roman plays the majority of the populace are 
either too gullible or too indifferent, while outstanding figures will hardly be able to 
live in harmony with the city because a city like Republican Rome, which worships 
equality at least on the surface, cannot always tolerate people who aspire to be 
outstanding from the rest of its citizens. The tension between the city and its 
outstanding man is by no means a simple binary opposition, instead the two elements 
penetrate and determine each other because the city is constituted by men while every 
man is like a miniature city (“and the state of man/ Like to a little kingdom, suffers 
then/ The nature of an insurrection” — Julius Caesar 2.2.67-69). This parallel between 
the city and human soul, which has been depicted by Plato and Rousseau and portrayed 
by Shakespeare in these three plays, complicates the tragedies and accelerates the 
irreconcilability of the paradox because a “civil war” both in the city and in man’s soul 
echo with each other and escalate to the point of deadly conflict. Neither man of pure 
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nature nor man of absolute and perfect social attributes can truly exist and the city’s 
character is both natural and artificial: the original tribes from which the city was 
founded are natural, but the laws and customs are artificial; nature can be universalized 
but the man-made elements vary according to diverse times and places.  
The representations of the tension between the city and its great men are similar 
in the three plays and they become more dramatic as the present study develops—that 
is, diachronically, rather than in order of Shakespeare’s authorship of the plays. One 
representation of the paradox is the conflict between the city’s old and new regimes, 
which is similar to the motif of the Tocquevillian “Old Regime and Revolution.” The 
city’s education has cultivated human’s nature, but there is a clash between this 
cultivated nature and the newly founded order. We need to regard human pursuit of 
public good and justice as their nature when we analyze Roman tragedies, but how 
can we define public good and justice? The city intentionally cultivates natural man’s 
abstract longing for good and concretizes it with its needs according to specific time 
and place. Thus, the city is capable of successfully transforming human’s nature, and 
utilize its citizens’ ability for its own good. All the tragic heroes in Shakespeare’s 
Roman plays are deeply influenced by this pattern: Coriolanus’ great courage in war 
is the most desirable virtue for Rome, especially when it is still fighting to survive in 
competition with other cities; Brutus’ noble behavior in fighting for liberty and 
Cassius’ admiration for noble souls are major virtues in Republican Rome; Antony’s 
yearning for conquering distant and exotic lands represents Rome’s ambition of 
expansion when it is at the point of turning into a colossal empire. All these different 
virtues are the results of the city’s deliberate cultivation of pragmatic and useful 
attributes in its exceptional citizens. At the same time, it is the outstanding citizen’s 
outstanding merit that dooms him to death. Fustel de Coulanges points out that, above 
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all, it is the quality of patriotism that unites the individual and the city:  
It was almost impossible that private and public interests could conflict. 
Plato says, “Our country begets us, nourishes us, educates us;” and 
Sophocles says, “It is our country that preserves us.” (166) 
 
However, for Coriolanus and other outstanding men who become outcasts, the 
problem lies in the different interpretations of the public interest, especially when the 
regime is undergoing a transition. The virtue worshipped by the city will be taken as 
the natural good by the people, and the most outstanding ones will strike back most 
vigorously when the new regime wants to usurp the existing institution. It is not 
because the outstanding individual is not devoted to the public interest that conflict 
occurs; on the contrary, Roman heroes like Coriolanus, Brutus and Cassius want to 
“preserve” the city’s public interest in the way in which they have been nourished and 
educated. These figures’ tragedies are inevitable for the new regime is often more 
compelling and even desirable at this point in the city’s development. 
Another representation is the tension between nature and nurture, i.e. a good man 
(man of nature) and a good citizen (man of society). This tension may have two causes. 
One is that although the city tries to transform a natural human being into an absolute 
citizen, this transformation cannot be thorough. Coriolanus’ transformation is most 
absolute in these three plays. He has become almost a killing machine, but he still 
cannot do whatever the city wants him to do without reflecting on the meaning and 
result of it. Antony’s natural eros is much more intractable, which leads disastrously 
for him to civil war. Shakespeare’s representation echoes with Rousseau’s idea on the 
conflict between man and citizen in Emile: 
When, instead of raising a man for himself, one wants to raise him for others? 
Then their harmony is impossible. Forced to combat nature or the social 
institutions, one must choose between making a man or a citizen, for one 
cannot make both at the same time. (39) 
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Shakespeare captures this tension between one’s identity as a man and a citizen, and 
presents it in these four cases. Another cause is when the city is cultivating its good 
citizens, it encourages them to compete with others. In this process the most gallant 
man will accumulate political capital (charisma, leverage, money, allies, experience, 
confidence etc.) and even outmatch his city, resulting in an ultimately competitive 
ethos with the city. Therefore, Caesar’s “crossing the Rubicon” is a universal motif for 
such men of destiny in history for it is hard to combine a docile citizen with an 
ambitious man. 
With the passage of time Rome experienced great changes in its social system 
and political regime from a little civitas to a republic and then a great empire spread 
across Europe, Asia and Africa. Thus, in these three plays that span these three stages 
the bonds between the city and its citizens are very different: citizen friendship and 
personal charisma  replace ties of family and blood; cohesive love within the city is 
competing with the desire to explore and conquer the outside world. The relation of 
the characters in the three Roman plays is progressive. Coriolanus’ failure will 
illuminate Caesar’s victory when he uses the power of the plebeians to beat the 
republicans; Cassius’ unbounded love and death foreshadow Antony’s necessary 
suicide; Brutus and the other republicans’ assassination of Caesar reminds Octavius of 
the importance of worshipping the city’s tradition at least on the surface and their 
failure to learn practical lessons will guide him to success. 
The paradox between the city and its outstanding man is perennial because it is 
the most realistic representation of the living dilemma of all human beings: on the one 
hand, every man is an independent unit, but on the other hand, men have to live 
together to form a community. Once the city comes into being, it will use laws to 
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constrain human nature and mores to cultivate them as required. Thus the conflict will 
be inevitable when the city changes its laws or preferences, or if the individual does 
not obey the city’s cultivation of the new dispensation. In other words, the outstanding 
man will find himself in a dilemma no matter whether he obeys the city’s laws and 
customs or not. Those who have the power to fight against the city are usually the ones 
who are the city’s most desirable citizens. In consequence, there is no victor in the 
conflict between them, even if the city can finally destroy them to guarantee its own 
safety. As the three plays show, the city’s development comes at the cost of losing its 
outstanding men but their successors will learn a lesson from their fall, which will help 
the city itself to survive and thrive. 
Living in Renaissance England, Shakespeare holds a very complex attitude 
towards notions of being “human.” On the one hand, he often laments the transience 
and beauty of human life in his sonnets, but on the other hand, he depicts a few 
characters who are extremely evil in his other plays. However, in the Roman plays, he 
does not depict villains such as Richard III. On the contrary, he is often admired for 
the great beauty with which he depicts these different Roman heroes from diverse 
aspects. In his Roman tragedies, he not only breaks the guilt imposed on the human 
soul since the Medieval times, but also frees humans from the negative definitions, 
allowing his audience to rediscover the beauty and goodness in human beings. These 
portrayals of different heroes suggest an idealized man with a thousand faces: standing 
face to face with dilemmas as each protagonist is, his hero is not perfect, but is 
outstanding in relation to his peers in many aspects; although every step towards good 
is extremely difficult, his Roman heroes stick to their ideals until the last breath of 
their lives. Through his supreme art of tragedy, Shakespeare destroys this ideal man 
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on the stage over and over again to provoke the audience’s empathy and pity, and give 
them a model to imitate and stimulate their ultimate longing for good and justice. 
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Chapter One  Coriolanus: the Republic and its Outcast 
 
 Why is Coriolanus a tragic hero in this play called The Tragedy of Coriolanus? 
If, as many critics have pointed out before, he is an arrogant and petulant “oaf” (Palmer 
297), who is not suited to consulship, then clearly he deserves the exile that he brings 
on himself. However, it could then be argued that the play is not a powerful tragedy 
since it lacks tragic grandeur. The present paper will defend Coriolanus as an austere 
and farsighted figure, who is shaped by the value system of the aristocracy and is 
concerned that a degenerate democracy will lead, as he sees it, to tyranny. This paper 
will explore the significant relationship and similarities between Coriolanus’ motives 
and Aristotle’s political thought. But unlike Aristotle (1261a17), Coriolanus despises 
the multitude and rejects its role in representative government. Thus the concomitant 
aim of this chapter is to discuss the deep-lying political reason for Coriolanus’ tragedy 
and the paradoxical elements pertaining to the Roman civitas of the period.   
Before we make any judgment on Coriolanus and accentuate the existing 
stereotype of him as an arrogant soldier, we need to notice two fundamental points. 
First, we have to be aware of the difference between ancient times and our own. 
Coriolanus fails to meet our expectation as a politician, since his manner is harsh and 
austere and it is hard to understand his behavior. The distance between Rome and us 
is so enormous that we cannot fully appreciate Coriolanus’ virtue and we may easily 
misinterpret him as a naïve or arrogant soldier. The city of the aristocratic Rome 
cultivates her citizens with the value it advocates and the essence of them all marks 
“[t]he value of her own” (1.9.21), while the aristocratic citizens strive to meet the 
criteria of Rome to earn honor and respect from their fellow citizens. In this way Rome 
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combines the private interest of particular citizens and the interests of common 
wealth2. Especially at the expanding stage of the Roman Republic, an individual’s 
pursuit of honor may contribute to the prosperity of the Civitas. Second, although there 
are many judgments from different characters throughout the play, we cannot take 
them all at face value, given the fact that characters in the play do not understand each 
other in depth: they want to evaluate Coriolanus in their own ways and present their 
impression to serve certain aims, as Menenius accuses the tribunes: “[y]ou know 
neither me, yourselves, nor any thing” (2.1.66). Shakespeare’s Romans are often tinted 
with this hue of alienness: they want their military champion to “stand alone” (Cantor 
33) and be “author of himself” (5.3.36) without support from the outside world. This 
“antisocial” (Cantor 33) quality hinders the characters from truly understanding each 
other or even themselves.  
Most of the previous scholarly work on the play focuses on Coriolanus and his 
character. This chapter will discuss Coriolanus’ two main political pursuits: one is to 
preserve aristocracy from corruption and the other is to muster the power to lead the 
people to achieve a higher “purpose” (3.1.149). But before we focus on Coriolanus, it 
is necessary to take the collective depiction of the Roman citizens into consideration 
and analyze what may be considered as the corruption of the plebeians by their self-
interested tribunes from acting as reasonable and autonomous individual citizens to 
becoming a vengeful mob, speaking with a single voice. Ironically, Coriolanus 
                                                
2 In his discussion about Alcibiades’ dedication to public life and private activities, 
Steven Forde also points out that “Honor traditionally links the self-interest of the 
statesman with the public good of the community, allowing their interests to 
coincide” (79).                                                                                                                          
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requests their voices (plural) in Act Three Scene Two, but they end up speaking with 
only one voice, which is manipulated by the unscrupulous tribunes. 
 
A Group Portrait of Roman Citizens  
1. The City of Plebeians 
The mixed regime of Republican Rome in history is often regarded as the symbol 
of equality and political participation, in contrast, from the beginning Coriolanus 
presents a conflict between patricians and plebeians. Writing as he does in the context 
of James I’s reign, Shakespeare preserves a prudent distance from analyzing the pros 
and cons of aristocracy and the rising of democracy, but behind the curtain he depicts 
the images of both sides and leaves us with an ambiguous conclusion for further 
consideration. That said, Shakespeare’s portrayal of the mobs3  and their popular 
leaders reveals that he does not have the positive attitude towards the system of Roman 
tribunes, as Cicero and Machiavelli both expressed at varying times in history. Instead, 
his reserved attitude towards representative democracy is similar to Plato, Aristotle 
and Tocqueville. His descriptions of the Roman mobs are directly adapted from the 
images of London commoners: Romans do not wear caps but in Coriolanus’ accounts 
they “threw their caps” (1.1.211) when their plea is granted (MacGregor 114). This 
section will analyze Roman plebeians’ behaviors in Shakespeare’s textual 
representation, and examine Shakespeare’s reflections on the true nature of 
representative democracy. 
                                                
3 See W. H. Auden’s comments about three types of groups of people: societies, 
communities, and crowds, while mob is “a passionate crowd” (128). 
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In Republican Rome the Capitol and the Forum are important settings for 
citizens’ political life, especially for patricians, while the market and streets are for 
plebeians to discuss “[w]hat’s done i’th’ Capitol” (1.1.191). The beginning of the play 
suggests that this established order has been subverted: the citizens are in the street, 
marching to the Capital (1.1.47), in order to “have corn at our own price” (1.1.10). 
Shakespeare has demonstrated the anxiety between patricians and plebeians in this 
setting: Coriolanus, in the eyes of the plebeians, is the very emblem of Roman 
inequality, and his devotion to the city is suspiciously unmanly and private. At first 
glance, the citizens’ action “with staves, clubs, and other weapon” (1.1.1) seems rough, 
but their request for food is not unreasonable. The second citizen tries to stop the 
people from proceeding, but the first citizen interrupts his persuasion with an argument 
that discriminates between good citizens and poor citizens. In his long speech the first 
citizen accuses the patricians of not relieving their suffering and enjoying their 
privation, “our sufferance is a gain to them” (1.1.21): the patricians do not help and, 
worse still, feel satisfied with the plebeians’ dire situation. We do not know the second 
citizen’s original words, since he is interrupted, but he obviously wants to calm the 
first citizen’s anger by mentioning Marcius, the representative of the patricians, and 
the “services he has done for his country” (1.1.30). This is the first reference of 
Coriolanus on the stage, and, as Shakespeare indicates, his name stirs conflicting 
reactions among people. The first citizen raises his first accusation against Marcius 
with the claim that a man’s contribution to his homeland can be offset by a defect in 
his morality: “he pays himself with being proud” (1.1.32), as if “being proud” is a sin 
in the eyes of the commoners. Then he brings up his second accusation that Marcius 
does his service to “please his mother” (1.1.38), a patrician and also, a woman. This 
dual identity of Volumnia puts both patricians and Rome in a perplexing situation: 
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Marcius devotes himself to military career in order to protect his own class and family 
from being invaded, and he wants to impress the patrician women-folk. Although 
lacking a clear message source, this powerful accusation points out the suspicious 
aspect of Marcius’ glory and the city’s worship of him, which, it is suggested, comes 
from private and unmanly reasons. Such unmanly behavior is the very opposite of 
Rome’s credo, and echoes with the beginning of Antony and Cleopatra when Philo 
complains of Antony that he has “become the bellows and the fan to cool a gipsy’s 
lust” (AC 1.1.8-9). At this point public opinion chooses to neglect or even deny the 
ambiguity of glory, and their expectation of a hero is he should insulate himself from 
his private interest and devote all his being to the public welfare. The second citizen 
does not respond to the second accusation and he defends Marcius by attributing his 
pride to his nature, without questioning the presupposition of the first citizen’s 
accusation, 
This dialogue between these two citizens, although sometimes not coherent 
enough as a logical exposition since they cannot realize the error in their unexamined 
presuppositions, gives an important view for us to analyze the situation regarding both 
Rome and Coriolanus’ character at the outset of the play. When Coriolanus later says 
“I’d revolt, to make only my wars with him” (1.1.233-4) we shall not be surprised 
because he seems to put his own pursuit for honor before his loyalty to Rome, as the 
first citizen has claimed.  
In the plebeians’ arguments about Coriolanus’ merits Shakespeare reveals that 
the diversity is the core value of democracy, but it is so transient and is often easily 
overwhelmed by authority and power. The conversations among the citizens do not 
occur again until after the tribunes have been granted in Action Two, Scene Three, 
when Coriolanus is asking for the people's voices. The first citizen says they cannot 
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deny Coriolanus while the second says they can if they wish to. The third citizen finds 
they are in a dilemma where they have no power to use their veto because they have 
to confirm Coriolanus’ noble deed with generous acceptance to show they are noble 
enough to deserve such a noble warrior, otherwise they are not only culpable of 
“ingratitude” (2.3.9), but also despicable. The third citizen also uses the expression “a 
monster of the multitude” (2.3.10-11), which is often used by Coriolanus when he 
blames the commoners (3.1.93), showing their perfect awareness of the image they 
project and their defects. But this monster is not so frightening for their antagonist (i.e. 
Coriolanus), for its “wits are so diversely coloured” (2.3.19). As the citizens realize, 
diversity is an attribute of the city, “[f]or a city-state naturally consists of a certain 
multitude” (Aristotle 1261a15). It is diversity that makes the balance among different 
interest groups and prevents the city from rapid changes. So far, “the multitude” is 
very reasonable and they appreciate Coriolanus’ contribution to the welfare of their 
country (2.3.105). Their only expectation of him is to “incline to the people” (2.3.37) 
and “ask it kindly” (2.3.74).   
Another problem in democracy, as Shakespeare presents, is the tyranny of the 
majority. The shift comes when the tribunes come and try to manipulate them. Brutus 
deftly arouses the people’s dissatisfaction toward Coriolanus, and suggests Coriolanus 
will encroach on their rights and liberty after he becomes consul. The first citizen 
defends Coriolanus, saying “he did not mock us” (2.3.159), but plebeians’ impression 
of been despised is so easily stirred up, by the tribunes. First citizen is interrupted by 
the second citizen with the line “[n]ot one amongst us, save yourself” (2.3.160). This 
subtle moment reveals a dilemma of democracy: the tyranny of the majority inside the 
majority. Those few people with neutral (or different) ideas are quickly muted under 
the pressure of the majority’s anger because no one in the multitude wants to be 
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marginalized or isolated, since agitating voices are always more penetrating and 
overwhelming. This agitating feeling easily infects people and then the situation runs 
out of control before they even notice it. The first citizen becomes more radical than 
the others next time he speaks, and he tries to earn the others’ notice and approval with 
flattery and exaggeration of their political influence (2.3.211). 
Thus any possibility of diversity of views vanishes, while the plural “citizens” 
speak with one voice: “we will so” (2.3.253). Only one citizen speaks in the entire Act 
Three, when they banish Coriolanus—who has almost become their consul—and he 
speaks as the representative of all the citizens appropriating their power of having a 
say in public to the tribunes. As for the tribunes, they only want the citizens' “hands” 
(3.1.271) without any question of free thinking. Shakespeare shows their mutability: 
one moment they are frightened of being deprived of liberty, and the next they give it 
away without any reflection about the consequences. Coriolanus responds by accusing 
them of caprice, “with every minute you do change a mind” (1.1.181), emphasizing 
how the plebeians are easily influenced and misled instead of changing their own 
minds by themselves. Because their education and personal abilities are so limited, the 
plebeians need to be cultivated and guided, but it is a manifestation of the patricians’ 
prejudice to call them “rats” (1.1.161). Coriolanus cannot appreciate diversity, nor can 
he know how to use it as a tool to benefit his candidature, but the cruel truth is that if 
he does not lead the people under his command, somebody else will. The tribunes, 
assuming the place of the citizens, negotiate with the patricians and they also interpret 
or misinterpret the aristocrats’ intention to the plebeians to serve their own interests. 
It is equally necessary to examine the role of Brutus and Sicinius in order to fully 
understand Coriolanus’ motives and his relationship with the city. 
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2. The Tribunes: the Popular Leaders 
John Dover Wilson once suggests that “Shakespeare is interested in dramatic art 
and nothing else” (xxi); this judgment only makes sense if we realize that everything 
is about dramatic art, especially in Shakespeare’s world, otherwise it will be a very 
narrow-minded judgment about Shakespeare. His representations of the tribunes are 
very negative, especially their influence on the plebeians, but they are also the masters 
of dramatic art. The tribunes’ image as demagogues and actors are in sharp contrast 
with Coriolanus, who is always true to himself and his audience, and never 
distinguishes between on- and off-stage (Arbery 275).  
The first scene of the play witnesses a huge change in the regime of Rome. 
Marcius comes with the news that the patricians have compromised and granted the 
plebeians’ petition in order to calm them. Then the tribunes come with other Senators, 
suggesting their temporary reconciliation. But Brutus and Sicinius realize the power 
they have just secured is not stable, and they therefore need to consolidate it. Power 
will never be satisfied with the current situation, and it either has to strengthen itself 
or obliterate the obstacles in its way, or both.  
The tribunes’ attitude towards Coriolanus shifts from dislike to hate after his 
triumph. They are obviously threatened by Coriolanus’ upcoming appointment: “our 
office may [d]uring his power go sleep” (2.1.219-20). Then they cunningly decide to 
use the people’s anger to fight against Coriolanus, killing three birds with a single 
stone: they can earn people’s trust in their ability and loyalty, incite the conflict 
between the plebeians and patricians, and prevent Coriolanus from being consul so 
they can enhance their own status. They know how easily the plebeians forget the 
heroes’ contribution to their native city (3.1.304-6), but their memory of being 
despised is readily aroused, while Coriolanus has a hot temper and can be counted on 
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to abide by his aristocratic principles that patricians, with their inherited political 
wisdom and strict self-control, are more suitable for running the government. The 
tribunes are like directors who know best how to direct their actors, so they just need 
to guide them to act naturally, and they will achieve their goal.      
Sicinius blatantly exaggerates Coriolanus’ threat to irritate the people by 
stressing that Coriolanus will deprive people of their liberty (3.1.193-4), although the 
fact is people have already given their liberty to the tribunes, their agreed 
representatives. Liberty belongs to people with sober minds, but the citizens are 
furious and puzzled about the situation. At this very moment, Sicinius asks a rhetorical 
question, “What is the city but the people?” (3.1.198) He knows the plebeians do not 
like to ponder upon serious questions and they like simple and quick answers, so he 
implies the answer in the question. As expected, people shout out “[t]he people are the 
city” (3.1.199), without noticing they have overturned the order and value treasured 
by the patricians for centuries. While for Coriolanus and the patricians, the city means 
the Senate, the traditions and customs (2.3.116) and most importantly, the virtues that 
these traditions imply. It seems that the citizens never really reflect on the meaning 
and organization of the city, but they obviously expect to be flattered, and have their 
grievances justified by the tribunes.  
The abrupt transformation in the protagonist’s fortunes comes when Brutus and 
Sicinius begin to regard themselves as “[t]he people’s magistrates” (3.1.201) but this 
abrupt claim has no logical relationship with the lines above (3.1.198). The plebeians 
do not realize this shift, so they just follow the tribunes’ lead and agree with them until 
Brutus and Sicinius assert they are the voice of the people and authorize themselves 
with judicial powers: 
Go, call the people: in whose name myself  
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Attach thee as a traitorous innovator, 
A foe to th’ public weal. Obey, I charge thee,  
And follow to thine answer.     (3.1.173-6) 
 
The tribunes’ syllogism is as follows, the major premise: “[t]he people are the city” 
(3.1.199); the minor premise: we are “[t]he people’s magistrates” (3.1.201); 
conclusion: we are the magistrates of the city. Not only has the citizens’ individuality 
vanished, but also their rights have been subsumed under the powers of the two 
tribunes, who are now the only two people who can exercise this power. Without any 
formal investigation, the tribunes can pronounce somebody guilty, and the accused 
must “obey and follow.” Shakespeare presents an extremely ironic image, which 
echoes with Aristotle’s characterization of “popular leaders” 
Where the laws are not in authority, however, popular leaders arise. For the 
people  become a monarch, one person composed of many, since the many are 
in authority  not as individuals, but all together…In any case, a people of this 
kind, since it is a  monarchy, seeks to exercise monarchic rule through not 
being ruled by the law, and  becomes a master. The result is that flatterers are 
held in esteem, and that a democracy of this kind is the analog of tyranny 
among the monarchies. (1292a10-18) 
 
Shakespeare questions the very core of representative democracy in this paradox: 
people may lose their freedom in the process of exercising it. The flatterers quickly 
win the people’s belief and support, but they also deprive them of their ability to think 
prudently. As Plato notes, the populace “doesn’t care at all what kinds of practices a 
man goes to political action, but honors him if only he says he’s well disposed toward 
the multitude”4. In Act One of the play Valeria depicts a scene in which young Marcius 
is chasing after a “gilded butterfly” (1.3.61), but then he becomes angry and tears it 
apart. This image has been used in King Lear to refer to the courtiers (KL 5.3.13), 
                                                
4 Plato, The Republic, trans. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic Books, 1968), 558c. 
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while here it is a symbol of the plebeians, both the commoners and the tribunes, for it 
is as light as the “voice” and has a deceptively pleasing appearance, as flatters have. 
This scene mimics the relationship between Coriolanus and the plebeians: he may 
temporarily relent in the face of peer pressure and hide his contempt, but he cannot 
coexist with the plebeians in harmony forever.  
It is necessary to summarize the charges against Coriolanus declared by the 
tribunes, and examine to what extent the accusations are valid. The tribunes deliver 
the first charge in order to defend themselves, for they are afraid that Coriolanus will 
seize their power before they firmly grasp it. They exaggerate their newly granted 
position as an “all seasoned office” (3.3.63) as if resorting to tradition can justify their 
position, and give it a preponderant advantage against Coriolanus’ contempt for their 
opportunism. The premise of the charge is that the establishment of tribunes can 
benefit the commoners, and thus anyone who wants to sabotage the right of the 
tribunes will be judged guilty by the plebeians. The people tacitly approve that the 
tribunes share the same interest with them, although this may be questionable. 
Continuing from the first charge, Sicinius naturally accuses Coriolanus of being a 
potential tyrant: “wind [y]ourself into a power tyrannical” (3.3.65). It is not important 
whether Coriolanus wants to be a tyrant or not, the appearance is what really matters 
here. The tribunes’ successful propaganda creates an image of Coriolanus they fear to 
see, but want the plebeians to believe. People’s fear of being under the yoke of a tyrant 
is still fresh after the exile of Tarquin, so they are inclined to equate Coriolanus’ 
intimidating gesture and speech to the standard portrayal of a tyrant when Sicinius 
instills this fear in them. The authenticity of this charge is very ambivalent but it is 
powerful enough to threaten people and gain their approval to manipulate their will. 
The third charge against him is “[o]pposing laws with strokes” (3.3.79). This charge 
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is twofold; one part refers to Coriolanus’ current behavior: “[b]eating your officers, 
cursing yourselves” (3.3.78). Although it is questionable to regard the tribunes’ 
accusation as law, the substance of the charge is not important at this moment. More 
urgently, this charge implies an accusation of Coriolanus’ constant skepticism toward 
the conventions of the city. He openly expresses harsh criticism of any notion of 
democracy and sways people’s belief in the city’s law and rule, as the cynical Sicinius’ 
rhetoric implies:  
                     It is a mind  
That shall remain a poison where it is,  
Not poison any further. (3.1.86-8) 
 
Shakespeare’s portrait demonstrates how the plebeians, like ordinary people 
everywhere, want to live a tranquil life instead of engaging in struggles of belief on a 
daily basis, even if the belief they live by is a lie or an illusion. Coriolanus criticizes 
people for their “general ignorance” (3.1.146), consciously or unconsciously leading 
them to question themselves and the notion that they have the power to decide for 
themselves and the city. This reflection is dangerous “poison” for the more pragmatic 
among the patricians and also for the tribunes because they have already reached an 
agreement: the establishment of the tribunes forms a tripartite relationship, making it 
easier to control the multitude and thereby reducing the direct confrontations between 
the patricians and the plebeians. This charge also echoes with the charge against 
Socrates: “corrupting the young and by not believing in the gods in whom the city 
believes.”5 As Leo Strauss points out:  
                                                
5 Plato, Five Dialogues: Euthyphro/Apology/Crito/Meno/Phaedo, ed. John M. 
Cooper, trans. G. M. A. Grube (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc, 
2001), 24b. 
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Wisdom must be qualified by consent, it must be diluted by consent, i.e., 
by consent of the unwise. The political implies, in other words, something like a 
right of un-wisdom, a right of folly. This is the paradox of the political, that such 
a right of un-wisdom is admitted. The polis—the people—demand the highest 
respect without deserving the highest respect.6 
 
This paradox of “deserving” is the very core of Coriolanus’ tragedy. He believes that 
his honorable deeds deserve people’s respect and the position of consul; he also 
believes that the unwise commoners do not deserve their political rights. But the real 
world is not always logical and distinct. Coriolanus confirms the importance of 
wisdom in ruling, but he cannot accept the fact that most people in the city are not 
wise; and that some space must be left in the government for these unwise people, for 
it will cause turmoil if they are excluded. His skepticism against the convention 
humiliates the plebeians and threatens the interest of the tribunes and the patricians; 
worse still, like Socrates, he challenges the very foundation of the city. This scene 
reminds us of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave: Shakespeare uses Coriolanus to reveal the 
possible paradox of democracy that people are either too unwise to think and behave7, 
or so credulous that they surrender their power to people with ulterior motives. He also 
finds the paradox of aristocracy that the patricians have to deal with the plebeians and 
cater to their appetite as this policy amounts to political suicide in the long run, 
although it may bring some immediate advantages. But both sides refuse to face the 
paradoxical situation that they are living in a cave and they cannot allow anyone to 
                                                
6 Leo Strauss. Leo Strauss on Plato’s Symposium, edited by Seth Benardete ( 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 9.  
7 This view has been echoed and challenged by modern liberalists like Isaiah Berlin: 
“we recognise that it is possible, and at times justifiable, to coerce men in the name 
of some goal (let us say, justice or public health) which they would, if they were 
more enlightened, themselves pursue, but do not, because they are blind or ignorant 
or corrupt.” Isaiah Berlin. Incorporating Four Essays on Liberty. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), 179. 
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reveal it flagrantly. As Allan Bloom says in the interpretive essay of The Republic, 
“we are attached to the illusion because it constitutes our own world and gives meaning 
to our particular existence” (405). In the end, Coriolanus is banished to appease the 
plebeians’ anger and the tribunes’ fear, and with the patricians’ acquiescence. Unlike 
Plato, Coriolanus is not a philosopher but a spirited warrior, although this does not 
hinder him from discovering a grain of truth. The problem is how to perceive the truth 
in the city; to tackle this problem he needs to refer to a store of political wisdom, which 
is lacked by the whole city, as Menenius’ belly tale suggests: the Senate, as the allegory 
tells us, is the stomach instead of the brain. The tale, while an amusing put-down in its 
way, is subtler—in typical Shakespearean style—than it seems; in fact, it is more 
revealing of the patricians’ complacency and self-regard than of the citizens’ lack of 
wit. The next section will analyze the tension in the city of patricians, which constitutes 
another source of Coriolanus’ tragedy. 
 
The City of Patricians 
1.  Pride as the Patricians’ Collective Unconscious 
Being Roman has different meanings for patricians and plebeians. Their identity 
as Romans seems not to be an issue for plebeians; it is simply a matter of being born 
and raised in Rome, but the patricians tend to disapprove of their status as Roman 
citizens: Menenius discriminates them as “Rome and her rats” (1.1.161) and regards 
the revolt as being “[a]gainst the Roman state” (1.1.68); Volumnia even wishes to 
“[l]et them hang” (3.2.23) and teaches Coriolanus to treat them like enemies (3.2.91). 
Although Coriolanus is notorious for his harsh attitude, his undisguised contempt and 
even hostility towards the plebeians represent the patricians’ collective unconscious. 
Critics may debate whether Coriolanus is a “proud” (1.1.33) or “modest” (1.9.53) man 
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but the fact is that he is a complicated mixture of both, and one solution to this issue 
is to distinguish between the two types of pride in Coriolanus. One is the patricians’ 
collective pride for their birth and their value system; the other is Coriolanus’ own 
pride, which is related to his achievements on the battlefield.  
Compared to the plebeians, the patricians have two superior qualities: a constant 
temperament in daily life matters and also in danger, and their display of valor or 
honor on the battlefield. Volumnia first appears on the stage with the line “I pray you, 
daughter, sing, or express yourself in a more comfortable sort” (1.3.1-2), indicating 
her strict requirements on self-control in public: Virgilia should “sing” or behave 
cheerfully even though she is dismayed in heart. Being constant and moderate is the 
result of the patricians’ worship of unshakable manliness; thus the patricians strive to 
meet this expected standard and regard keeping “a constant temper” (5.2.91) as a 
virtue. This explains why Coriolanus, who scrupulously observes the code of the 
Roman aristocracy, loathes the “mutable” (3.1.66) commoners. 
 As Titus swears at the beginning: “I’ll lean upon one crutch and fight with 
t’other [e]re stay behind this business” (1.1.241), the patricians realize it is their 
responsibility to fight for their city and also earn honor. It is honor, the word, that 
gives reason for warriors like Coriolanus and Titus to fight and live for. They never 
cast doubt on the vague nature of honor or reflect on the ultimate result of it.  
 In the aristocratic regime, honor is not only used by the city to reward its 
deserving children, but also to encourage more virtuous behaviors and demonstrate its 
own success. This is the typical aristocratic way to promote morale. Nevertheless, the 
newly founded republic has begun to value equality, which requires the patricians to 
share their rights with the plebeians to rule the city together as Senatus Populusque 
Romanus. Thus, this interregnum puts Coriolanus in a very paradoxical situation in 
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that he is trained to fight for honor, but now as the possessor of honor he becomes the 
symbol of inequality, reminding people of their own cowardice and triviality. The 
plebeians feel offended not just because of his “being proud,” but because of his 
genuine superiority. Thus, the greater the honor he has, the more humbly he should 
behave. Not to do so means that he parades the city’s inequality, and shakes plebeians’ 
belief in the new idea of equity. Although Coriolanus does not claim credit after the 
war, his gesture can be interpreted as condescending by the plebeians. The jeopardy 
in which Coriolanus is placed is that he inherits this collective unconscious of his class 
and earns extra honor for himself, while his reputation also puts him under public 
scrutiny and therefore open to the tribunes’ misinterpretations.  
The patricians have to make a conciliatory gesture to the multitude so they 
compromise and establish the tribunes in order to preserve their vested interest. This 
helps them avoid direct conflict with the plebeians and makes it easier to control them, 
especially if the tribunes are cooperative. At the beginning of the play Menenius has 
to deal with merry individual citizens, but after the tribunes are selected, he can 
negotiate with them to persuade the citizens, which is a more effective way to control 
the situation. Unfortunately, Coriolanus questions the genuineness and necessity of 
this compromise in the public arena. Coriolanus and other patricians all know that 
equality is cosmetic, but he refuses to flatter the people with this illusion. To preserve 
their own reputation, the patricians of Rome choose to break the subtle balance 
between themselves and this great man. Volumnia points this out to him, claiming 
credit for his valor but refusing to accept her responsibility for his haughtiness: “[t]hy 
valiantness was mine, thou suck’dst it from me, [b]ut owe thy pride thyself” (3.2.129-
30). The city, likewise, still credits honor to itself, but blames its unavoidable 
inequality on Coriolanus, pretending not to know where Coriolanus’ pride is nurtured.      
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 According to Livy’s observation, the patricians give up on Coriolanus, and 
tacitly permit the persecution against him in exchange for peace: “the Senate was 
forced to yield, feeling it wiser to sacrifice one of their number to appease the popular 
fury” (2.35). Shakespeare presents this “betrayal” deftly in his treatment of the 
patricians’ silence following Coriolanus’ plea and also in the scene when he is 
banished from the city. Only his family, friends and “the young Nobility of Rome” 
(4.1.1) accompany him to the city gates. As Plutarch records:  
These arguments and others in the same strain had a powerful effect upon the 
younger senators, so that Marcius succeeded to an extraordinary degree in 
inspiring them with his own passionate convictions. (1.17) 
 
Coriolanus’ eloquent speech can easily resonate with spirited young people, while the 
older senators may feel frightened to even think of the turmoil Coriolanus may bring. 
Thus his existence may split the Senate into two factions, which represents an 
unbearable threat for the old senators, given the protest in the city and the possibility 
of invasion from other cities.  
 To sum up, Coriolanus’ pride cannot be the fundamental reason for his 
banishment. Further, it is the exact image of Coriolanus that the city or the patricians 
want to present to the people, so they do not take any responsibility for his offensive 
behavior, and they can still maintain the illusion that the plebeians have a saying in 
policy-making. We need to examine Coriolanus’ political ideas to reveal the reasons 
for his banishment, but the patricians’ betrayal is definitely a root cause.  
 
2. Coriolanus’ Political Pursuits and its Limitation 
 If honor gives Coriolanus a direct reason to refuse to cooperate with plebeians, 
his worry about the future of Rome is a more profound reason for not doing so. 
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Coriolanus’ basic wish is to prevent Rome (i.e. the aristocratic order, from his 
perspective) from corruption and his more ambitious wish is to lead the people to 
achieve a higher “purpose” (3.1.149), although he does not describe it in detail. These 
two wishes exactly contradict the two core values of republicanism, namely, equality 
and liberty: his first wish causes him to refuse to beg for the people’s voices with 
flattery and to despise the newly established office of tribunes, while his second wish 
makes him very unpopular with the common people, given that people in a democratic 
society are more concerned with pragmatic issues rather than high ideals.  
Coriolanus questions the justification of election when he is required to beg for 
voices from commoners, saying: 
                      Custom calls me to’t.  
  What custom wills, in all things should we do’t,  
  The dust on antique time would lie unswept,  
  And mountainous error be too highly heaped  
  For truth to o’erpeer.          (2.3.116-20) 
 
Unlike other patricians who obey custom without challenging it, Coriolanus cannot 
comply with it because he cannot accept the premise of this custom, which is that 
people are equal and that can give tenable guidance for government. He makes his 
opinion very clear by saying, “where gentry, title, wisdom, [c]annot conclude but by 
the yea and no [o]f general ignorance” (3.1.144-5): he does not believe people are 
equal in their ability, status or contribution to the country, nor does he agree that the 
popular vote can be truly effective in the discussion of public affairs. This pursuit of 
a purely numerical concept of equality will neglect “equality according to merit” 
(Aristotle 1310a35) and implicitly dissociate virtue from government, just as the 
multitude use their number to bully the Senate, because they have the “greater poll” 
(3.1.134). Thus, a city that worships equality will tend to exclude outstanding men 
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from their government, and the outstanding men themselves will also withdraw from 
public service, because they do not want to either kindle jealousy or flatter other 
people. This hostility on the part of the plebeians towards outstanding individuals has 
been criticized or recorded by many pre-modern thinkers like Cicero and Thucydides, 
and Aristotle attributes this hostility to the democratic polis’ extreme advocacy of 
equality:  
For of all city-states these are held to pursue equality most, and so they ostracize 
those held to be outstandingly powerful (whether because of their wealth, their 
many friends, or any other source of political power), banishing them from the 
city-state for fixed periods of time. (1284a18-21) 
    
As an aristocrat who noticed the overwhelming potential of democracy, Tocqueville 
also gives a mild caveat:  
While the natural instincts of democracy induce the people to reject 
distinguished citizens as their rulers, an instinct not less strong induces able men 
to retire from the political area, in which it is so difficult to retain their 
independence, or to advance without becoming servile. (209) 
 
This is the dilemma Coriolanus has been put in. He believes he has the virtue and 
qualifications to become consul, which are sufficient in an aristocratic regime, but 
now he has to flatter and even cajole the commoners if he wants to hold office. Other 
patricians hope to enjoy peace by granting the tribunes their demands, but Coriolanus 
is worrying about the future, if the aristocratic regime is gradually corrupted by these 
compromises:  
  By mingling them with us, the honoured number;  
  Who lack not virtue, no, nor power, but that  
  Which they have given to beggars.  (3.1.68-74) 
 
As Aristotle argues, “aristocracies are particularly apt to change imperceptibly by 
being overturned little by little” (1307b), the flattering compromise made by the 
patricians undermines their foundation, and also corrupts the people. This process 
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takes years before people realize what is happening. Shakespeare introduces a 
deliberate anachronism when Lartius praises Coriolanus as “a soldier [e]ven to Cato’s 
wish” (1.4.57-8), suggesting Coriolanus is a brave and austere soldier just like Cato. 
But considering Cato is the Republican opponent of Caesar, this anachronistic 
compliment implies that Coriolanus foresees that flattery will lead to tyranny, and he 
tries to stop this process. When one of the patricians betrays his own class and 
becomes the greatest flatterer of the people, then he will lead them to overturn the 
aristocracy, so the tyrant among them rises and others descend into slavery8.  
 Coriolanus’ other wish is to muster the city’s power to achieve a higher goal or 
at least maintain a stable government, and therefore, he accuses the republic of 
ignorance of this long-term purpose:  
         it must omit  
   Real necessities, and give way the while    
   To unstable slightness. Purpose so barred, it follows  
   Nothing is done to purpose.           (3.1.144-9) 
 
His ambition is not realistic in a city that worships liberty because individual citizens 
will be very sensitive, if the government intends to encroach on their freedom of 
choice by summoning them to pursue a high ideal. Sicinius is well aware of this and 
he one-sidedly exaggerates Coriolanus’ threat to incite the people’s anger that 
Coriolanus will deprive them of their new-found liberty: “[y]ou are at point to lose 
your liberties: Marcius would have all from you” (3.1.193-4). Worse still, Coriolanus 
suggests the commoners “cannot rule, [n]or ever will be ruled” (3.1.40-1), which 
means first they need to at least know self-discipline before they can preserve political 
                                                
8 As Mansfield observes: “either the nobles must be harsh—hence immoderate—in 
order to maintain their power, or they must do favors for the people, flatter and 
corrupt them, and finally induce them to overthrow the nobility” (229).    
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liberty, otherwise they are still the slaves of their own appetite and desire (1.1.177); 
second, “be ruled” also means they need to learn to obey and cooperate. If not, the 
policies cannot be carried out and important issues will be stalled. In Coriolanus’ 
view, not only will the people’s ability be unqualified, the government itself will 
frequently modify their policies because of the need to cater to the changing appetite 
of the people and the regular shuffle of deputies and elections. Tocqueville refers to 
this phenomenon once: “[a]s the designs which it entertains are frequently changed, 
and the agents of those designs are still more frequently removed, its undertakings are 
often ill conducted or left unfinished” (224).  
 In expressing these critical but insightful opinions Coriolanus offends the 
commoners and also the republic. The Plebeians soon find his behavior offensive and 
the patricians also realize his ambition may turn into uncontrollable threat, which 
means that both groups have an interest in seeing him banished9. Not only does his 
mother deny the source of his pride, but also one of the patricians says “[t]his man has 
marred his fortune” (3.1.253), indicating that they will not share the responsibility and 
have decided not to follow Coriolanus’ fortune any more. Instead of reflecting on the 
validity or otherwise of these criticisms and making necessary precautions, the simple 
expedient is to exile him in order to make peace again. In the final criticism against 
the city, Coriolanus surpasses his own class and wants to be independent from the 
city: “I turn my back: [t]here is a world elsewhere” (3.3.134-5). 
  Notwithstanding, Coriolanus makes two mistakes which lead to his 
banishment. First, although Aristotle himself does not show any favor towards 
                                                
9 As Auden points out that “the main contrast in the play is not of aristocrats and 
plebeians, but of the one and the many, of Coriolanus and the crowd” (243). 
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plebeians, he at least suggests allowing them to “participate in deliberation and 
judgment” (1281b30), otherwise their exclusion will incur hatred. Neither the other 
patricians nor Coriolanus can be the “author of himself” (5.3.36), for the polis consists 
“of people of different kinds” (Aristotle 1261a21) and they function interdependently 
to create a self-sufficient form. The long-term question of how to prevent the Republic 
as a whole from the taint of corruption is worthy of discussion only if the current 
turmoil can be settled. Second, the quantity can overwhelm the quality as “the greater 
poll” (3.1.134) has seized power, but Coriolanus fails to realize that it is still possible 
to value the commoners’ existence without flattering them. As Gary Wills argues, 
“[h]e is noble, but his virtue is so dysfunctional as to have the effect of vice” (93), 
emphasising that Coriolanus does not use his charisma to educate his fellow citizens, 
and even causes the unnecessary sacrifice of his own career. He forgoes his duty to 
cultivate the plebeians and simply leaves them to the demagogues, who do not intend 
to speak genuinely on behalf of the commoners and manipulate them for their own 
interests. As long as one concession has been given, the demagogues will use their 
power to grasp more, just as Sicinius does: since he has the right to express his opinion 
he now wants to impose it on others by using the canonical “shall” (3.1.87). This 
behavior obviously infuriates Coriolanus for this is what he worries about most:  
                You are plebeians, 
  If they be senators; and they no less, 
  When, both your voices blended, the great’st taste 
  Most palates theirs. (3.1.101-4) 
 
In the first half of the play, the tragedy of Coriolanus is that, at least to an extent, he 
is a suitable person to exercise political power, but he gives up on the new regime and 
leaves it to people with ulterior aims. Obviously he is keen to be consul, and he is 
prepared to make some sacrifice if he has to. He also shows military acumen not only 
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in fighting, but also in his prediction of the enemy’s motives and strategy (1.1.226). 
As he loyally insists on the high standard of aristocracy that has been instilled in him, 
he can be a great orator when he defends his ideal, and a farsighted figure who can 
predict the potential danger to the current regime. If he knew how to deal with the 
commoners tactfully, he would effectively tame their enthusiasm for unlimited liberty 
and equality, which are two pillars but also the two potential pitfalls of democracy.  
 
Coriolanus’ Revenge and Death: “I shall be loved when I am lacked” (4.1.15) 
 
The dramatic tension of Coriolanus’ tragedy will be highly undermined if it ends 
with his banishment. Unfortunately, or fortunately for the construction of 
Shakespeare’s drama, in the humiliating exile the tragic hero wants revenge. However, 
this raises two questions: when and why did Coriolanus decide to take revenge? There 
is a gap between Act Four Scene One when Coriolanus leaves Rome and Act Four 
Scene Five when he persuades Aufidius to accompany him in his plan for revenge 
against Rome. Coriolanus clearly does not realize Aufidius’ revenge is twofold 
(4.4.20): one as a Volscian soldier who wants to conquer Rome, the other as a Volscian 
general who has been beaten and humiliated by Coriolanus in the war. Even though 
he can help Aufidius conquer Rome, Aufidius’ personal hatred and concept of honour 
still require his own revenge against Coriolanus. He knows Coriolanus even better 
than Coriolanus himself does, for he finds Coriolanus’ revenge is suspicious and his 
resolution may not prove as unshakeable as it seems to be (4.7.4-5). The outcome 
proves Aufidius’ concern is not groundless, and Coriolanus indeed never reflects on 
his motive of revenge. He is still amiable toward his family and friends on leaving 
Rome, and he only blames plebeians and tribunes, but after he goes into exile he 
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intends to become a killing machine against Rome, including his family and friends. 
What is implied by the hiatus between Acts III and IV is that after the long exile, he 
has finally realized that patricians tacitly consented in his persecution: “[t]he cruelty 
and envy of the people, [p]ermitted by our dastard nobles, who [h]ave all forsook me” 
(4.5.77-9). His revenge is thus targeted against the whole of Rome, and not only 
limited to the plebeians.  
Coriolanus’  inclusive revenge is motivated by many impulses: first, the most 
obvious reason is to punish Rome for betraying him, as he explains when he persuades 
Aufidius; second, he wants to prove he is indispensable to the city and wishes to make 
it realize that, even at the cost of  war, as he says before his banishment: “I shall be 
loved when I am lacked” (4.1.15); third, he wants to demonstrate he has the power to 
compete with the city and even surpass it, “[h]e is their god; he leads them like a thing 
[m]ade by some other deity than Nature (4.9.61-2); fourth, to be recognized by the 
city and regain his name and title: “[h]e was a kind of nothing, titleless, [t]ill he had 
forged himself a name i’ th’ fire [o]f burning Rome” (5.1.13-5). Since he used to be 
the most reputed man in Rome, Coriolanus cannot stand this deprivation of his social 
status. Although he claims “[t]here is a world elsewhere” (3.3.135), the first words he 
says when he arrives in Antium is, “A goodly city is this Antium” (4.4.1), indicating 
he cannot live with or without a city, as Steven Forde observes, “Alcibiades is less 
prone to anger in part because he always has other alternatives and options, because 
he is less attached to his city, or to any city, than Coriolanus” (111) and Auden also 
notes that Coriolanus’ “passion for approval” is his main flaw (250).    
Coriolanus changes his identity from Roman to Volscian when he arrives in 
Antium, or, to be specific, he becomes titleless and nameless after his banishment, but 
then Antium, once the enemy’s city, gives him an identity and instills its hatred against 
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Rome into Coriolanus: “[m]y birth-place hate I, and my love’s upon [t]his enemy 
town” (4.4.23-4). This Volscian army led by Coriolanus is the external representation 
of his hatred and grievance, but his “Great Nature” (5.3.33) struggles against this new 
identity, so he cannot be entirely ruthless when he confronts Rome again. Paul Cantor 
also notes this: “Coriolanus carries the city with him wherever he goes, and stays loyal 
to his essential Romanness to the end” (107). Thus, he can never make up his mind to 
slaughter the whole city, not only because he discovers unexpected empathy for his 
metaphorical mother Rome after his literal mother’s intercession, but also because the 
city is still in him, regardless of his name or identity, once illuminating his way to 
victory, now leading his march to final calamity. Judging by appearance, Coriolanus 
is banished by his city and he wants revenge, but fails. However, from Coriolanus’ 
point of view, his city betrays him and he wants to prove he is indispensable to the 
city, just as Aristophanes represents the situation in his comedy The Frogs: “[s]he 
loves, and hates, and longs to have him back” (1425). It is the process of revenge he 
prefers rather than its outcome: he enjoys to be begged for mercy by his city, his 
former friends and associates and the people who once banished him; he also enjoys 
the right to turn them down, flaunting his power over the city and impregnable 
constancy. He wants the city to remember that only he has the power to threaten her, 
in the same way that Volumnia kneels down in front of him and only he can spare her 
life. Even before his banishment, the tribune Brutus criticizes Coriolanus for wanting 
to place himself above the city:  when “[w]ith a proud heart he wore [h]is humble 
weeds” (2.3.151-152). While Brutus is obviously a biased and unreliable 
commentator, nevertheless the suggestion in the text is that Coriolanus’ ego has 
expanded with the accumulation of his honor, and the city is aware of the potential 
threat.  
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After the banishment Coriolanus’ desire to win the city back on his terms can be 
illustrated by Alcibiades’ defense of his own betrayal of Athens: “[t]he true philopolis 
is not one who refuses to attack his city, though he lost her unjustly; rather, he is the 
one who will attempt to take her back by any means, on account of desiring her so” 
(Thucydides 6.92.2). This process of revenge carries him away, hindering him from 
realizing that he is reaching the city’s limitation of tolerance. When the situation is 
almost out of control, the city uses his most vulnerable point to forestall his revenge 
and protect itself. Ultimately this shows that his soul is not loyal to his adoptive 
Volscian identity and he remains deeply attached to Rome. Volumnia goads him by 
saying: “[t]his fellow had a Volscian to his mother; [h]is wife is in Corioli” (5.3.178-
9), forcing him to reflect on this crisis of identity. Coriolanus puts himself in this very 
paradoxical situation: on the one hand, as a great man he wants to surpass the city and 
even his natural blood ties; on the other hand, as an outcast citizen he desires to return 
to his city and be recognized again. In this painful entanglement between ambition 
and belonging, he cries, “[b]ut out, affection! All bond and privilege of nature, break!” 
(5.3.25) At last, he earns back his Roman identity by admitting that he is still the son 
of a Roman mother and subjecting himself to “most mortal” danger (5.3.189) for his 
betrayal of his acquired Volscian identity. His mother enjoins him to surrender, while 
effectively leaving him to the Volscians for execution. The tension between the natural 
bond and social status is also represented in Volumnia’s situation: she can abandon 
the city and leave with him, but she stays and persuades her son to sacrifice his life in 
order to preserve her city. This scene reminds us of Brutus executing his own sons in 
public to demonstrate that no one should infringe the law, even though, as a public 
figure, he has to control his feeling as a father (Livy, Ab Urbe Condita, 2.3-4). 
Volumnia’s choice reclaims the city’s priority over any individual interests and any 
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personal relationship: as Shakespeare demonstrates, the city has the final leverage 
over all, and the protagonist has no other choice but to obey.  
  
Parallel Lives and Counter-examples 
 
Due to his pessimistic attitude towards the commoners’ nature, Coriolanus 
denies the possibility of introducing light into the cave and enlightening the people. 
Plutarch compares Coriolanus with Alcibiades in his Parallel Lives, while the contrast 
between speeches given by Alcibiades and Pericles in History of the Peloponnesian 
War may shed a light upon our understanding of Coriolanus and Cominius. Given that 
Thucydides consciously compares Alcibiades and Pericles to reveal the subtle 
relationship between the statesman and his polis, Shakespeare portrays Cominius as a 
counter-example of Coriolanus no matter in the battlefield (1.6.1; 3.1.244) or 
addressing the people in the forum (3.3.113), suggesting that it is the statesman’s 
sworn duty to cultivate people’s loyalty to their city and guide them away from 
corruption. Coriolanus ultimately foregoes the right to assume public office. However, 
in sharp contrast to his attitude, Cominius prefers to attempt to educate people with 
his patriotic speeches: 
I do love 
My country's good with a respect more tender,  
More holy and profound, than mine own life,  
My dear wife's estimate, her womb's increase  
And treasure of my loins…       (3.3.111-5) 
 
Cominius is trying to defend Coriolanus, but the speech is essentially an expression 
of his loyalty to Rome over and above his loyalty to his friend and comrade, 
Coriolanus. Pericles’ funeral oration also evokes the people’s debt of loyalty to a 
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personalized Athens to enhance their faith in the city’s rule: 
I also, rendering obedience to the law, must endeavour to the best of my 
ability to satisfy the wishes and beliefs of each of you…It is true that our 
government is called a democracy, because its administration is in the hands, 
not of the few, but of the many… Such, then, is the city for which these men 
nobly fought and died, deeming it their duty not to let her be taken from them; 
and it is fitting that every man who is left behind should suffer willingly for 
her sake. (2.35.2; 2.41.5) 
 
Given the honor he won in the battlefield, Coriolanus could have been a leader with 
charisma, just as Pericles and Cominius were, but he fails to realize the true nature of 
the city: it is diversified and also mystified as an abstraction. It is the law and 
convention that unite the city and its citizens; thus a responsible statesman needs the 
support of the multitude; he has to show respect for the city’s conventions and use it 
to benefit his rule, even though he knows the defects of the city’s multitude and its 
laws. Coriolanus’s subconscious desire to surpass the city makes him neglect this duty. 
Although at the end of the play he proves he is indispensable to his city in the sense 
that the city’s very survival depends on his decision, the city will be indifferent about 
his tragic and lonely death. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed the profound reasons for Coriolanus’ banishment, 
revenge and death, and also explored the significant relationship between 
Shakespeare’s dramatic representations of the historical role of political thought. In 
his Roman tragedies, Shakespeare depicts the pursuit of “common good to all” (Julius 
Caesar, 5.5.72) and justice according to people’s nature, but the definitions of good 
and justice vary according to the practices of different eras. The city’s education has 
cultivated human nature, but there is a clash between this cultivated nature and the 
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newly founded sociopolitical order. We need to note that Coriolanus has been raised 
at the tail-end of the Roman monarchy, and his nature is cultivated by aristocracy 
instead of republicanism, which is why he regards the former as representing the 
natural political system, whereas he expresses the view that the latter will bring only 
turmoil. The newly founded tribunes introduce conflict between the internalized old 
regime and the new law, which directly causes Coriolanus’ banishment.  
Coriolanus is a typical citizen-warrior, with both his love and hate dependent on 
the city, but even so he cannot do whatever the city wants him to do without reflecting 
on the meaning and result of his actions toward it. His trust in his own judgment 
instead of the city’s order causes his disobedience and exile. This precious spirit of 
reflection makes Coriolanus a man instead of a killing machine. However, the city 
prefers a docile citizen to a critical man, especially when the man is popular among 
soldiers and inflammatory in expressing his views in the senate house. 
Coriolanus’ longing to be a great man is at first cultivated by his family and his 
city, but soon it becomes uncontrollable, because his ambition causes him to break 
with the new order and attempt to surpass the city. Although Pericles says in the 
Funeral Oration: “[c]ontemplate the power of the city, day by day, and become her 
lover” (Thucydides 2.43.1), Shakespeare reveals the potential threat of extreme 
patriotic zeal in Coriolanus’ revenge: the love for the city may transform into a desire 
to conquer and even possess it, because love is ultimately exclusive and expects 
recompense. The city is aware of this arrogation from its most outstanding men and 
thus has every reason to ostracize them, even though in doing so the city incurs a great 
loss. The city wins the battle against Coriolanus, but it later becomes subject to the 
dictatorship of Caesar and his heirs. The banishment and death of Coriolanus will shed 
light on the gentle tyranny of Caesar, who also declares war against the city by 
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crossing the Rubicon, but then wins back its love “partly by fear, partly by endurance” 
(Cicero Philippics 2.116).  
 Coriolanus’ insightful criticism against the republic echoes with Aristotle’s 
argument about democracy’s potential threats and inevitable decline, which are 
confirmed by the rise of Caesar centuries later. As Machiavelli, in the generation 
before Shakespeare points out, people are “moved more by things that appear than by 
things that are” (Discourses, I 25),  so in his view statesman should maintain the 
appearance or even the illusion to encourage the citizens’ belief in the city. Politics 
has a strong sense of performance, as many famous political scenarios have indicated. 
Shakespeare’s meta-theatrical interest in dramatic performance and seeming as a 
metaphor for political performance leads him to contrast the political performers (and 
survivors) Sicinius, Brutus and Menenius with the reluctant performer, Coriolanus. 
Ultimately Coriolanus is banished not only because of his pride and headstrong 
behavior, but also because he, like Socrates, challenges people’s common 
assumptions and the city’s conventions. His pride, to a great extent, is inherited from 
his city but the city refuses to acknowledge this lineage, and sacrifices Coriolanus for 
the sake of peace. Shakespeare also reveals that sometimes political order is 
maintained by sacrificing the beautiful or noble part of human nature. But this is not 
to deny that it is possible that the noblest and most outstanding men will have the 
desire to compete with the city, or even possess the city and become its tyrant when 
his ambition outstrips the the development of the city. The tragedy of Coriolanus is 
the result not only of the protagonist’s tragic flaw, entrenched political belief and 
unbending judgment, but also the universal tension between a great man and his city, 
which surpasses this individual case and indicates a universal phenomenon.  
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Chapter Two  The Caesarean Moment: Morals, Love and Politics 
 
A pertinent question that comes to mind in relation to Shakespeare's Julius 
Caesar is this: why does the republicans’ noble aim of killing a man they regard as a 
tyrant descend into bloody civil strife, and how do they make themselves outcasts in 
the process? Shakespeare is circumspect about Caesar’s actions in his pursuit of 
supreme power, and blurs Caesar’s two faces as both tyrant and protector of the people, 
suspending the controversial issues surrounding this complicated man. Thus, this 
thesis will also take a neutral position on criticism of the historically constructed 
Caesar, as Shakespeare does. Instead of judging the events of the Ides of March as 
being related to his flaw of arrogance or naivety, as many critics have done, this thesis 
will regard him as a significant figure whether for good or evil, otherwise, as Gary 
Wills puts it, “the power of his specter to haunt the later action of the play makes no 
sense” (G. Wills 25).  
There are many effective ways offered by previous critical interpreters to 
understand Caesar’s behavior on the Ides of March: one of these is that he is confident 
about his invulnerability and he believes his peers also know that only he can restore 
the order of the Republic, thus no one has the ability or courage to kill him (Wills 21). 
This opinion is buttressed by historians like Bringmann in A History of the Roman 
Republic (276); second, as David Lowenthal convincingly argues, Caesar in fact 
knows of the conspiracy and uses it to immortalize himself. This argument is also 
supported by Canfora in his biography of Caesar: “he preferred to confront those 
perils, once and for all, rather than live constantly in fear of them” (322). Shakespeare’s 
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text can be interpreted from this perspective, as Caesar himself says “[c]owards die 
many times before their deaths; [t]he valiant never taste of death but once” (2.2.33-4). 
Both arguments are reasonable, given the limited evidence in Shakespeare’s text. 
These various explanations of Caesar are caused by the ambiguity of Caesar himself 
in history and Shakespeare’s deliberately equivocal representation. Thus the 
interpretation of this chapter will focus on Brutus and Cassius, the focal point of this 
tragedy, instead of Caesar, both of whom regard Caesar as inimical to the Republic 
and believe it is justified to kill him, at least, in the case of Brutus, during the first half 
of the play.  
Brutus has often been regarded as a noble idealist who is not as sophisticated as 
Cassius in traditional criticism. Compared to Cassius and Antony, Brutus cares more 
about moral values than strategy, and he believes that morality itself should be the 
foundation of politics, and not the other way around (2.1.132-6). In other words, moral 
integrity is the core value, which should underpin political actions. As Timothy Burns 
suggests, “Brutus’ argument does not differ, in kind or conclusion, from the moral 
consistency of Kant” (28). Indeed, we may find Brutus’ belief in morality's supreme 
status and the way he pursues it very Kantian, even if this is an anachronism for both 
Brutus and Shakespeare. Kant says in Perpetual Peace: 
Politics says: ‘‘Be ye as prudent as serpents,’’ and morality adds to this, as a 
limiting condition, ‘‘and as innocent as doves.’’ If both cannot coexist in a 
command, then there is really a conflict between politics and morality. (8:370) 
 
 Kant stipulates that a “moral politician,” rather than a “political moralist,” will settle 
this conflict between politics and morality: 
 
I can imagine a moral politician, that is, one who interprets the principles of 
political prudence in such a way that they can coexist with morality, but not a 
political moralist, who fashions himself a morality in such a way that it works to 
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the benefit of the statesman. (8:372) 
 
Brutus is placed in this dilemma between politics and morality. The former urges him 
to be pitiless like a serpent, while the latter requires him to behave as a dove according 
to the categorical imperative. In the first half of the play, he manages to achieve this 
goal as a moral politician, but his moral passion hinders his political judgment after 
the death of Caesar and the balance between politics and morality is thus broken. 
 
Metamorphosis of Rome 
 
As Paster reminds us, “definitions of Rome in each play split sharply” (65), at 
the beginning of Julius Caesar Shakespeare presents a different “Republic” from the 
one in Coriolanus. Brutus and other republicans are striving to save Rome, while they 
fail to recognize Rome’s profound changes at this critical turning point. The 
relationship between plebeians and tribunes in Julius Caesar has changed dramatically 
from their relationship in Coriolanus, indicating that the republic is not as resilient as 
it used to be and the action to preserve it is destined to fail.  
 The beginning of the play presents a group of plebeians loafing around on “a 
labouring day” (1.1.4) to “see Caesar and to rejoice in his triumph” (1.1.35), which is 
markedly different from those soldier citizens in Coriolanus, who cannot even get 
enough to eat. Marullus laments Pompey’s defeat and death, and accuses the plebeians 
on account of their cruelty: “do you now strew flowers in his way [t]hat comes in 
triumph over Pompey’s blood?” (1.1.54-5). The plebeians in Julius Caesar are 
celebrating the triumph of one Roman over another Roman. Caesar returns in triumph, 
having defeated a fellow Roman general Pompey in a bloody civil war for supremacy 
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and ultimate control, while in Coriolanus citizens are welcomed back as heroes after 
fighting against the Volscians in Corioli. The opening scene of the play shows the 
grave crisis in Rome: under the surface of the joyful celebration, the patricians have 
been divided into factions while the plebeians are not only indifferent to the profound 
change in Republic but are even keen to watch the spectacle on working days. The 
material prosperity and the excitement of a more comfortable life have corrupted their 
appetite and left no room for austerity, which was regarded as a major Roman virtue 
in Coriolanus’ time.  
Another evidence of Rome’s metamorphosis is the scene after Caesar’s death, 
Antony reads his will to the people, claiming Caesar will give his “private arbours and 
new-planted orchards” (3.2.250) and some money to every citizen. But the source of 
his largesse is questionable because at least a portion of his “private” estates are war 
trophies, except his family legacy. Coriolanus despises the commoners who grab spoils 
after the war (Coriolanus, 1.5.5-7), while by the end of the republic the generals often 
use spoils as major stimulant to boost the morale and win popular support. In principle, 
war trophies should belong to the republic, but now, ironically, it is the general’s 
“private” property and the commoners are very grateful if the general is willing to 
spare some of it with them (3.2.245-6).  
 In Julius Caesar the tribunes’ attitude towards the plebeians, their electorates, 
is not as amiable as it appears to be in Coriolanus. The tribunes in Julius Caesar play 
Coriolanus’ role, chiding the plebeians and urging them to go home (1.1.1) and they 
share the same worry with the patricians about the threat of autocratic dictatorial rule 
that needs to be prevented: “[w]ho else would soar above the view of men [a]nd keep 
us all in servile fearfulness” (1.1.78-9). The patricians successfully tamed the tribunes 
and integrated them as part of the noble class (see Finer, 416): the rise of Sulla’s 
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dictatorship undermined the power of the tribunes and reduced them to the role of 
controlling the plebeians instead of representing the plebeians to balance the 
patricians’ power. The tribunes “are put to silence” (1.2.287) later because they openly 
challenge the new imperialist ideology, which the city comes to worship, by stripping 
scarfs from Caesar’s images. This suggests that although Caesar is renowned for his 
“clementia Caesaris,” there is a limit to his clemency and people who challenge it will 
be punished. This scene, which is almost unimaginable in Coriolanus’ time, reveals 
the strict curb on citizens’ speech and behavior by the end of the republic. If the 
tribunes in Coriolanus could be “put to silence” by the patricians, then Coriolanus 
would not have been banished from Rome. In Renaissance England, the high ideals of 
the Roman Republic, especially its checks and balances among the consul, the senate 
and commoners, were praised and even envied. Shakespeare hints this regime is not 
perfect and the balance is easily broken: citizens’ legal rights and liberty are always 
under threat, threats that derive from either tyrants or mobs. In his own times, 
Shakespeare knew very well the risk he took if he criticized the people in power, thus 
any criticism of the powerful elites in his plays is either veiled or oblique. In 1597, two 
years before Shakespeare wrote Julius Caesar, fellow-dramatist Ben Jonson was 
arrested because his play The Isle of Dogs offended the authorities. Shakespeare was 
more circumspect than Johnson and he was aware of the baseline of censorship. It is 
likely that when he wrote his play on Caesar, with the  fear of being “put to silence” at 
the back of his mind,  he was careful to disguise his political observations that 
resonated with the political situation in his own era. His implicit critique about the 
over-zealous mobs is rather blunt in his depiction of the poet Cinna’s death: they regard 
him as the conspirator Cinna and shout to “[t]ear him to piece” (3.3.28), but even 
though he explains he is the poet instead of the conspirator, they still determine to kill 
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him for his “bad verses” (3.3.30), as if they have the right to dispose of a person’s life 
regardless of the fact and the reason.  
 The scene leading up to Caesar’s assassination also reveals Rome’s profound 
transition. Referring to himself in the pompous third person, as though he were already 
an emperor, Caesar asks “[w]hat is now amiss [t]hat Caesar and his senate must 
redress?” (3.1.31-2) There is no space for the plebeians to give their opinion in judicial 
affairs and even the senate is utterly manipulated by Caesar. Coincidentally, Cimber 
kneels down for his “banished brother” (3.1.51), but unlike in Coriolanus, he is 
begging mercy from Caesar instead of the Roman people, who are now absent in public 
decision-making. The exile of a citizen is dependent totally on the dictator’s will, while 
other patricians have to kneel in front of him and kiss his hand—a scene which 
provides a striking image of the state’s submission to the will of a potential tyrant. 
 Although, as many critics have noted, “the matter is complicated by the 
question of whether Caesar is to be seen as a tyrant, or whether on the contrary he 
represents a principle of stability safeguarding the state against anarchy” (R. Wells 
103), one undeniable fact in Julius Caesar’s Rome is that the city is corrupted and 
vulnerable to tyranny. The idea of dictatorship has seeped into the spirit of the Roman 
Republic, and Brutus lacks the insight into the current situation: the future he fears has 
already become the reality before he realizes it. It is therefore ironic that after Brutus 
and his fellow-conspirators have killed Caesar and he addresses the crowd to explain 
his reasons to them, the plebeians shout “[l]et him be Caesar” (3.2.51), as if “Caesar” 
is a title instead of a particular name. The oration scene is a perfect illustration of the 
republicans’ doomed attempt to preserve an ideal that has been gradually corrupted 
over a period of hundreds of years during the Republic. People are easily bribed by 
Caesar’s will and the promised money, and disguise their greed by assuming sympathy 
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for Caesar’s death. Shakespeare emphasizes the crucial role played by the plebeians in 
the Republicans’ flight and destruction, and depicts them in a similar way to the mobs 
in Coriolanus, only greedier and more admiring of authority figures. Even the 
conspiracy itself is a sign of the republic’s decay because it cannot discharge a potential 
tyrant from the seat of consulship for fear of his popularity among the plebeians and 
his unrestricted control of military force.  
This is the “Roman Republic” that Brutus is desperately trying to save. What the 
conspirators do not understand is that the senate and the Roman people in 
Senatus Populusque Romanus are reduced to figureheads, while the dictator—
whoever it may be—has the real power above all of them, and even above the law. 
There is a strong sense of inevitability in both the Roman Republic’s decay and the 
failure of the republicans’ action. Our empathy with Brutus and Cassius is stirred by 
this inevitability and the pathos of their belief in the moribund ideals of a Roman 
Republic. The tragedy is made more acute when both Brutus and Cassius choose to 
die with their ideals; thus the following section will explore the inevitability of this 
tragic denouement by looking more closely at the protagonists. 
 
Antinomies of Morality and Politics 
1. Brutus as the “Moral Politician” 
 
One key question of this tragedy is this: why does “noble Brutus” (1.3.141) 
become a “traitor” (3.2.154) to Rome? The strong tension between his high ideals and 
his tragic end requires us to reexamine the relationship between his moral standard and 
political actions. 
In this scene, Shakespeare creates a strong contrast between Cassius and Brutus: 
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the former is full of passion, trying to pry into the latter’s mind and complaining of 
Brutus’ lack of love, while the latter is emotionless and circumspect, refusing to show 
the “war” inside himself to the former or give a straightforward opinion on the nascent 
conspiracy. Brutus is the perfect representation of Roman virtue, which gives him both 
advantage and disadvantage in politics and makes him vulnerable especially in the 
political crisis.  
After Brutus joins the conspiracy, the two protagonists hold conflicting opinions 
on virtually every action, with Brutus influenced by his abstract moral code, while 
Cassius acts according to political and military pragmatism. The first disagreement 
between them is Brutus’s rejection of a secret oath:  
What need we any spur but our own cause  
To prick us to redress? what other bond 
Than secret Romans that have spoke the word,  
And will not palter? and what other oath  
Than honesty to honesty engaged 
That this shall be or we will fall for it? (2.1.123-8)   
 
Brutus believes a noble cause is self-sufficient and that Roman virtue alone will 
guarantee a fortunate outcome to the conspirators' enterprise. Even though the action 
may fail and they will “fall for it” (2.1.128), the most important thing is they show the 
world “th’insuppressive mettle of our spirits” (2.1.134). We may find Brutus’ 
insistence on noble cause echoes with Kant’s argument about good will in Groundwork 
of the Metaphysics of Morals: 
if with its greatest efforts it should yet achieve nothing and only the good 
will were left (not, of course, as a mere wish but as the summoning of all means 
insofar as they are in our control) - then, like a jewel, it would still shine by itself, 
as something that has its full worth in itself. (4:395) 
 
In Brutus’ view, it is their duty as Roman patricians that gives them the cause to kill 
the tyrant and free Roman people from tyranny. The action itself is justified by its 
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cause, as he says, “[o]ur reasons are so full of good regard” (3.1.225), while any other 
external attachment, specifically an oath, “can neither add anything to this worth nor 
take anything away from it” as Kant puts it in his treatise on Goodwill (Kant 4:395).  
 It is understandable that a noble man like Brutus will not accept the clannish 
oath, as he says before the conspirators come: “[t]hey are the faction. O conspiracy, 
[s]ham’st thou to show thy dang’rous brow by night, [w]hen evils are most free?” 
(2.1.77-9) He worries that the faction-like behavior will disgrace their fair action and 
make it seem like an evil deed. Brutus requires other people to stick to his own strict 
moral standards, which is an unrealistic expectation, given most people do not have 
his resolution. Religious belief plays an important role in ancient Romans’ daily lives 
and swearing an oath will make them more resolute as Cassius suggests, but Brutus 
foregoes this chance to enhance the cohesion of the conspirators because he is 
confident in secular honor instead of religious oath.   
The next disagreement between them is about whether they should kill Antony 
or not. Cassius suggests they should kill him while Brutus persuades them that they 
should spare Antony’s life: 
Our course will seem too bloody, Caius Cassius,  
To cut the head off and then hack the limbs,  
Like wrath in death and envy afterwards… (2.1.162-4) 
Which so appearing to the common eyes, 
We shall be called purgers, not murderers. (2.1.179-80) 
 
Brutus’ worry is reasonable. Appearance is very important in politics while the reality 
of the situation is sometimes secondary. He explains the consequence for Cassius to 
test his suggestion of killing Antony: they will become “butchers” (2.1.166) and lose 
people’s trust, just as Sulla did when he purged dissidents. To Brutus, killing Caesar is 
an absolute and justifiable necessity, while killing Antony is not reasonable nor 
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justified. He wants the killing to begin and end with the death of Caesar. If they kill 
Antony after Caesar’s death, they will not stop with Antony’s death and Caesar’s other 
supporters may also be killed. The terrible and bloody scene will remind people of 
Sulla’s cruel persecution, and thus seriously undermine people’s confidence in the 
republic and vitiate the noble cause of this action.  
 As Kant’ categorical imperative suggests: 
act only in accordance with that maxim through which you can at the same 
time will that it become a universal law. (4:412) 
 
Brutus explains to Cassius that killing Antony is not justified because this action 
cannot be universalized. He predicts that the persecution of Caesar’s supporters will 
escalate the violence and sap the republic’s strength, even stir another round of civil 
war. Although it is generally acknowledged that the conspiracy fails mainly because 
Brutus spares Antony’s life, Brutus’ choice at this point is well supported in ethics and 
politics. The problem lies in the subsequent freedom of action enjoyed by Antony, 
which points, again to Brutus’ misjudgment of Antony and the political situation: he 
chooses to give Antony a second life, but he does not realize Caesar’s spirit will use 
Antony to come back and haunt him.  
The conspirators’ most fatal mistake is not that they spare Antony’s life, but that 
they do not have a clear plan to restore order after the assassination. The conspiracy 
itself is ill-organized: they come to Brutus’ house just a few hours before the 
assassination and are still not sure whether to include important figures like Cicero or 
not. Brutus rejects this advice, again, saying: “[f]or he will never follow anything [t]hat 
other men begin” (2.1.151-2). Brutus’ suggestion is reasonable for it is unknown what 
Cicero will bring: he may either diverge from their opinions and cause strife or leak 
the information if he refuses to join in. Brutus knows well that for now, they need to 
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muster all their spirit in the action, thus inviting Cicero is risky, no matter whether he 
joins them or not. To sum up, Brutus’ three disagreements with Cassius before the 
assassination, although debatable, are morally well-considered and politically 
defensible, especially his understanding of the importance of appearance and the need 
to explain the grounds for their action. If we focus purely on the mortal human being 
Julius Caesar, then we will make the same mistake that is made by Brutus and Cassius, 
and find ourselves trapped in history’s different interpretations and other possibilities: 
Dante puts Brutus and Cassius in the Inferno (even though his rationale makes no sense 
in the pre-Christian Roman context), and Mommsen worships Caesar for he “wished 
for such a man in Germany: a Bismarck” (Highet 476), in contrast, Machiavelli regards 
him as “the first tyrant in Rome, such that never again was that city free” (Discourses 
I 38) and according to W. H. Auden, in the thirties of last century many theatrical 
directors “make Caesar as a Fascist dictator and the conspirators noble liberals” (125). 
By quoting Milton’s passage in Paradise Lost, “with necessity, [t]he tyrant’s plea, 
executed his devilish deeds,” Kornstein accuses Brutus of tainting the moral end by 
doing evil (121). This charge is sound, but too rigorous because Brutus’ dilemma 
between morality and politics has been complicated by the uniqueness of the 
Caesarean moment. Shakespeare’s intention, however, is not depicting Caesar, the 
person, but the power he represents and the inevitability of the Caesarean moment, just 
as Mansfield highlights the maxim in Machiavelli’s Discourses, “a Caesar waits in the 
future of every successful republic” (xxxii). Brutus could neither correct the mistakes 
made by his predecessors in the past one hundred years, nor could he justify the 
questionable means used by the conspirators by his own good intentions and the initial 
outcome. The scenes after Caesar’s death will demonstrate that the conflict between 
realpolitik and ethics has been intensified and finally spun out of control. 
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2. Roman Actors: Performance and Politics 
 
From the beginning of the play Shakespeare creates a strong sense of “play 
within a play” when people cluster round the street to watch Caesar’s triumph and 
Caesar presents a theatrical performance of turning down the crown, offering his throat 
to people and falling down suddenly. The two discourse fields of performance and 
politics keep echoing with each other and permeate one another in the text. Besides 
Caesar’s intentional performance, other protagonists in this play also realize their dual 
identity as being both actors and politicians. Brutus even teaches his stagecraft to other 
conspirators:  
Good gentlemen, look fresh and merrily;  
Let not our looks put on our purposes; 
But bear it as our Roman actors do, 
With untired spirits and formal constancy… (2.1.224-7)  
  
Brutus requires his friends to make a distinction between the appearance and their real 
“purposes”; in other words, he asks them to enact a “play within a play” in this political 
action. By then, Brutus is still aware of the difference between real purpose and its 
representation, distancing himself from the role he plays, while later this distinction 
will disappear, and he becomes obsessed by his performance and forgets his political 
duty. 
As Antony Tatlow notes, “aesthetic pleasure or displeasure derives from this 
tension between fiction and fact” (38), when Flavius begins the play by shouting to 
the plebeians, “[h]ence! home, you idle creatures, get you home” (1.1.1), he is also 
addressing the audience in the theatre, and they may also feel a delicate mixture of 
tacit irony, mild mockery and playful embarrassment created by the playwright. By 
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reminding his audience of this tension, Shakespeare hints that the actors, role-playing 
politicians on the stage, could easily blur the boundaries between the fact and the 
fiction, the truth and the appearance, and merge them into one. This tendency is also 
noticed by Rousseau in his Letter to M. D’Alembert on Spectacles: 
It is in the midst of this imposing array, so fit to elevate one and stir the soul, 
that the actors, animated with the same zeal…their profession exercised in this 
manner, gave them that pride of courage and that noble disinterestedness which 
seemed sometimes to raise the actor to the level of his role. (308-9)  
 
This potential of elevating the actor “to the level of his role” hinders the republicans 
from having a comprehensive understanding of the severe political situation they face 
and creates a reassuring illusion that they are the defenders of the Republic. 
Shakespeare catalyzes the penetration between performance and politics by letting the 
two protagonists remind the audience that they know this assassination will be 
repeated again and again in theatres of different countries and times:  
Cassius. Stoop then, and wash, [they obey] How many ages hence  
Shall this our lofty scene be acted over 
In states unborn and accents yet unknown!  
Brutus. How many times shall Caesar bleed in sport,  
That now on Pompey’s basis lies along 
No worthier than the dust! (3.1.112-7) 
 
The audience will realize that they are not only watching a performance but also 
witnessing a political landmark: these two perspectives overlap with each other and 
either one will remind the audience of the existence of the other. They will be thrilled 
by this political event, but soon they will recover from the shock and be critical about 
this “lofty scene.” The “play within the play” and the dual identities of actor-politician 
still penetrate, combining the political event and drama together in a mutually 
independent way. However, at this very moment, these protagonists are on the edge of 
breaking the balance between morality and politics: they believe that they are not only 
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defending their ideals but also insisting on a high moral standard; thus their aim is 
noble and the means is also justifiable. Arbery also comments on this scene observing 
that “…the nature of honor is a role that consumes the person who takes it on. To be a 
noble Roman means to be an actor who subordinates himself to his role like a great 
actor” (269). The fact turns out that this honorable role not only consumes these 
Roman heroes, but also deprives them of the ability to reflect upon their deeds. 
 The transitory balance between politics and morals, the fact and the 
appearance, is soon broken. If Brutus and Cassius take prompt action to justify their 
action in law, and calm Caesar’s supporters, including Antony, with both political 
benefits and threats by using their leverage in the Senate instead of crying slogans of 
“[p]eace, freedom and liberty” (3.1.111) — in other  words, if they have a clearer view 
on the domestic political situation and consider how to solve the problems of the 
Republic in the post-Caesar era, they will at least maintain the balance of power, and 
avoid the chaos caused by civil war for another decade. Unfortunately, they unleash 
forces over which ultimately they have little control. 
  The tragic ending is inevitable when Brutus becomes overconfident about the 
power of his moral code, while ignoring the need for political realism. The most 
serious mistake made by Brutus is permitting Antony to give a funeral oration for 
Caesar to the plebeians. Although Brutus understands the importance of performance, 
he overlooks the power of Caesar’s spirit and under-estimates Antony’s ability to 
exploit it. He regards Antony as a compliant actor who will read the script censored by 
him (3.1.240) and cooperate with him to show his moral decency and leniency to the 
public (3.1.243). As an actor and orator, he himself has less rhetorical skill, and is less 
emotionally affecting than Antony, but he is so obsessed with the moral rightness of 
his cause that his offer to Antony to speak immediately after himself seems more like 
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a challenge from one political orator and performer to another. Also because of his 
confidence in his moral standard, Brutus regards the justification of the assassination 
as self-evident, so he does not see the need to persuade the people that the cause is 
noble. He simply thinks he can play the role on his own terms without other disguise 
or histrionic performance. In this way his dual identity of politician and actor merge 
in the role of orator: 
 
 Plebeians. We will be satisfied; let us be satisfied.  
  Brutus. Then follow me, and give me audience, friends. (3.2.1-2) 
 
The pun on “satisfied” suggests both plebeians’ eagerness to know the truth and also 
their expectation of “pleasure” from dramatic “pity and fear” from this dramatic scene 
before them (Aristotle 1453b10), as Plato argues:  
 
If you consider, I said, that when in misfortune we feel a natural hunger 
and desire to relieve our sorrow by weeping and lamentation, and that this 
very feeling which is starved and suppressed in our own calamities is satisfied 
and delighted by the poets. (606a)  
 
For now, the onlookers feel pitiful and fearful about the death of Caesar, and this 
beginning stimulates their appetite for more excitement. Brutus also realizes the 
plebeians are his audience, promising to satisfy their appetite, which is very different 
from Coriolanus, who refuses to show his wounds or flatter the people. Through the 
theatrical nature of the scene structure, Shakespeare virtually coerces the audience into 
identifying with the plebeians as they watch Antony and Brutus delivering their 
speeches. Again, the audience in the theatre will become drawn into the overlapping 
area of drama and reality as conveyed by the metatheatre of scene and situation. 
Shakespeare emphasizes again that to some extent the nature of politics is the art of 
performance, either when the politicians manage their image and reputation as Brutus 
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does in his everyday practices, or when they speak to the people face to face. Both the 
actor on the stage and the politician on the rostrum have to make the best use of the 
scene, and touch their audience. Thus this scene of orations in Rome echoes with 
political performance, especially funeral orations, from other times, such as Lucius 
Junius Brutus’ funeral speech over the Lucrece’s dead body and Pericles’ funeral 
oration in the first year of the Peloponnesian War. For the politicians, there is a skill in 
knowing how to define the dead, and use their lives to instruct living people in order 
to value desirable deeds to defend the city or to admonish the potential plotters against 
the city. Antony manages to achieve these three aims: he rectifies Caesar’s reputation 
from that of tyrant to that of protector, stirs people’s anger towards the republicans, 
and denounces the latter as “traitors.”  
A close analysis and comparison between the two speeches given by Brutus and 
Antony is common to most critical interpretations of Julius Caesar. The premise of a 
successful speech or performance is understanding the audience and their needs. 
Beginning with reference to his honorable reputation and the people’s wisdom, Brutus 
patently fails to cater to their appetite for flattery and acquisitiveness: 
believe me for  
mine honour, and have respect to mine honour, that  
you may believe: censure me in your wisdom, and  
awake your senses, that you may the better judge. (3.2.14-7) 
 
Obviously, the argument about reputation is much less appealing than the prospect of 
real money contained in Caesar’s legacy, and in Shakespeare’s representation the 
common people are as mutable and manipulable as they are in Coriolanus. Worse still, 
Brutus exalts himself over his audience by claiming they should believe and respect 
him, because he is the noble defender of the Republic. His speech is decent, persuasive 
and logical, leading the audience to agree with him without question, but being so 
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obsessed by his own honorable self-image, Brutus not only fails to address their 
psychic needs: they want enjoyment, spectacle, and “satisfaction” instead of 
explanation; he also puts himself in a Catch-22 paradox, unintentionally giving his 
audience a hypocritical impression: “because I am noble Brutus, so all my deeds are 
noble and even any suspicious actions could be justified by my name.”  
Gary Wills points out the fundamental distinction between the two speakers with 
a vivid metaphor: “Brutus with his tight argument waved a fist. Antony will open both 
his hands to the crowd” (82). Wills’ claim is partly true: Brutus is actually using his 
fist to defend himself, using his reputation to justify his deeds; while Antony’s open 
hands and flattering words, are implicit attacks that impugn Brutus’ motives. Antony’s 
advantage is that he does not need to defend his integrity because in the eyes of the 
people he is more objective than Brutus. Compared to Brutus’ task, his is much easier: 
to refute Brutus’ argument by finding its vulnerable or paradoxical points. Antony’s 
brilliant rhetorical strategy is to question Brutus’ basic premise, his honorable 
reputation, by ironically over-emphasizing it, and thus his attack is indirect but 
powerful. He uses selective “facts” about Caesar in order to compare Caesar’s nobility 
and generosity with Brutus’ own speech about honor and moral steadfastness. The 
main thrust of his rhetoric shakes the very foundation of Brutus’ argument and also the 
credibility of Brutus. His rhetoric subverts the image of Brutus as a noble man and 
portrays him instead as a hypocrite and a murderer. With this seductive and 
“satisfying” speech, Antony successfully undermines the image of “honorable Man” 
that Brutus has taken great care to cultivate and project to the audience in the preceding 
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oration10. 
Antony’s speech could be compared with Achilles’ reaction after the death of 
Patroclus in the Iliad, and thus its manipulating power over people’s minds also echoes 
with Plato’s accusation against poets: 
 
When even the best of us hear Homer or any other of the tragic poets 
imitating one of the heroes in mourning and making quite an extended speech 
with lamentation, or, if you like, singing and beating his breast, you know that 
we enjoy it and that we give ourselves over to following the imitation; 
suffering along with the hero in all seriousness, we praise as a good poet the 
man who most puts us in this state. (605d) 
 
Moderation tends to be inward and reserved, while passion tends to be outward and 
infectious. For the common people, Brutus’ image is cold and intangible; in contrast, 
Antony’s appears warm and genuine. Antony identifies himself with ordinary people 
while Brutus tends to place himself above them11. As Cicero says in De Oratore, the 
Stoics are not gifted for oration because “they have a manner of speaking which is 
perhaps subtle, and certainly acute, but for an orator, dry, strange, unsuited to the ear 
of the populace, obscure, barren, jejune, and altogether of that species which a speaker 
cannot use to a multitude” (3.18.66). Brutus could never expect that Antony would use 
his forefather Lucius Junius Brutus’ device of the funeral oration, to beat him. To the 
plebeians, the bloody body, Antony’s tears and Caesar’s will are much more 
impressive than Brutus’ lukewarm speech about honor. This scene also hints at how 
patricians and tribunes swap their roles in this turning point of Rome’s destiny: Antony 
                                                
10 Both theatre and honor need audience, as Arbery once suggests that “praise lies at 
the heart of theatre, which needs its audience, and praise also lies at the heart of 
honor considered as an external good” (262). 
11 As Posner also notes that, Antony’s forensic speech is “concrete, vivid, personal, 
colloquial, versatile, dramatic, eloquent, blunt, and emotional” (454).  
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is more identified with the demagogue tribunes in Coriolanus, and the tribunes like 
Flavius behave more like typical patricians. The will that is read, by Antony to the 
audience, could well be fraudulent or purely invented by Antony for the occasion as a 
stage property, since in Act Four he says: 
But, Lepidus, go you to Caesar’s house;  
Fetch the will hither, and we shall determine  
How to cut off some charge in legacies. (4.1.7-9) 
 
Brutus’ honor and reputation cannot compete with a faked will, and, as Simmons says, 
“Brutus’ abstractions, generalizations, and assumptions crumble in the material fact of 
a piece of paper. Caesar’s will speaks to the senses and the passions, but it is real” 
(102).  In fact, we do not know if the will is real or if it is just another cunning device 
on Antony’s part, but the people are carried away by their passion to the point where 
its actual authenticity does not matter any more.  
After Brutus and Cassius flee from Rome, it seems that Brutus does not reflect 
self-critically on his failure and still cultivates his image of a noble man (4.2.43-5; 
4.3.191-3), continuing to demand that others aspire to his high moral standard during 
the subsequent military campaign (4.3.8-9): 
 
Brutus. I have the patience to endure it now. 
Messala. Even so great men great losses should endure.  
Cassius. I have as much of this in art as you,  
But yet my nature could not bear it so. (4.3.191-3) 
 
Richmond appears to misinterpret Brutus’ intention, by ignoring his role-playing at 
this point: “Brutus has become so stupefied that he allows Messala to announce his 
wife’s suicide to him when he already knows of it, and then accepts silently Messala’s 
forced compliment on his impassiveness” (214), in fact, Brutus allows Messala to 
repeat the news of Portia’s death so he can perform his act of steadfastness in front of 
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his soldier. This Stoic constancy is part of Brutus’ uniform, but he implements it so 
well that it smothers his human nature as Cassius observes in astonishment. 
Some critics, David Lowenthal for example, argue that the quarrel between 
Brutus and Cassius in Act Four Scene One is caused by their differences in 
philosophical beliefs of Stoicism and Epicureanism respectively. Epicurean 
philosophy places emphasis on human happiness, but, in the text of Julius Caesar, the 
word “happy” is not relevant and even where used, it does not refer to the common 
meaning of “happiness.” It is used in its basic meaning in only one place by Octavius 
in the last scene: “[t]o part the glories of this happy day” (5.5.81). Even though this 
day is full of tragic events and deaths, it is a “happy day” for Octavius because he 
achieves his first triumph and enhances his political status. Cassius declares, “I held 
Epicurus strong” (5.1.76), but from Caesar’s description we may find Cassius is not a 
typical Epicurean: 
Yond Cassius has a lean and hungry look; 
He thinks too much: such men are dangerous. (1.2.194-5) 
 
                   he loves no plays,  
As thou dost, Antony; he hears no music; 
Seldom he smiles, and smiles in such a sort 
As if he mocked himself and scorned his spirit  
That could be moved to smile at any thing. (1.2.203-7) 
 
 
As Canfora observes: “When Seneca, for example, observes that ‘all his life Cassius 
drank only water’, he means above all to point a mode of life far from relaxed 
Epicurean ease and much more in keeping with the ascetic harshness of an exemplary 
Stoic” (300). Compared to Brutus, Cassius is very astute in politics, and he even 
“discarded his Stoic convictions and embraced Epicureanism, the philosophy of his 
new master” (Canfora 298) when he surrendered to Caesar. In order to achieve political 
success and earn trust from Caesar, Cassius is ready to give up his philosophical belief, 
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but unfortunately Caesar has seen through his disguise. This scene could be an example 
to indicate that Caesar is also “a great observer” (1.2.202), who is very alert and 
cautious, instead of a “vain and foolish dictator” (G. Wills, “Rome and Rhetoric” 14). 
Thus the tension between Brutus and Cassius is the tension between morals and 
politics instead of between two antithetical philosophies. For Shakespeare’s Romans, 
the happiness is determined by their political success and reputation to a great extent, 
and their motivation is rather more political than philosophical, as we see in the cases 
of both Cassius and Brutus. Brutus’ world is polarized by moral and political antinomy, 
while the squabble with Cassius in this scene is the external representation of this 
paradox. 
Cassius indicates early in the play that he sees it as his responsibility to act as a 
mirror (1.2.56) for Brutus, but at no point in the play does Cassius’ “mirror” aid Brutus 
or encourage him to evaluate his view of himself or his behavior. In the quarrel with 
Cassius, Brutus is confident about his moral advantage, saying “I am armed so strong 
in honesty” (4.3.67), and uses this abstract argument as a leverage to force Cassius to 
change his more astute military strategy. However, it is because he is “armed so strong 
in honesty” that he obstructs Cassius’ and Portia’s endeavor to understand him further. 
This armor of morals also prevents him from examining the paradox of his condition: 
this “honesty-armed” man has to confess he cannot raise money according to his high 
moral precepts:  
For I can raise no money by vile means:  
By heaven, I had rather coin my heart, 
And drop my blood for drachmas (4.3.71-3) 
 
This is a sad and fragile moment and a turning-point in the friendship of the two 
conspirators. The high-minded Brutus needs money but his moral code will not permit 
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him to “sell the mighty space of our large honours for so much trash” (4.3.25-6). The 
Machiavellian dirty-hands pragmatism of funding their military campaign cannot be 
avoided, but Brutus expects Cassius to raise the money by employing the “vile means” 
that he shrinks from, in order to keep his own hands clean. The subtext of this is that 
as long as the money is derived from a friend by any means, Brutus will not care where 
it comes from—he unconsciously admits that appearance is more important than the 
fact. His moral standard is strict but not absolute, and this paradox that he exposes in 
Act Four Scene Three highlights the tension between morality and realpolitik: without 
the defence of practical means, morality will become so powerless and can even be 
discarded, while realpolitik may infringe morality and even divert it from its good 
cause. Brutus is universal for he is the representative of all the politicians who are 
entangled with morality and politics, appearance and reality. From a modern 
viewpoint, Brutus’ insistence on moral behaviour is naive, and he lacks political 
acumen and pragmatism, but at least he is trustworthy for his people. Shakespeare 
regretfully suggests politicians like Brutus will disappoint their people in the end 
because morality itself is not enough, and it is almost impossible to defend morals with 
equally moral means.  
Machiavelli’s pointers are dangerous, but Shakespeare hints that his advice is 
worth considering, especially in the political crisis. Kant and Machiavelli holds 
opposite ideas on this issue: in Kant’s opinion, morals should be the core and guiding 
light of politicians, while Machiavelli suggests morality is a means to decorate political 
schemes; Kant argues a politician should find a way to combine politics and morals, 
while Machiavelli frees the politicians from the fetters of morality, and advocates 
politicians should be fully aware that politics has a certain element of performance and 
politicians are like actors. Kant does not compromise in morality and argues there is 
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no middle way: 
 
True politics can take no steps forward without first paying tribute to 
morality, and although politics in itself is a difficult art, the union of politics and 
morality is no art at all. For morality cuts through the Gordian knot that politics is 
unable to untie whenever the two come into conflict with one another. —The 
rights of humankind must be held sacred, whatever it may cost those in power. 
One cannot pursue a half measure here and devise a hybrid, pragmatically 
conditioned right (between right and utility). (8:380) 
 
However, Shakespeare shows in Brutus’ case that the rights of humans or justice 
cannot be guaranteed without a firm grasp of power. Brutus defends morality and his 
ideals by means which tallies with morality before Caesar’s death, and he also acts 
upon Machiavellian advice to maintain a noble appearance. However, due to his lack 
of comprehensive understanding about Rome’s metamorphosis, he and other 
republicans do not have a plan for the post-Caesar era and they free a monster that 
cannot be put back in its cage. After Caesar’s death, Brutus has been carried away by 
his individual pursuit of morals and honor and forgotten his political duty of restoring 
order for his country. 
Although Shakespeare criticizes Machiavellian figures in Henry VI, Part I 
(5.4.74) and in the very ending of Henry V, from the depiction of Brutus’ failure, 
Shakespeare suggests a way to combine Kantian moral integrity with fundamentally 
Machiavellian means to defend goodness and justice: what is required is a politician 
who has a strong belief in morality, but also knows how to achieve his goal with 
effective means, even though these may possibly infringe his moral pursuit or the 
rightness of his cause. Shakespeare is aware that evil and good cannot be separated 
and that politics and morals should be allies: Brutus will either be hypocritical if he 
needs Cassius to raise money illegally or become deceitful himself, even though he 
knows he is doing good for his country in a moral cause. If good will is tainted by evil 
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means, is it still worth pursuing?  This is the ethical dilemma. The tragedy of Brutus 
is caused by the tension between the politician’s responsibility for his country and his 
individual moral pursuit, a dilemma that still confronts every individual on the political 
stage.  
As a politician, Brutus lacks Caesar’s political instinct and insight into the fluid 
socio-political situation, and likewise lacks the innate power to control his audience 
that Antony has; he diverges from the fixed goal of rebuilding the republic in the 
second half of the play, while Cassius still insists on it, but Shakespeare does not stint 
in his respect and admiration for Brutus and hopes to move his audience with Brutus’ 
noble deeds because at least he strives to balance morals and politics in a very 
hazardous situation. Shakespeare reveals the limitation and potential danger of 
unexamined moral absolutism and idealism by placing the moralist Brutus in this 
political dilemma. Coriolanus cannot play the role required by his city, while Brutus 
cannot detach himself from the noble role in which it seems he is worshipped publicly 
by his city. They are both nurtured by their city, but then are abandoned when they are 
not suitable for its changing mores and political trends. Brutus forgets to separate 
himself from his role in the performance (the theatricality of which Cassius 
unwittingly reveals with devastating dramatic irony immediately after the 
assassination), while this role distances him from his fellow citizens in public and his 
family and friends in private; he merges with his idealized role because he is so 
confident in the self-sufficiency of his own moral uprightness that he does not reflect 
on his hidden motivations, e.g. his personal ambition to renew his family’s honor 
(1.2.159) and his ambiguous attitude towards money. This obsession leads him to forgo 
his political role and real-life responsibility. He becomes the symbol of morality itself, 
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merging with its noble honesty, aloof distance12, and also its inevitable vulnerability 
and hypocrisy. In the end, he is blinded by his excessive passion for self-sufficiency 
and voluntarily casts himself out of the political Civitas.  
 
Love and the City 
 
In Julius Caesar, a play of conspiracy, betrayal, revenge and death, it is 
noteworthy that the words “love” and “lover” occur a total of 57 times. When Brutus 
gives his speech to the people, he calls them “Romans, countrymen, and lovers!” 
(3.2.13). Cicero discourses on the relationship between the words for “love” and 
“friendship” in De Amicitia, “[t]he Latin word for friendship—amicitia—is derived 
from that for love—amor; and love is certainly the prime mover in contracting mutual 
affection” (8.18). To understand the Roman patricians and their relationship with each 
other, we need to study the nature of love and its different representations regarding to 
the Roman context. The concept of “love” and its dynamic relation with politics have 
tended to be underestimated in the interpretation of Julius Caesar; thus this section 
will examine the role played by love in the formation of the community and the 
relationship between the city and its individual citizens, as represented in 
Shakespeare’s play. Although this thesis will introduce the idea of love with a Greek 
subtext to analyze the play, the patricians’ love for each other in the Roman Republic 
is generally different from the concept of Greek homoeroticism: Roman lovers are 
more like equal friends and the age difference between them can be ignored. 
                                                
12 As Auden also says, “Brutus and Cassius are Shakespeare’s criticism of the ideal of 
detachment, an ideal that ends up with in an adsorption with the idea of death” (134). 
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1. Vertical Love and Horizontal Love 
 
As we have discussed in the last section, Brutus is an example of the Aristotelian 
self-lover (philautos, 1169a), while Cassius’ love is always outward to his friends like 
Casca (1.2.298-303), Titinius (5.3.43), and especially Brutus, for a lover cares about 
his beloved rather than himself. Here Brutus and Cassius create another contrast: 
Brutus loves himself and refuses to communicate frankly with his wife or his friends—
Charles Wells points out, “Brutus’ sense of stoic honor cuts him off from contact at the 
human level” (69)—while Cassius always hopes to understand his lover further. This 
section will discuss Cassius’ attitude to love, which is more common than Brutus’ 
among Shakespeare’s Romans. These two kinds of love point to different directions, 
indicating the republic’s spiritual crisis. 
 In order for the individual citizens of Rome to cohere as a community, the city 
needs either to enhance the bond of mutual affection among its citizens, or their 
affection toward the city directly. The former is represented by the Spartans’ pattern 
and Cassius in this play is a dramatic treatment of the Spartan ideal of citizenship, 
whereas the latter, designed by Pericles for Athens (see Steven Forde, 148), can be 
seen in the rhetoric of Brutus, however much it is compromised by his poor decisions 
and mixed motives. As Paul Ludwig points out, the Spartan and Athenian models on 
which these types of love are based are conceptually different and can be represented 
figuratively,  
As in the Spartan model, the Republic envisions a “horizontal” eros among 
fellow citizens, in which each citizen feels eros toward one or more fellow 
citizens. In the Periclean model, the eros is “vertical,” that is, the citizen falls in 
love with the greater entity of the city. (339) 
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The Roman Republic combines these two models. The citizens are bonded with 
each other because of their friendship and affection. They fight to impress their friends 
and earn their love, and the power of the city is expanded and strengthened in this 
process. The city is formed by Romans’ mutual love, blood ties and sacrifices. They 
are proud of themselves and also proud of the city’s military victory, regarding the 
expansion of the Civitas as visualized manliness.  
However, in this Caesarean Moment, as the Roman Republic reaches its peak in 
expansion and metamorphoses from Republic to Empire, the balance between the 
horizontal love and the vertical love has been broken, tearing the Roman society apart. 
Rome has been transformed from a republic to an empire, and the only missing part is 
an official king with a crown on his head. Rome no longer corresponds to the Spartan 
model, because it is too vast and too vague for its people to “contemplate.” Comparing 
their immediate experience with Rome’s limitless horizons, the common people will 
find a hero of real flesh and blood is more lovable than an abstract ideal. Thus, their 
love for the city is transferred to the beloved of the time, Caesar, who is regarded as 
the very symbol of Roman virtue and also their protector. Decius persuades and flatters 
Caesar with his love for him: 
Pardon me, Caesar, for my dear dear love 
To your proceeding bids me tell you this,  
And reason to my love is liable. (2.2.12-4) 
 
When Artemidorus writes the letter to warn Caesar of the conspiracy, he speaks as if 
he knows Decius uses love to court him: 
Decius Brutus loves thee not… 
Thy lover, ARTEMIDORUS (2.3.4;9) 
 
Artemidorus wants to persuade Caesar that he is the true lover, and Caesar should 
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believe him. These men compete with each other to claim each is the better lover for 
Caesar. The inner logic of the Periclean model inevitably leads to an idealized and 
magnificent image of the city or of a man over the multitude, and thus it tends to 
atomize its citizens, just as Cassius complains, in a vivid image, that Caesar is, “like a 
Colossus, and we petty men [w]alk under his huge legs and peep about [t]o find 
ourselves dishonourable graves” (1.2.136-8).  
People’s worship for the colossus is offset by Cassius and his friends in Senate, 
who are a good model of horizontal love. The citizens’ behavior is forged by their 
relation with the city: different from the people under Periclean model, the Spartan 
model cultivates citizens who love their fellow citizens as equals. They tend to group 
with each other because they used to go to school together (1.2.297; 5.5.26) and now 
they are bonded by friendship over the years as well as marriage among noble families 
(2.1.70). If the vertical love wants to dominate, it must scatter this dense network of 
Roman lovers and brothers, and vice versa, if the horizontal love wants to defend itself, 
it has to decrease the height of the vertical love and undermine its basis. Cassius is 
trying to earn Brutus’ endorsement because he knows Brutus is now “with himself at 
war” (1.2.46) between the horizontal love for his fellow citizens and the vertical love 
for Caesar: 
Brutus. What means this shouting? I do fear, the people 
   Choose Caesar for their king.  
Cassius.     Ay, do you fear it?  
   Then must I think you would not have it so.  
Brutus. I would not, Cassius, yet I love him well...(1.2.79-82) 
 
Since honour is the fundamental factor of love in the Roman Republic, Cassius begins 
his argument with “as honour is the subject of my story” (1.2.92), trying to prove 
Caesar is an equal human being instead of an ideal god: 
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I was born free as Caesar, so were you; 
We both have fed as well, and we can both  
Endure the winter’s cold as well as he. (1.2.97-9) 
 
Then he furthers the argument with two examples: he once rescued Caesar from the 
Tiber river and on this occasion Caesar was obviously feeble “as a sick girl” (1.2.128). 
Plutarch tells us a different story from Cassius that Caesar is a great swimmer (16.3) 
and “yielded not to the disease of his body…fighting always with his disease, 
travelling continually, living soberly, and commonly lying abroad in the field” (17.2). 
By misrepresenting Caesar’s behavior, Cassius tries to convince Brutus that Caesar is 
not as manly as the latter seems to think, but rather an ordinary, and even fragile, man 
who does not deserve the honor he has acquired. Cassius’ intention to pare down the 
vertical love is represented in the image of Caesar’s “falling sickness” (1.2.257):  
 
Brutus. ’Tis very like: he hath the falling-sickness.  
Cassius. No, Caesar hath it not; but you, and I,  
And honest Casca, we have the falling-sickness. (1.2.255-7) 
 
In Cassius’ view, the Roman people are falling, compared to the rising Caesar, and thus 
they have to stifle this tendency of one-man rule, “[f]or we will shake him, or worse 
days endure” (1.2.323).  
 A sense of geometrical symmetry can be found in Act One, Scene Two. Cassius 
argues with Brutus, debasing Caesar to make him seem less formidable; while Caesar 
warns Antony of the dangerous Cassius, and in the mean time, emphasizes that he is 
fearless, building up his invulnerable image (1.2.211). Caesar intends to create this 
separation between his own men and his opponents, and he even wants to hear 
Antony’s opinion about Cassius in order to manipulate his mind further: “tell me truly 
what thou think’st of him” (1.2.214). The hostility between Caesar and Cassius is 
mutual, and they do not even disguise it: thus the bloody strife between them is 
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inevitable.   
 
2. Cassius the Lover 
 
Why does Cassius want to kill Caesar? This is the fundamental question which 
prompts us to review the details from the beginning of the play. From the analysis 
above, it is safe to draw a conclusion that his motive in killing Caesar is political, at 
least partly, as he says the assassination is to save Rome from one-man rule (1.2.150-
60). But is there any personal motive in this action?  
Love has two forms of expression: admiration and possessiveness. Although the 
Republic uses admiration to strengthen the bond among the citizens, it overlooks that 
love in its nature is an intimate and exclusive passion. The admiration for the beloved 
easily leads to the ambition to possess it, since the political eros may cause arrogation 
and monopolization as Alcibiades shows in his betrayal and recapture of Athens (Forde 
103). Cassius’ love for Brutus has these two characters of love, and it reveals more 
complicated qualities of love as the plot develops. 
In Act One, the conversation between Cassius and Brutus begins with Cassius’ 
complaint about Brutus’ tepid attitude towards him: 
 
I have not from your eyes that gentleness 
And show of love as I was wont to have: 
You bear too stubborn and too strange a hand  
Over your friend that loves you. (1.2.33-6) 
 
Cassius takes Brutus’ coldness personally, regarding this as a sign of grievance. 
Even though Brutus explains that his vexation has nothing to do with others, it is 
obvious that Cassius loves and cares more. Love between these two men is not equal 
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in quantity; in fact, Brutus never expresses love to anyone except to Caesar, while 
Cassius never hesitates to bare his heart to Brutus, as he claims, “I cannot drink too 
much of Brutus’ love” (4.3.160). As Aristotle says, “[m]ost people seem, from a desire 
for honour, to wish to be loved rather than to love” (1159a15), Brutus enjoys being 
loved rather than loving, because in Rome being loved is a sign of manly honor. 
Cassius observes Brutus (1.2.32), who is occupied by the battle against himself 
between the Republic and Caesar, the symbol of the Empire, and the result of 
observation is agonizing since his beloved refuses to confess, and share his burden 
with him. Brutus himself later gives a description about the situation of “a hot friend 
cooling” (4.2.19), which could be seen as a footnote to his behaviour now: “[w]hen 
love begins to sicken and decay, [i]t useth an enforced ceremony” (4.2.20-21). He is 
aware of Cassius’ love but he does not mean to repay him with equal love, and he 
intentionally distances himself from Cassius. The sweetest word he could say is “[t]hat 
you do love me, I am nothing jealous” (1.2.162). 
As previous critics have noticed, Cassius’ argument has a strong sense of 
jealousy. Cassius’ first argument (1.2.92-131) focuses on undermining Caesar’s honor 
in order to reduce his charm. He is disenchanting Brutus of his love for Caesar. In other 
words, he is competing with Caesar for Brutus’ love. But this argument is indirectly 
interrupted by the shout and flourish, and Brutus evades his probe in this intermission. 
He notices that Brutus is reluctant to reply to his argument, so he refers to Brutus’ 
honorable family tradition and his inward love for himself instead of his love for 
Caesar in the second argument (1.2.135-61), intending to prove Brutus is as equally 
lovable as Caesar. This time, Brutus finally replies and declares his position. Miles 
also draws attention to Brutus’ ulterior intention based on his own ambition and pride: 
“Brutus himself seems unaware how far his decision to kill Caesar is motivated by 
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personal and family pride” (132). Cassius realizes this tactic is very effective on Brutus 
(1.2.176-7), so he uses this method in the subsequent work of winning over Brutus. 
Jealousy is the hungry possessiveness, the frustrated love—the love that cannot be 
satisfied. Shakespeare uses Cassius’ defamation of Caesar to reveal the inevitably 
morbid result of the Spartan model in the most extreme situation: by the end of the 
Republic, the lovers will pursue an exclusive love from the noble beloved at all cost, 
including smearing or killing his rivals, because the noble Roman’s love is the prize 
of honor.  
 Cassius’ behavior after the assassination is ineffectual because his indulgence 
of Brutus weakens his political acumen. He surrenders to Brutus every time when they 
have different opinions, even though he is almost always in the right, as subsequent 
events in the play prove. Brutus is not politically responsible enough for his actions, 
while Cassius is not much better: he does not stand up for the correct choices and 
indulges Brutus in his costly mistakes. As Richmond points out, “[h]is very useful 
virtues of integrity disrupt the ruthless efficiency of Cassius’ plot” (210). Brutus is 
confident about the power of his moral discourse and influence on Cassius, and he uses 
both to impose his will on Cassius. The lover is vulnerable and sensitive in front of the 
beloved, as Cassius shows: 
Cassius. You love me not. 
Brutus. I do not like your faults. (4.3.88) 
  … 
Cassius. Come, Antony, and young Octavius, come,  
Revenge yourselves alone on Cassius, 
For Cassius is aweary of the world; 
Hated by one he loves… (4.3.92-5) 
 
Brutus’ answer is cold and indifferent, regardless of Cassius’ emotion, and he uses 
“like” instead of the passionate “love” to express his detachment. Cassius cannot bear 
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Brutus’ apathy, which is magnified as “hate” in his mind, and even expresses the wish 
to die. Love is an unstable passion, and its potential madness is easily roused by 
possessiveness, misunderstanding or jealousy. Cassius is furious and almost loses his 
control when Brutus blames him unjustly, saying, “[d]o not presume too much upon 
my love, I may do that I shall be sorry for” (4.3.63-4). The madness also arouses his 
jealous thoughts about Caesar: “[w]hen thou didst hate him worst, thou lovedst him 
better [t]han ever thou lovedst Cassius” (4.3.105-6). Even though he is killed in the 
first half of the play, Caesar’s spirit constantly hovers above the second half of the 
play. Love makes the lover humble and even self-abased when he thinks of his rivals, 
especially one who is as mighty as Caesar. Although the quarrel is triggered by Brutus, 
Cassius is again the one who wants to surrender and reconcile. The way he apologizes 
is somewhat pathetic, given that he is also a noble Roman: 
Have not you love enough to bear with me,  
When that rash humour which my mother gave me  
Makes me forgetful? (4.3.118-20) 
 
In order to smooth Brutus’ emotion, Cassius rather confesses that he is womanish for 
Brutus cannot be angry with a woman. Love is so overwhelming that it can make 
Cassius disgrace himself, and beg for the loved one’s toleration. 
Cassius’ intention to kill Caesar is stirred by his resentment for the vertical love 
concept and also his possessiveness for the noblest love in the Republic. But after the 
assassination of Caesar his political strategies become distracted by his love for Brutus 
until the whole plan fails. An idealized situation would involve a hybrid of Brutus and 
Cassius: a conspiracy with Brutus’ moral appearance and Cassius’ political efficiency. 
However, Brutus loves his moral appearance so much that he cannot help but insist on 
morality to the very core of the political action, while Cassius indulges him in this 
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because he loves and worships Brutus. These two different directions of love do not 
find a balance in either Brutus or in Cassius during the conspiracy, and causes them to 
be outcasts from their own city. In Cassius’ case, Shakespeare reveals the danger of 
the intrusion of personal feeling into public affairs: he has a politician’s mind but a 
lover’s soul; thus the stronger his love is, the weaker his political actions become. But 
we cannot blame Cassius for surrendering himself to his love for Brutus, because this 
love is cultivated by the city, and Brutus has been forged as the representative of 
Roman virtue. Brutus’ political significance enhances his image as the focal point of 
Republicans’ love, and their love for him will also ensure their unconditional 
obedience. This Love-Politics dynamic could unite Republic but it can also lead them 
into a crisis. The central irony of Cassius’ tragedy is that, although he is fighting against 
Caesar’s one-man rule and personality cult, the way he worships Brutus has much in 
common with the way in which Antony worships Caesar: “[w]hen Caesar says ‘do 
this,’ it is performed” (1.2.10). The vertical love has thus usurped the horizontal love. 
To have a profound understanding of the Roman Republic’s final moment, we need to 
evaluate the conspiracy and examine the relationship between Brutus and Caesar. 
 
The Caesarean Moment: the Unsettled Puzzle 
 
 Commenting on Cassius’ two faked stories about Caesar’s weakness, Garry 
Wills says “Brutus’ willingness to believe such lies shows that he was predisposed to 
despise Caesar already” (14). This statement is not fully substantiated by the text for 
Brutus interrupts Cassius’s persuasion in the beginning, and he never responds to the 
suggestion or concurs with Cassius on this subject. Wills ignores the exhausting battle 
in Brutus for he is still struggling between his two loves right up until the Ides of 
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March. Brutus and Cassius agree to meet on the next day of Lupercalia (1.2.305), and 
it is highly possible that Casca joins them, for Cassius also invites him to have dinner 
(1.2.294), but we do not know whether they really meet or what they have discussed. 
We only know no further action has been taken for an entire month, and up until the 
night before the Ides of March Brutus has not joined the conspiracy (1.3.153). 
Therefore, what makes Brutus hesitate so much?  
Brutus has been struggling and insomniac during this month, as he says in 
monologue: “[s]ince Cassius first did whet me against Caesar I have not slept” (2.1.61-
2). Ironically, Cassius’ letters intend to wake him up from his dreams: “Brutus, thou 
sleep’st: awake” (2.1.48). Cassius thinks he is the one who sees through the situation, 
but Shakespeare hints that the conspirators are like sleepwalkers in the night who even 
cannot tell the direction of the east, which is a suggestive metaphor that implies the 
republicans are disoriented in their action. (2.1.100-110). Although the conspirators 
brace themselves up before the assassination, Traversi acutely observes that, 
“[s]ickness, indeed, overshadows the entire conspiracy” (40). Shakespeare often uses 
“sleeplessness” as an important sign of the figure’s spiritual anxiety, and it is often 
mentioned in the conversations with the hero figure’s wife, as in the case of Portia and 
Calphurnia here, as well as Lady Percy in the Henriad. The cause of sleeplessness is 
various, for example, the excitement and anxiety before the bloody war and the 
doomed outcome, as Lady Percy pleads to her husband Hotspur: 
O my good lord, why are you thus alone?  
For what offence have I this fortnight been  
A banished woman from my Harry's bed? 
… 
In thy faint slumbers I by thee have watched, 
And heard thee murmur tales of iron wars…(Henry IV, Part One 2.3.39-41; 49-
50) 
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the tortured conscience as Henry IV shows:  
O sleep, O gentle sleep,  
Nature’s soft nurse, how have I frighted thee,  
That thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids down,  
And steep my senses in forgetfulness? (Henry IV, Part Two 3.1.5-8) 
 
or the intangible images of the beloved:  
 
Is it thy will, thy image should keep open 
My heavy eyelids to the weary night? 
Dost thou desire my slumbers should be broken, 
While shadows like to thee do mock my sight? (Sonnet 61) 
 
Brutus’ sleeplessness is caused by these three reasons, which are leading to the core 
question, “why should they kill Caesar?” or “was the murder of Caesar justified?” 
(Wilson 89) The hidden paradox of this question is the justification of Caesar’s rule. 
Shakespeare preserves the historical equivocation of Caesar, and thus disputes about 
the historical accuracy of the portrait of Caesar continues among Shakespearean 
critics. This in turn leads to disputes about the motivation of Brutus and other 
conspirators.  
The first reason why Brutus finds it hard to make the decision to kill Caesar is 
because of his love for Caesar. It is obvious Caesar loves Brutus and that this is 
common knowledge.  As Cassius says: “Caesar doth bear me hard, but he loves 
Brutus” (1.2.314) and Antony also says in the oration: “[f]or Brutus, as you know, was 
Caesar’s angel: Judge, O you gods, how dearly Caesar loved him!” (3.2.182-3) His 
love for Brutus blinds his judgment, and although he realizes Cassius is very 
dangerous, he never expects Brutus will join in the conspiracy. Thus, he ceases 
struggling for his life when he sees his lover and beloved Brutus appears in the 
conspirators: “Et tu, Brute? Then fall, Caesar!” (3.1.77) Brutus expresses his love for 
Caesar time and again, especially after the assassination: I “did love Caesar when I 
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struck him” (3.1.183); “Brutus’ love to Caesar was no less than his…not that I loved 
Caesar less, but that I loved Rome more” (3.2.19;21-2), “I slew my best lover for the 
good of Rome” (3.2.45). After the assassination, he questions Cassius: “[r]emember 
March, the ides of March remember!/ Did not great Julius bleed for justice’ sake” 
(4.3.18-9), suggesting he has been haunted by Caesar’s death and the justification of 
the assassination since the ides of March. Brutus never mentions Portia’s death in 
monologue, but he “sees” the ghost of Caesar although other people claim they do not 
see it: 
Brutus. …Speak to me what thou art.  
Ghost. Thy evil spirit, Brutus. 
Brutus. Why com’st thou?   
Ghost. To tell thee thou shalt see me at Philippi.  
Brutus. Well; then I shall see thee again? 
Ghost. Ay, at Philippi. 
Brutus. Why, I will see thee at Philippi then. (4.3.278-84) 
 
Some critics hold the view that Brutus becomes Caesar in the second half of the 
play.   As MacCallum says, “Caesar’s spirit has become Brutus’ evil genius, as Brutus 
has been Caesar’s angel” (269). One possible explanation is there are indeed some 
similarities between these two leaders of conflicting factions, and they love each other 
because they appreciate these similarities, especially their self-sufficiency and 
alienation from others. Historian Meier’s comment on Caesar echoes with Ludwig’s 
argument about vertical love and horizontal love: “Caesar’s isolation switched, as it 
were, from the horizontal to the vertical plane. Previously, he had stood outside society, 
but now he stood above it” (434). Brutus intentionally keeps a distance from his fellow 
citizens, as Caesar does, and he is also worshiped by his friends.  
This conversation with the ghost seems like a spiritual experience rather than a 
real one. At first Brutus is appalled, but soon he composes himself and regrets that the 
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ghost has vanished so soon, for “I would hold more talk with thee” (4.3.287). Unlike 
the horrible appearance of the murdered Banquo in Macbeth, the encounter with the 
ghost of Caesar has a sense of intimacy and even relief in mood and tone: 
The ghost of Caesar hath appeared to me  
Two several times by night: at Sardis once,  
And this last night here in Philippi fields:  
I know my hour is come. (5.5.16-9) 
 
Shakespeare romanticizes Brutus’ death with a decent suicide and poetic last words:  
 
So, fare you well at once; for Brutus’ tongue  
Hath almost ended his life’s history: 
Night hangs upon mine eyes; my bones would rest,  
That have but laboured to attain this hour. (5.5.39-42) 
 
 
These lines from this tired hero and exhausted actor echo with Byron’s poem: “the 
heart must pause to breathe, [a]nd love itself have rest” (275). There is no guilt or 
regret in his speech and obviously he still believes their action has been right and 
honorable: “I shall have glory by this losing day” (5.5.36). This pagan hero is not 
bothered by thoughts of the afterlife; he is just tired and needs rest after so many 
sleepless nights. In the final moment of his life, Brutus is still thinking about Caesar’s 
death: “Caesar, now be still: I killed not thee with half so good a will” (5.5.50-1), 
indicating although he treasures Caesar’s life more than his own, he treasures the 
Republican ideal more than Caesar.  
The second reason that causes delay for Brutus in joining the conspiracy is that 
the nature of the Caesarean moment is uncertain. Brutus’ love for Caesar is finally 
overwhelmed by his love for Rome and his family pride, and he still admires Caesar’s 
character even when he decides to kill him. However, we need to note when Brutus 
ponders upon the question of “to kill or not to kill” before the Ides of March, his 
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argument is about supreme power’s potential corruption of any individual, even 
Caesar, who is always reasonable to Brutus’ knowledge (2.1.20), rather than Caesar’s 
own fault. Brutus does not realize that dictatorship has already cast a shadow over the 
Roman Republic, or he is conscious of  this magnificent power but does not expect the 
political damage it brings to Rome. Historian Ronald Syme shuns the question of 
Caesar’s intention or ambition, for Caesar has every right as a king except the title 
before the assassination:  
The question of ultimate intentions becomes irrelevant. Caesar was slain for 
what he was, not for what he might become. The assumption of a Dictatorship for 
life seemed to mock and dispel all hope of a return to normal and constitutional 
government. (56) 
 
Syme’s argument simplifies the situation. All the signs show that Rome cannot “return 
to normal and constitutional government” by all possible means for the corruption has 
taken place long before Caesar’s rule. The Senate is powerless and corrupted, clinging 
to warlords like Sulla and Pompey for protection. Shakespeare captures Caesar’s 
disdain of the Senate: “[h]ave I in conquest stretched mine arm so far, [t]o be afeard 
to tell graybeards the truth?” (2.2.66-7) Unlike Sulla, Caesar does not intend to rebuild 
the republic by enhancing the Senate’s power. Shakespeare’s Caesar is indifferent to 
ideology, and he is more concerned with his authority and power. If the dictatorship is 
inevitable, Caesar is the least bad dictator, and at least he still tolerates opponents like 
Cassius and Cicero, while ruthless Antony and Octavius will not tolerate even the 
possibility of opposition.  
In Julius Caesar, Shakespeare creates an effect which blurs the ideal and reality, 
future and present, fiction and fact—the horrible dreams come true and the ghost is 
almost real. This is the paradox of the Caesarean moment, which is full of uncertain 
possibilities, but everything is opaque. Julius Caesar is rather like a test paper 
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reflecting various qualities of different people in the play, leaving enough space for 
interpretations for the readers. The varied interpretations of Caesar reflect the divide 
between the plebeians and patricians, and also the factions in Senate, which are also 
core conflicts in Coriolanus. Antony refers to plebeians’ need of having a wealthy and 
peaceful life, but for Brutus and Cassius, liberty is the premise of a noble and equal 
life. Thus, for most of the plebeians and for some patricians Caesar’s rule is justified, 
whereas the assassination robs them of the transitory peace after years of civil war. For 
them Rome needs a man who can restore order and offer a promising future. Thus, 
after Brutus kills Caesar, the plebeians shout out “[l]et him be Caesar” (3.2.51): Caesar 
finally achieves the completeness of dictatorship, since his name “Caesar” becomes a 
specific title instead of just a name. The death of Caesar stifles other possibilities, and 
accelerates the process of the transition from republic to empire. Referring to this 
transition, René Girard calls the assassination “the foundational violence of the Roman 
empire” (210).  
The ever-changing being and the paradox of time form the tragedy of Brutus. 
Before Caesar’s death, Brutus’ choices are reasonable in ethics and politics. But the 
problem lies in his limited understanding of the present, both Antony and the political 
situation of Rome, and the changing circumstances of the Roman world. The 
paradoxes of ends and means, present and future, moral and politics cause Brutus’ 
tragedy; while Cassius is an individual who is deeply influenced by the Love-Politics 
dynamic, and therefore loses his executive ability in this crisis, which foreshadows, in 
its abdication of responsibility for strategic action, the tragedy of Antony and 
Cleopatra. Morality, Love and Politics form a strong dynamic equilibrium in 
Shakespeare’s Roman republic, but it begins to be dysfunctional in this Caesarian 
moment, in which, as Auden says, the society is “incapable of coping with its situation” 
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(126), thereby leading to this inevitable tragedy in Julius Caesar. The city cultivates 
leaders with high moral standards and attempts to unite its people with love, but in this 
time of transition they will inevitably lose out to realpolitik. The real tragedy of Rome 
is that it has to destroy the essence of its citizens in order to give birth to a new social 
and political phase in its history.   
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Chapter Three  Love, War and the States in Antony and Cleopatra 
 
It is commonly acknowledged by critics that Antony and Cleopatra is an 
ambitious and intricate dramatic work. In this play Shakespeare portrays a magnificent 
world: unlike the city-state in Coriolanus, the setting, Roman Empire, covers a vast 
area from the land to the sea, from the city of Rome to the province of Egypt; 
correspondingly, unlike “a small-town love affair of a pair of callow youngsters” 
(Bloom 30) in Romeo and Juliet, the love between Antony and Cleopatra is so 
prevailing that it determines the fate of this world. Although it is easy to notice the 
counterpoint in the play between politics and love, Rome and Egypt, West and East, 
masculinity and femininity, temperance (3.1.3.121) and overflow (1.1.2) etc., the 
meaning and dynamic relations behind these symbols and the moral of this tragedy are 
still problematic and have long been discussed among Shakespearean critics. Some 
critics emphasize that the play is “largely political” and “the love-story is seen always 
in its relation to the rivalry between Octavius and Antony” (Cecil 8) while J. D. Wilson 
counters by saying that Cecil’s claim is “putting the cart before the horse” (xxii), 
because Shakespeare always keeps Cleopatra “before our mind’s eye” even when she 
is absent from the stage; some critics praise the lovers, like G. Wilson Knight (266; 
297), while others condemn their love or regard it as “immoral” (Wimsatt 100). We 
cannot oversimplify the play by a plain dichotomy between Rome and Egypt, or 
politics and love, and identify Octavius with the former and Cleopatra with the latter, 
and I agree with Charney that both love and politics, Egypt and Rome are in the center 
of the play “as a tragic unity” (114). Antony’s living “space” (1.1.34) is constructed by 
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Eros and Politics, while these two factors wrestle and interdepend on each other in 
their relationship, as well as in the development of this tragedy through the timeframe 
of past and present. We cannot fully understand Antony’s love and behavior without 
taking into consideration that he is forged by both Rome and Egypt—the former gives 
him his mortal life and leads him to the latter, while the latter destroys him, but also 
immortalizes his soul. Antony and Octavius can both be seen as the representatives of 
Roman virtue: “Julius Caesar’s strengths are divided between the two rivals—Antony 
has the soldier’s prowess and Octavius has the prudence” (Bloom 311), but tragically 
in the end the quality of spiritedness dies with the last hero of the classical world, while 
prudence evolves into cold-hearted calculation in the new era.  
This perspective could shed light on another dispute, which poses the question 
whether Antony and Cleopatra is a tragedy, because at least in the end the couple 
“don’t go miserably to their deaths” and they “do not lament their losses, as do the 
other great tragic heroes” (Rosenberg 474). Bradley finds the ending of the play has a 
sense of reconciliation, while Donald A. Stauffer says in the end it is more like a 
“victorious vision” (247). Janet Adelman also argues that “Ultimately the loss is ours, 
not theirs: …the lovers gain access to a region in which man is more than man” (149). 
Allan Bloom shares Adelman’s reassuring tone for the lovers, claiming “This is really 
a triumph” (325), but he does not agree with Adelman on the meaning of the ending 
and he takes this couple back to the man’s world (or rather exalts man to the lovers’ 
level): “Shakespeare pricks our heart with longing, not for a lost world, but for 
something that is always accessible to man as man” (325). The dispute between Bloom 
and Adelman is exactly the double meaning of “new heaven new earth” (1.1.17), in 
which the lovers surpass common people to attain a new world, but also mark a newly 
sublime state in the definition of human experience. From this perspective, Antony and 
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Cleopatra is a tragedy for ordinary human beings who long for the heroic spirit, but a 
maudlin parody for Octavius and those who do not identify with outstanding or 
exceptional beings. As for the heroes themselves, this is a beautiful elegy and an 
intimation of their “reunion” (Goddard 206) in the afterlife—if there is one in their 
cosmology. 
The tragic and paradoxical core in aesthetic meaning of this play is the 
synchronicity of becoming sublime but also attenuated: to be a great hero in poetry 
one must “overflow the measure” (1.1.2) and overstep the limitations, while this is 
precisely the charge laid by Plato in the Republic and Rousseau’s Letter to M. 
D’Alembert on Spectacles against poetry. Thus, the dispute among Shakespearean 
critics should be examined in the historical context of the quarrel between philosophy 
and poetry since ancient Greece. Shakespeare himself still maintains a certain 
impartiality toward these conflicting views: he emulates and challenges both Homer 
and Plato (represented by Socrates in Republic, see 363e-364c; 365b-c; 493c-d, instead 
of in Symposium and Phaedrus) by creating an Achilles-like hero Antony but then 
destroys him in front of us—the realistic tragedy is caused by the magnanimous hero’s 
immoderate pursuit of love and eternity, but then it has been redeemed and dignified 
in poetry. Therefore, Shakespeare successfully rouses our “pity and fear”: pity for the 
hero’s destiny and our limitation as human beings, but also fear for the dreadful 
consequence caused by an overflowing spiritedness. Even though we could claim that 
the hero’s honor has been restored in the end, we cannot forget that thousands of 
devoted soldiers are sacrificed in the ruthless battle of Actium, only because Antony 
decides to fight by sea on a whim despite Enobarbus and his soldiers’ urging (3.7.34-
65). The honorable name of “Antony” is forged by the numerous lives of nameless 
people, as Antony himself says to his servants: “all of you clapped up together in [a]n 
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Antony” (4.2.17-8). Shakespeare never separates the inferior from the sublime, 
disgrace from honor, shadow from light.  
Besides examining “the tragic unity” of love and politics, another focus of this 
chapter will be the tension between the individual and his state(s) and stage(s). 
Basically the word “state” has two meanings, i.e. the condition and “the modern 
conception of the State” (Whitfield 93). According to Felix Gilbert, the latter meaning 
was given by Machiavelli when he introduced the word stato “as a living organism 
which encompasses individuals as integral but subordinate components” (Gilbert 177) 
in political literature. In Antony and Cleopatra, the word “state” occurs eight times 
and it mainly means condition and status (1.2.91; 1.3.52; 1.4.30; 1.4.41; 2.5.56), and 
another usage echoes with Machiavelli’s connotation of political community, which 
directly refers to Rome (1.2.171; 2.2.38) in Shakespeare’s context. But one usage, 
which appears with “stage,” is particularly note-worthy: 
Yes, like enough, high-battled Caesar will  
Unstate his happiness and be staged to’th’show  
Against a sworder!— (3.13.29-31) 
 
Enobarbus accurately captures the change of states between Antony and Octavius: to 
Octavius, Antony’s challenge of single combat is a vain and outdated public display 
of heroic spirit which should be laughed at (4.1.6), because in the new era the stagecraft 
and the statecraft ought to be characterized by Machiavellian effectiveness. The heroic 
grandeur becomes awkward and embarrassing when Antony fails to kill himself and 
stalls on the stage, as he says to his guards: “I have done my work ill” (4.14.105). We 
can almost hear Octavius laughing at this grotesque parody of Brutus’ distinguished 
manner in his suicide. Unlike Antony, by refusing an overt “show” (3.13.30) of single 
combat, Octavius actually integrates stagecraft into his statecraft in such an 
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imperceptible way that it is almost impossible to distinguish between his staging of 
the real from the ideal. When Shakespeare read “the Englished Plutarch” and 
composed his Roman plays based on these historical accounts around 1600, he himself 
was enacting on a special stage the transformation into the nation-state of “a united 
Britain” (Hadfield 142) under the reign of a king from Scotland who frequently 
compared himself to Octavius. Both state and stage could imply a certain conflation 
of time and space, and we cannot help but asking how these two discourses echo and 
interact with each other in the founding of the Roman Empire, of Elizabethan and 
Jacobean England and other political communities. As Montrose claims, during 
Elizabeth’s reign the “cultural revolution manifested a complex interaction among 
religious, socio-economics, and political processes” (22), therefore it is this chapter’s 
aim to study the interaction between Shakespeare’s stage and the different states in 
which the dramatic action is set. Antony, with his multiple identity as Egypt’s lover, a 
Roman citizen, one of the triumvirate, an actor, the tragic hero, a character 
reconstituted in Renaissance England, and a human being, stands at the center of the 
stages and the states, waiting for us the audience to understand him. For the modern 
reader and audience, even though we do not have the future of an empire to fight for 
or a queen with “infinite variety” (2.2.236) to love, we are still deeply moved by 
Antony and feel sympathy with him, because he not only marks the sublime which 
could be achieved by a human being, but also represents our everyday struggle and 
anxiety, as people who have to choose among conflicting desires and options. 
Shakespeare seems to have a particular interest in people who are trapped in the 
paradox of “time”: Hamlet, Brutus, Coriolanus, Macbeth and now Antony. They fail 
to either grasp the opportunity at present, or walk out of the shadows of the past. Time 
gives being a changed dimension, while being is the object which reflects the existence 
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of time. Therefore, the identities as self or other will always change across time, as 
Antony says: “the rack dislimns, and makes it indistinct [a]s water is in water” 
(4.14.10-11). But any reformation or change of state will always bring tension or pain 
to human beings as well as to political communities. Antony has been struggling with 
his previous self and his current condition throughout the whole play. In this sense, we 
may find the tragedies of Coriolanus, Brutus and Antony are commensurable: they are 
all sacrificed by Rome when its states metamorphose from Roman Kingdom to 
Republic and then Empire; and thus their deaths are often the results of the discordance 
between past and present, and between the individual and his country. Thus, it is safe 
to say that Antony and Cleopatra is an ambitious work, for Shakespeare imitates and 
emulates the real world with his stages of space and time, and puts the tragedy of 
Antony into the very core of it to present the perennial tensions of man as man. 
 
“Enter EROS with armour” (4.4.3): Amour and Armor as Tragic Drives 
 
Shakespeare mentions the love affairs between Venus and Mars in two places 
(1.5.18; 2.2.200); and also Dido and Aeneas once (4.14.53), obliquely comparing 
Cleopatra and Antony with them. From his depiction of their love, it seems that 
Shakespeare shares Ovid’s view that war is “the ruling theme in love” (Singer 128): at 
the beginning of Ovid’s Amores, Cupid, the son of Venus and Mars, jeers at the poet 
when he is pondering upon fearful war as his main theme and shoots an arrow in his 
breast, inspiring him with this burning and throbbing wound of love. Although this 
brilliant opening passage oscillates between love and war, it actually integrates war in 
love, as Cupid says with the arrow in his hand: “Poet, there is a subject for thy muse” 
(1.24). Shakespeare also tackles this great “subject” of love and war in Antony and 
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Cleopatra, and, like Ovid, he portrays this conflation of love and warlike tension in 
his characterization and theme. Cleopatra not only wants to win over Antony from 
Rome, but also desires to compete with Antony and take him as her hostage in their 
relationship, while Antony, placed at the focal point between the external war of 
politics with Octavius and the internal war of love with Cleopatra, is inevitably torn 
apart which leads to his tragedy.  
By the beginning of the Roman Empire, as Shakespeare acknowledges in the 
setting of the play, Rome has become accustomed to playing the role of the conqueror 
of the east, as has Antony. He is defined by wars and his name is frequently connected 
with military figures like Mars (1.1.4), Hercules (4.3.17), Hector (4.8.7) and Aeneas 
(4.14.53). Other characters in the play continuously refer to his glory on the battlefield 
when they talk about the previous Antony. However, now Rome has halted its imperial 
expansion, Antony’s position in the nation-state is no longer as indispensable as it was 
before. Though the Roman people may be nostalgic for the warlike, “sprightly, 
waking” spiritedness (see Coriolanus 4.5.228), most of them still prefer to live calmly. 
The time of peace in Rome will have no space for the warrior Antony, and he is aware 
of it. Antony’s nature requires him to seek stimulation, and it is quite unimaginable for 
him to administer a country or handle tedious official business. Therefore, as he 
himself confesses, “I’th’East my pleasure lies” (2.3.40), the only place which can still 
stimulate him is Egypt and its queen. Cleopatra also knows Antony’s nature, thus, to 
keep Antony and his love, she adopts the main strategy of entangling him in the endless 
war of attrition with her by provoking and challenging him constantly with every piece 
of vexing news from Fulvia and Octavius (1.1.25-32). The image of Rome is always 
hovering over their love in Egypt, reminding Antony of the dreadful boredom of being 
a Roman in Rome. Cleopatra knows that it is crucial to let Antony keep devoting 
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himself to their relationship until he is mired too deeply to get out: 
Charmian. In each thing give him way, cross him in nothing. 
Cleopatra. Thou teachest like a fool: the way to lose him. (1.3.8-9) 
 
In the meantime, Antony also enjoys being challenged by her and identifying himself 
with the role of the conqueror: 
Cleopatra. … Antony will be himself.  
Antony. But stirred by Cleopatra. (1.1.44)13 
 
 
In this process Cleopatra will combine the stimulating mood of warfare and passionate 
love to tame and overpower Antony, and most importantly, make herself irreplaceable 
to him; as he confesses later Egypt, with its love and war, is his living “space” (1.1.34) 
and Cleopatra is his only lover and even the only enemy: “my heart [m]akes only wars 
on thee” (4.12.14-5). Moreover, unlike the real warfares in the battlefield, which 
refresh Antony’s spirit, the wars with Cleopatra have been consuming his will. 
Previously, his identity as a Roman warrior and a patriot make him dedicate his love 
for his country and hate for his enemies single-mindedly. However, now he has been 
torn apart between Cleopatra and Rome: his love for the former invites contempt from 
the latter and his care for the latter invites jealousy from the former (1.2.84).  
Cleopatra’s second strategy is to disarm Antony with an immoderate lifestyle. 
Since the political situation in Rome has changed dramatically after Caesar’s 
assassination, Cleopatra’s love and its expressions also fluctuate with it. She has been 
anxious about losing Antony’s love as evidenced by her first line in the play (1.1.14), 
and the continuous news from Rome, especially Antony’s marriage with Octavia, 
                                                
13 According to David Bevington, this line could be interpreted as (1) “I will be my 
noble self only if inspired by Cleopatra”, (2) “I will play the fool if you like, but it’s 
because I am stirred to my very soul by Cleopatra” (81). 
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continually exacerbates her concern. By contrast with the scene in which Cleopatra 
arms Antony for war, and he refers to her as the “armourer of my heart” (4.4.7), 
Shakespeare presents another significant scene in which Antony is disarmed by 
Cleopatra in the domestic context: “I drunk him to his bed; [t]hen put my tires and 
mantles on him, whilst I wore his sword Philippan” (2.5.21-3). To compete with 
Antony, Cleopatra complies with the Roman tradition of misogyny (1.3.39-41), which 
has been exemplified by Shakespeare’s other typical Roman figures—like Volumnia, 
Coriolanus, Brutus and Cassius—in their attitudes towards womanhood; Cleopatra 
uses this traditional connection between manliness and love to dominate their 
relationship: in order to win the lover’s heart, the beloved should be more manly and 
independent than the lover, a paradox that Octavius is acutely aware of when he points 
out that Antony’s spiritedness has been tamed and he “is not more manlike [t]han 
Cleopatra” (1.4.5-6).  
 
Venus and Mars, by Sandro Botticelli. c 1483. Tempera on panel, 69 cm x 173 cm 
 
As Shakespeare’s contemporary Christopher Marlowe presents in his Dido, 
Queen of Carthage, in which Dido removes the sails and tackle from Aeneas’ ships to 
prevent his leaving, Cleopatra also takes off Antony’s armour and arrests him with her 
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amour. A similar motif can be seen be found in the literary and artistic representations 
of the relation between Mars and Venus. For example, in Botticelli’s painting, Mars 
and Venus, Mars is sleeping naked while Venus is looking at him with a serene and 
even mysterious smile. One baby satyr is blowing a conch shell to wake up Mars, and 
the other two are playing with his armour. A swarm of wasps are humming around 
Mars’ left ear, perhaps indicating that an imminent painful sting is hovering over this 
sweet and tranquil moment, as Potterton notes, “the pleasure of love (as brought by 
Venus) may also be accompanied by pain” (36). With the potential threat lurking in 
their intense relationship, this scene imagined and executed by Botticelli offers a 
perfect illustration of the daily life and future tragedy of Antony and Cleopatra. In this 
process, Cleopatra is at war with herself: on the one hand, she hopes Antony could be 
“brave” (3.13.177) and strong enough for she seeks protection from him; on the other 
hand, she does not miss any opportunity to consume and weaken him so he will lose 
the determination to leave her (2.5.19-21).  As Plato also observed: “a lover will not 
be happy with a beloved who is superior to him, or his equal, and he will always try to 
make him weaker and inferior” (Phaedrus 239a). 
The parallel between love and war is not only about the sense of conquest they 
share with each other, but also because they both could lead to irrationality and 
devastation. Marlowe’s Aeneas finally escapes from the pleasure of love to “preserve 
his manhood” (Singer 225), suggesting the supremacy of political duty over love, but 
Antony does not have that power. Echoing this traditional view that love will cause 
“the loss of warlike spirit” (Grafton 564), Shakespeare also enables Cleopatra to 
enchant and lead Antony, just as Ficino says, “Mars follows Venus, Venus does not 
follow Mars” (177): 
Antony. These strong Egyptian fetters I must break, 
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Or lose myself in dotage. (1.2.117-8) 
I must from this enchanting queen break off…(1.2.129) 
 
Like a desperate prisoner who has been confined, Antony does not have the resolution 
to break his attachment and leave Cleopatra. Even in the battle of Actium, he follows 
her to disaster. Although amour can be the most impenetrable armour for it will make 
the lovers become fearless of death14 (and Antony says that Cleopatra is the “armourer 
of my heart” (4.4.7) it could turn into a fatal weapon if it is used to manipulate one’s 
reason. A similar motif is captured by Edward Burne-Jones’ picture The Arming and 
Departure of the Knights, in which Queen Guinevere hands Lancelot his shield as they 
are leaving to quest for Holy Grail, indicating their doomed love and fate. Both 
Octavius and Pompey the Younger notice that Cleopatra could be their weapon to 
undermine and defeat Antony:  
But all the charms of love, 
Salt Cleopatra, soften thy waned lip! 
Let witchcraft join with beauty, lust with both! 
Tie up the libertine in a field of feasts, 
Keep his brain fuming…(2.1.20-4) 
 
Although Antony is suspicious about Cleopatra’s loyalty and accuses her of selling 
him to Octavius (4.12.14), the fact is that Cleopatra indeed helps Pompey and Octavius 
to weaken Antony’s spirit, judgment and military power (3.7.69-70) with her love and 
its forms of expression. Albeit unintentionally, she is their co-conspirator.  
In Act Three and Act Four, Antony’s reckless behavior shows love’s magnificent 
                                                
14 In Symposium, Phaedrus imagined an army made of lovers: “If only some means 
might be found for a state or an army to consist of pairs of lovers, there would be no 
better people to run their country, for they would avoid any act that brought disgrace 
and would compete with each other in winning honour. Moreover they would be 
victorious over virtually every other army” (179a). 
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and also destructive power. On the one hand, Shakespeare emulates Homer in creating 
this Achilles-like hero, and on the other hand, he keeps reminding us in Enobarbus’ 
monologues (3.10.35-7; 3.13.41-6; 3.13.195-200) of the danger in his immoderate 
love. He seems to share Plato’s dialectic views about the dangers of eros: 
Eryximachus: But whenever the other, violent sort of Love gains control of 
the seasons, he causes much destruction and harm. (Symposium 188b) 
 
Socrates: If madness were simply an evil, it would be right, but in fact some of 
our greatest blessings come from madness, when it is granted to us as a divine 
gift. (Phaedrus 244 b) 
 
Like Plato, who emphasized the indispensable black horse in the lover’s soul, 
Shakespeare endows the madness of eros with a dignified status in Antony, making his 
charm deeply rooted in immoderation. According to Socrates’ retelling of Diotima’s 
teaching, love is the daimon and mediator between “ugliness and beauty, need and 
fulfilment, mortality and immortality” (Secomb 11), while philosophy is the means to 
achieve perfection and wisdom. Therefore, by channeling the passion of eros into the 
pursuit of philosophical wisdom, Socrates invites the lovers to climb the ladder of love 
and finally become the lovers of Truth. Shakespeare diverges from Plato at this point. 
The protagonist is aware of his imperfection, but for him the way to achieve beauty, 
perfection and eternity is to combine with Cleopatra:  
the nobleness of life 
Is to do thus; when such a mutual pair  
And such a twain can do’t, in which I bind, 
On pain of punishment, the world to weet 
We stand up peerless. (1.1.35-9) 
 
In Enobarbus’ famous portrayal of the meeting between Cleopatra and Antony “upon 
the river of Cydnus” (2.2.187), Cleopatra has been depicted as a goddess who 
possesses beauty’s two characteristics of divinity and temptation, as Charney says, 
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“she is always both ‘queen’ and ‘quean,’ and in this covert pun lies in the secret of her 
attraction” (27). Not only Antony, but also the people in the market and even the “air” 
(2.2.216) are eager to see her—only the Great Beauty has this breath-taking power 
over people. Shakespeare describes the aura and influence owned by Cleopatra instead 
of the details of her appearance. Therefore, Cleopatra has been deified as the emblem 
of beauty and perfection, surpassing the imagination of common people. She becomes 
beauty itself.   
Antony’s madness for the true beauty seems to be justified by poetry, but then 
Shakespeare destroys this “peerless” couple in Act Three and Four, in which the 
external war with Octavius is paralleled with the internal war between the lovers. They 
begin to injure each other with suspicions of betrayal, misunderstanding and harsh, 
vindictive words after they have been defeated for the first time. Antony’s resolution 
to “stand up peerless” has been demolished and replaced by the despair that he “cannot 
hold this visible shape” (4.14.14). In contrast with Plato’s metaphors about love like 
wings, ladders of love or the upward motion of the chariot, the images used by 
Shakespeare are dissolving and disordered, demonstrating the fatal consequence of 
love and war: “melt” (1.1.33), “fall” (1.1.34), “o’erflowing” (1.2.49), “sink” (3.7.15), 
“fire and air” (4.4.288), “vapour” (4.14.3), “indistinct [a]s water in water” (4.14.11), 
etc. Cleopatra’s feigned death is the fatal blow to Antony, as he says when he knows 
she is dead: “Unarm, Eros, the long day’s task is done” (4.14.35). This image of 
unarmed eros indicates that for Antony the meaning of life has been deprived by 
Cleopatra’s death because he neither has Cleopatra to fight against, nor has Cleopatra 
to fight for. By taming the spirited black horse in his soul in Phaedrus, Plato conciliates 
the quarrel between poetry and philosophy; by exalting and then evaporating Antony, 
Shakespeare suggests that it is almost impossible to balance magnanimity and 
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moderation. The paradox of being great is that great love, like great war, arouses and 
destroys one’s soul.  
 
Lover, Other and Becomer 
 
“My vegetable love should grow [v]aster than empires and more slow”—it is 
Andrew Marvell’s genius to visualize love expanding with the expanding empire. After 
examining the tension of love and war between Antony and Cleopatra from the micro-
perspective, this section will bring in the broad setting of the Roman Empire, and focus 
on the dynamic relationship between erotic politics and political eros15 , aiming to 
complement our comprehension of Antony’s love and his destined fate. The 
development of their love and the process of the empire’s expansion will construct a 
mutual perspective, which will illustrate our understanding of the Roman empire in 
Augustan discourse, as well as Shakespeare’s reflection of Elizabethan and Jacobean 
England, and answer the question of what do we mean by Shakespeare’s portrait of 
Antony and Cleopatra in today’s world. 
It’s obvious that his armour-bearer’s name Eros suggests Antony’s love for 
Cleopatra, but it should not be neglected that Philo’s name also means love. From the 
beginning Philo is criticizing Antony’s behavior with the standard Roman virtue of 
moderation and his question penetrates the whole play: how does Antony change from 
his previous heroic “measure” (1.1.2) and “transform into a strumpet’s fool” (1.1.12-
3)? Philo depicts an Antony who lives in the past and people’s memory, while the 
                                                
15 Antony’s love may have a sense of courtly love, as G. Wills points out, “It was 
political love (amor curialis), love as duty. It was duty sustained by being believably 
ennobling, both to the courtier and to the queen” (22). 
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current Antony fails to meet their expectations and his own reputation as a honorable 
general. That said, Antony does not convert to Egypt entirely. Although the present 
Antony detests the cold Octavius and the impassive Octavia in the present Rome, he 
can never fully get rid of his Roman gene or “Roman thoughts” (1.2.84). He identifies 
naturally with Rome’s expectation for its citizens, even when he decides to abandon 
Octavia: “if I lose mine honour, I lose myself” (3.4.22-3); however, in Cleopatra’s 
discourse, Roman honor is exactly the target of her sarcasm, for it will deprive her of 
Antony’s love: “Your honour calls you hence; [t]herefore be deaf to my unpitied folly” 
(1.3.97-8). Philo emphasizes on Antony’s transformation from the honorable Roman 
general in the past to the affectionate and enchanted lover at present in the words like 
“now” (1.1.4) and “become” (1.1.9), reminding us of the conflict between Antony’s 
love for Cleopatra and for Rome. His love for Cleopatra is obvious and undoubtedly 
sincere, and he regards her as his “peerless” (1.1.39) lover and “precious queen” 
(1.3.73), but, with the exception of the lover himself and his friend and ally Enobarbus, 
his love is almost gratuitous and valueless in the eyes of his soldiers and Roman 
citizens. They cannot even imagine a higher form of love than “lust” (1.1.10) in the 
lovers, and they degrade her as a “strumpet” (1.1.13) and a “whore” (3.6.67). However, 
Shakespeare depicts love between Antony and Cleopatra with profound sympathy, 
suggesting us to believe that their love is true, or even, as Enobarbus describes it, “pure 
love” (1.2.147).  
From Philo’s speech in the beginning, Shakespeare has shown us that Antony 
has been torn apart by his love for Cleopatra in Egypt and his love for Rome; his 
identity in the past and at present. Strong binary oppositions between Egypt and Rome, 
past and present, male and female, sense and sensuality have been made in a few 
lines—a stage of time and space is constructed, waiting for the real triumvirs, Antony, 
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Cleopatra and Octavius, to appear and elaborate the nuances and interchanges between 
the oppositions.  
To understand Antony’s tragedy, we need to study his relation with Rome and 
Egypt. As a virtuous citizen and a brave warrior of Rome, Antony inherits the city’s 
character and practices its strategies to expand thoroughly in his personal life. One 
essential premise of their love is their political status, which gives them the opportunity 
to meet and know each other in 41 BC, three years after Caesar’s death. This meeting 
is purely political at the beginning. Egypt’s wealth previously draws attention from 
Cassius, but then he is defeated before his “itching palm” (JC 4.3.10) can profit from 
it (Warry 184), and now comes Antony, who also needs money and food to support his 
troops. After Antony settles down in Alexandria political issues and interests are still 
the dominant themes which interweave in their relationship throughout the play, and 
in the end Octavius has used love as a leverage to defeat Antony. 
In Egypt, their political and public roles as king and queen have defined their 
identities and the relation between them. As Cleopatra puts it: “since my lord [i]s 
Antony again, I will be Cleopatra” (3.13.186-7), Antony and Cleopatra are not just two 
random names, but the symbols of power and privilege. Shakespeare emphasizes many 
times in the text (1.1.35; 1.5.78; 2.5.78; 3.7.15; 3.10.7) that it is the sharp comparison 
between the flippant love affair and the dreadful political catastrophe that makes the 
setting of this tragedy so imminent and delicate. Furthermore, their political identities 
penetrate the daily interactions of their love-life, and even Antony’s gift to Cleopatra 
refers to political interests: 
I will piece  
Her opulent throne with kingdoms; all the east, 
Say thou, shall call her mistress. (1.5.45-7) 
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In their relationship, Cleopatra’s love is more understandable but also more suspicious 
than Antony’s. As the queen of Egypt, she has little choice but to enchant the Roman 
generals and  keep them at her feet in order to secure the domestic safety of Egypt and 
her absolute control over it, as she did to both Pompey and Caesar (3.13.6-9). Their 
relationships are political in the first place and then Cleopatra eroticizes them in order 
to enhance the alliance. The only difference is the authenticity of her love, which, 
unfortunately, is not always consistent even if it is real, of which Antony is himself 
aware (4.12.13). Cleopatra needs a man who is politically dependable and erotically 
susceptible, while since Lepidus is too feeble and Octavius is too cold, the only one 
who can meet this requirement among the Triumvirs is Antony, who is mighty and 
loving enough to “[l]et Rome in Tiber melt, and the wide arch [o]f the ranged empire 
fall” (1.1.33-4). It is hard to distinguish which Antony is more attractive for Cleopatra: 
Antony the poet or Antony the conqueror, but no doubt these two characters make him 
a wonderful lover.  
Antony has more freedom than Cleopatra on this subject, but he voluntarily stays 
and becomes her “soldier, servant” (1.3.70), which makes his love a destined tragedy 
chosen by free will. In Rome two wives, or two opportunities: with Fulvia he may 
perhaps win the whole world from Octavius, and with Octavia he may at least share it; 
but with Cleopatra, he will definitely lose it.  
Nevertheless, when we look closely to Antony and his bond with Rome, we may 
find that it is not fair to blame him entirely for his tragedy. Deeply influenced by Rome 
and its expansion strategy, Antony’s nature is outward like an arrow which has been 
shot and cannot be recalled. First, as I have discussed in the previous section, Antony’s 
heart is eager for war and love, and the only place he can find both is Egypt instead of 
Rome. Secondly, he is a Roman traveler and a pleasure-seeker while Cleopatra is the 
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object of attraction and appreciation during his “travel” (1.2.15) as Enobarbus astutely 
points out. Antony embodies the city’s longing for continuous new excitement and 
stimulation, which are exactly what Egypt and its queen could provide, as he himself 
observes: “[t]here’s not a minute of our lives should stretch [w]ithout some pleasure 
new” (1.1.46-7).  
What could we learn from Antony’s paradoxical state? He becomes an outcast 
of Rome and a foreigner in Egypt, but Rome does not allow him to be “a private man 
in Athens” (3.12.15), which is the middle point between Rome and Alexandria, 
because as long as he still exists he is the labile factor to the state, as Octavius notes, 
“you were the word of war” (2.2.44), indicating that there is no middle way. Referring 
to the western tradition of seeking novelty and political interests in the east, Edward 
Said notes with reference to the exoticism of non-westerners: “it is their vacillations, 
their tempting suggestiveness, their capacity for entertaining and confusing the mind, 
that are interesting” (58). According to Edith Hall this tradition may be dated back to 
Aeschylus’ The Persians, which, as she calls it, is “the first unmistakeable file in the 
archive of Orientalism” (99). In this tragedy Aeschylus endows the Greeks and the 
Persians with very contradictory characters:  
Atossa: …It seemed to me  
two well-dressed women— 
one robed with Persian luxury, 
the other in a plain Greek tunic…(280-3)  
 
First, the east is depicted as “fertile” (Aeschylus, The Persians, 45), “goldladen” (61) 
and “gold-proud” (73). Second, Aeschylus connects Persians’ immoderate mourning 
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with effeminate16  and “non-rational” (Hughes 15) behaviors, which was likewise 
adopted by Shakespeare in Claudius’ accusation of Hamlet’s “unmanly grief” (Hamlet 
1.2.94) for his father and is well contrasted by Brutus’ refusal of expressing sorrow for 
Portia’s death. In this stark contrast with the “defeated, luxurious, emotional, cruel and 
always dangerous” (Hall 99) impression of the East, the ideal image of Greek male 
citizens has been defined while the Others (women, slaves, children and foreigners) 
are excluded “from the Athenian ‘men’s club’” (Heath 172-3).  
This contrast between west and east helps the westerners to construct an ideal of 
their own and also create an image of what the east should be like. That said, the 
concepts of barbarians, foreigners and the Orientals have different connotations, 
extensions and impressions: although the Orientals and barbarians are both foreigners, 
the Orientals are not necessarily the barbarians, and vice versa—in actual fact and also 
in westerners’ understanding of the other. Shakespeare correspondingly depicts 
Romans’ four different attitudes towards Cleopatra and Egypt in this play, suggesting 
that westerners’ views of the east in his representation are much more various than 
simple xenophobia or dichotomy17. The first is Philo’s contempt as he calls Cleopatra 
“gipsy” (1.1.9) at the beginning, although Cleopatra is Greek by birth. But given that 
Cleopatra is potentially threatening to Antony’s career, Philo’s opprobrium is 
understandable. The second typical attitude is Lepidus’ curiosity and wonder about the 
                                                
16 This effeminately opulent image which could be easily interpreted as “habros” 
(ἁβρός) by Greeks, see Euripides, Trojan Women, 820; Plato, Symposium, 204c; 
Herodotus, Histories, 1.71. 
17 Erich Gruen also refutes this dichotomy: “The receptivity in the Greek world to 
Persian dress, Persian products, Persian art, and the Persian aesthetic generally as 
status symbols and modes of cultural expression among the elite was 
widespread…The remarkable overlap and interconnections that linked the cultures 
would discourage any drive to demonize the high life of the ‘Oriental’” (11); see also 
Toner, 15-16; Plato, Statesman 262d. 
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exotic land, as he keeps asking Antony about the “strange serpents” (2.7.24), 
“crocodile” (2.7.28) and “pyramids” (2.7.33). The third is Octavius’ utilitarian 
calculation and speculation that Egypt is of great importance, but also a threat to Rome 
politically and socially. The Augustan propaganda of the East could partly account for 
the orientalism which has been critiqued by Said and Hall. As a Roman soldier, Philo’s 
contempt may be a result of Octavius’ powerful propaganda, which demonizes Egypt 
and ignites the Roman people’s anger to fight against it. The fourth attitude is Antony’s 
complex mixture of conquest and admiration, which is at odds with the narrative of 
the official discourse and thus brings both love and tragedy to him. 
Aeschylus’ true intention in writing The Persians and its influence among 
Athenian citizens is still debatable. Given the fact that the “choregos” of the play is 
Pericles and it is performed to the citizens in public events seven years after they 
successfully defend themselves against Persia’s invasion, this play may promote a 
sense of patriotism and enhance their identity as “Greeks.” But the mournful and 
lamenting scene may also evoke the audience’s sympathy for their defeated worthy 
adversaries (see Jabri 47; Munteanu 151-2). These two interpretations do not 
necessarily refute one another, given that Aeschylus needed to represent the choregos’ 
political commentary, but he is also a sympathetic poet and a human being, who may 
perhaps appreciate Persian culture. This debate could also inspire our understanding 
of Antony’s psychological activity after he comes to Egypt and his discord with 
Octavius. Echoing with Aeschylus’ portrayal, Shakespeare highlights in a number of 
contexts in his play the comparisons between Rome’s plainness and Egypt’s 
indulgence. The most visual contrast is between Antony’s lover Cleopatra and his wife 
Octavia: the former is dangerously appealing like the “serpent of old Nile” (1.5.25) 
while the latter is “of a holy, cold, and still conversation” (2.6.121-2). At first, he is a 
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traveler and a conqueror from Rome who could be described in Caesar’s famous 
saying, “veni, vidi, vici” (Plutarch, The Life of Julius Caesar, 35). But then as 
Enobarbus says, he “pays his heart [f]or what his eyes eat only” (2.2.34-5): as a 
passionate human being, Antony has been fascinated by the “infinite variety” (2.2.236) 
of Egypt and its queen and forgotten his responsibility for his homeland Rome in this 
process of understanding and appreciating the mysterious and exotic East. The 
boundary between patriotic sentiment and appreciation or admiration for another 
civilization is very slippery and could be gradually changed, like a “porous surface” 
(3) as Millward notes18. It is clear that Antony’s heart has been won over by the exotic 
experience of Cleopatra’s Egypt after years of external wars, while the affairs “in the 
state” (1.2.171), as he declares, cannot give him “pleasure” (2.3.40), which is the very 
word that is worshipped in Egypt and despised by Roman heroes like Coriolanus and 
Brutus.  
Antony’s love for the Egyptian queen is the very outcome of Rome’s expansion, 
but the empire, or the Augustan discourse (see H. James 121; Osgood 355), as it is in 
the stage of forming its own Roman national identity, will not admit its appreciation 
for the heterogeneous culture and regime. A very subtle moment of Antony’s choice 
between Octavius and Cleopatra is presented in the 1974 movie version of Antony and 
Cleopatra by the Royal Shakespeare Company. In Act Two Scene Two, Enobarbus, 
played by Patrick Stewart, tells Maecenas and Agrippa about his first impression of 
                                                
18 As Millward nicely argues about the Jiayu Pass: “Not only do boundaries distinguish 
two entities; they define the entities themselves: there can be no civilization without 
barbarism, no true religion without infidels, no Occident without the Orient, no Self 
without the Other. Yet boundaries are seldom rigid. Rather, they are porous surface 
where heterogeneous physical or conceptual zones come into contact and 
interpenetrate. Nor are they static, but change position, character, and meaning over 
time” (3). 
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the sea-Queen and Agrippa replies “Rare Egyptian!” (2.2.218) and “Royal Wench!” 
(2.2.226) In the film version Agrippa’s tone and expression are deliberately indifferent 
and reluctant, while Blits and Rosenberg both interpret Agrippa’s reaction as breathless 
awe and appreciation (Rosenberg 170; Blits 72). These two approaches both make 
sense: the reluctant Agrippa represents the Octavian regime’s caution and hostility 
against Egypt while the admiring Agrippa shows the enchanting power of the Egyptian 
queen over the Roman soldiers. In either case, Cleopatra stands as the prevailing force 
in Egypt which threatens to undermine Octavius’ political strength in Rome. Then 
Maecenas says “[n]ow Antony must leave her [Cleopatra] utterly” (2.2.233) because 
of his marriage with Octavia, while Enobarbus blurts out “Never” (2.2.234), the 
camera turns to Agrippa, Octavius’ confidant, who suddenly stares at Enobarbus with 
a very alert look. Enobarbus, realizing that he talks too candidly, rephrases his words 
and utters slowly, “he will not” (2.2.234) then elaborates his points in more detail. This 
representation successfully brings out the possible subtext in Enobarbus’ very short 
line “Never; he will not” (2.2.234), revealing that Octavius is aware of this dangerous 
tendency, which will weaken the construction of a cohesive Roman national identity 
by preferring Cleopatra to Octavia, Egypt to Rome. Therefore, Octavius’ stagecraft 
and statecraft are to arouse Roman soldiers’ and citizens’ fear and abhorrence of being 
ruled by a woman. As Shakespeare shows, the official rhetoric, or the “common liar” 
(1.1.60) in Rome, must represent Cleopatra as a “whore” (3.6.67) while Antony as a 
womanizer “[b]eing an abstract ‘tween his lust and him” (3.6.61).  
Shakespeare’s knowledge about the Augustan official rhetoric may be inherited 
from Vergil’s Aeneid and Horace’s Epodes. Cleopatra’s image appears in Horace’s 
Epodes 9 without directly referring to her name: 
the Roman bears stakes  
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and weapons at a woman’s behest, and, a soldier,  
can bring himself to become the minion of withered  
eunuchs, while amid the soldiers’ standards the  
sun shines on the shameful Egyptian pavilion. (9.11-15) 
 
Although it is a common theme to portray “the sexual domination of the poet by his 
mistress”19 (Gurval 189) in Latin love elegy, Horace’s representation of Antony as a 
bondsman of Egypt is less romantic than contemptuous since the future of the empire 
is at stake. Echoing with Antony’s image as a slave under the command of a woman 
and eunuchs in Horace’s picture, Shakespeare reflects on the power of Octavius’ 
rhetoric over the sinking morale of Antony’s soldiers. As Candinius says to one soldier 
in a spirit of depression: “we are women’s men” (3.7.70). Vergil also projects Cleopatra 
onto his representation of Dido; even the first encounter between Dido and Aeneas is 
very comparable with Cleopatra’s deliberate staging of herself upon the river of 
Cydnus: 
While Trojan Aeneas marveled at these images, while he was stunned and 
remained transfixed by this one sight, queen Dido, most beautiful in appearance, 
approached the temple with a great crowd of young men around her (Aeneid 
1.493-6). 
 
But different from Antony, who cannot resist Cleopatra’s charm and stays in Egypt, 
Aeneas refuses his enchanting foreign lover by saying: “There is my love, there is my 
country” (hic amor, haec patria est, 4.347). As Adelman points out, “his love is 
Roman, and Dido is a foreigner” (71): although Aeneas is a foreigner in Carthage, 
Dido is the foreigner to his heart. On the contrary, Antony’s claim “Here is my space. 
                                                
19 For example, Ovid’s The Amores focuses on his relation with Corinna, his 
mistress; Propertius also confesses his surrender to the female master: “Why are you 
surprised of a woman rules my life and drags off a man in bandage under her 
authority?” (Elegy 3.11.1-2) 
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Kingdoms are clay” (1.1.34-5) at the beginning of the play could be interpreted as 
“here is my love and I belong to no country.” In Vergil’s narrative, the legend of 
Aeneas’ founding of Rome has been renewed and endowed with the significance in 
Octavius’ conquest over both Cleopatra and Antony. In propaganda and the aftermath 
of war, Octavius must exclude Antony from the Roman community, and represent it 
as a foreign war instead of a civil war, in order to create an image of a harmonious and 
also manly Rome conquering the feminine and depraved Egypt20. Therefore, as in all 
effective propaganda, the distinction between enemy and self is neat and clear, as Syed 
argues: “Vergil’s images of gendered ethnicity also contribute to the formation of a 
notion of Roman national identity” (191), Kahn also notes that “the 
xenophobia…fostered Roman national identity with patriarchal gender ideology” (C. 
Kahn 111). However, modern critics of Horace have encountered the similar question 
of deciphering the abstruse ending of Epodes 9 with understanding the true intention 
of Aeschylus’ The Persians. Regardless of the overall cheerful and patriotic tone, the 
epode ends with “Our anxiety and fear for Caesar’s affairs it delights to release with 
sweet Lyaeus” (9.37-8). We cannot help but asking what does his curam metumque 
Caesaris rerum really mean. According to Robert Gurval, this sentimental reflection 
reveals that “the acclaim of Octavius’ victory fails to eclipse the shameful reality and 
tragedy of civil war” (159). The poet not only expresses his joy and hope in embracing 
the new era, but also conveys a sympathetic thought for the banished and defeated 
fellow citizen. Shakespeare uses the whole of Act 5 to discuss this question: Antony is 
dead, but his death needs to be defined, as we have witnessed in Julius Caesar when 
                                                
20 Osgood also argues, Octavius “wanted to create the impressive image of Italian 
consensus, of a national consensus, in the face of an Eastern threat that would later 
find its way on Vergil’s shield for Aeneas” (371). 
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Brutus and Antony ascribe totally different meanings to Caesar’s corpse. Cleopatra 
realizes that whether Antony’s honor and reputation could be redeemed or not is in her 
choice, so she seizes every minute to compete with Octavius for the final verdict of 
history:  
the quick comedians  
Extemporally will stage us and present 
Our Alexandrian revels; Antony 
Shall be brought drunken forth, and I shall see  
Some squeaking Cleopatra boy my greatness  
I’th’posture of a whore. (5.2.215-20) 
 
She is aware that Octavius’ narrative will “stage” her tragedy as a comedy, with Antony 
being drunken and she a whore, as we may find in Plutarch’s records. The only thing 
left her to do is to make the gesture and stage her own death “like a queen” (5.2.226). 
Although she will be “made tongue-tied by authority” (Sonnet 66) in Augustan Rome, 
the future generations will give her poetic justice and “[i]n black ink [their] love may 
still shine bright” (Sonnet 65).  
Comedy is droll because the spectators are detached from the embarrassing 
situations on the stage, while tragedy achieves its aim when the audience shed their 
own tears over other people’s stories. Like Aeschylus, Shakespeare invites his 
audience to transcend their own self-interest and identify with the defeated. He rewrote 
history with a balanced double perspective from both Rome and Egypt, endowing 
Cleopatra and Antony with a deserving position as lovers who surpass Rome’s 
fossilized and imperious official narrative and incarnate the finest part of human 
nature.  
In Augustan discourse, Cleopatra is a coward who flees from the battlefield, but 
Shakespeare emphasizes in at least four places in the text that she is a queen who has 
manly virtue: 
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Cleopatra. I would I had thy inches; thou shouldst know 
There were a heart in Egypt. (1.3.40-1) 
 
Then put my tires and mantles on him, whilst  
I wore his sword Philippan. (2.5.22-3) 
 
And, as the president of my kingdom, will 
Appear there for a man. Speak not against it, 
I will not stay behind. (3.7.16-8) 
 
According to Jan Blits, the phrase of “for a man” has three meanings, which are “in 
the capacity of” a man, “to help” a man and “to impress” a man (124). This image of 
“a female warrior” who “dares to enter into battle with men” like Dido (Aeneid 1.493-
6) could be regarded as a competitor or threat to the patriarchal ideology of Rome, and 
thus it must be muted. However, the irony of history is that if these words are spoken 
by a queen who controls the official records, the situation will be the exact opposite. 
We may find that Cleopatra’s lines strongly echo with one paragraph in Queen 
Elizabeth I’s speech when she reviewed the troops in Tilbury before the defence 
against the Spanish Armada in 1588: 
I know I have the body of a weak, feeble woman; but I have the heart and 
stomach of a king, and of a king of England too, and think foul scorn that Parma 
or Spain, or any prince of Europe, should dare to invade the borders of my realm; 
to which rather than any dishonour shall grow by me, I myself will take up arms, 
I myself will be your general, judge, and rewarder of every one of your virtues 
in the field. 
 
In this speech Elizabeth I affirms the unshakable status of patriarchal narrative but then 
she integrates herself into it, as Cleopatra also says, she has “a heart” of a king and the 
“arms” of a general. According to Hibbert’s records, when the queen rode to review 
the troops, she “wore a steel corselet over her white velvet dress” (223) and “rode 
through the ranks of soldiers, then dismounted and walked up and down among them, 
sometimes with her usual gait, at others with ‘the countenance and pace of a soldier’” 
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(224). This highly dramatic performance of the queen’s charisma and majesty left a 
strong impression on her troops (see Bate 224-230). She also emphasized on the 
inviolability of “England” and distinguished it from other countries in Europe with 
“the borders of my realm.” Shakespeare should have heard of this speech for it was 
“written down and were read out to the companies by their officers” (Hibbert 224) 
during the war and also became very famous among people when Shakespeare was 
starting his career. It is possible that he projects the queen’s speech and image onto 
Cleopatra, intentionally or unintentionally, and highlights her “manly genius” (Hackett 
31; 63) and status as “the president of my kingdom” (3.7.16). In this sense, I do not 
agree with Tennenhouse’s argument that: “Cleopatra is Egypt. As such, however, she 
embodies everything that is not English according to the nationalism which developed 
under Elizabeth as well as to the British nationalism later fostered by James” (144). 
As I have noted, Shakespeare in many places presents a Cleopatra as a woman with a 
strong will and manly virtue. Her identity and self-consciousness have been changed 
by Antony and Rome throughout the play, which ends with her death in “Roman 
fashion” (4.15.87). Octavius in the end also praises her as “Bravest” (5.2.334), which, 
as Charney comments, in Elizabethan English means “not only moral courage, but also 
splendor of personal appearance…these notions implied in the word include both the 
Roman and Egyptian aspects of her suicide: it is a noble and moral act achieved with 
magnificent ceremony” (125).  
As for the mythical idea of nationalism, Tennenhouse’s claim may be 
controversial in Shakespearean studies and also in history. Although Elizabeth and 
Shakespeare’s Cleopatra both emphasized the concepts of their kingdoms and borders, 
it is still more prudent to adopt Neville Williams’ argument that “during which 
[Elizabeth’s reign] the people of England attained a true national consciousness” (9) 
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than a rise of nationalism21. But Tennenhouse is right to point out that the succession 
between Elizabeth and James VI of Scotland is very crucial for the construction of a 
“a united Britain” (142) as Bradshaw also notes. James I often compares himself to 
Octavius (Doelman 73; MacGregor 207, 256), and there are indeed some parallels 
between the unification of the Roman Empire and Britain22, Pax Romana and Rex 
Pacificus, and the shift in identity and narrative23 in these two States. From these 
perspectives, the relation between Cleopatra and Octavius is not entirely antagonistic, 
not only because Cleopatra may have “[p]acked cards with Caesar” (4.14.19) as 
Antony observes, but also because they both conduct the same type of regime and 
share similar understanding of their sovereignty over their states. By defeating 
Cleopatra and leading her “in triumph” (5.2.108), Octavius symbolically crushes the 
possibility of oligarchy in front of the public and claims to restore the “order” (5.2.365) 
of the republic. Although Cleopatra has been muted and even demonized in Augustan 
discourse, as the symbolic image of Rome devouring Egypt suggests, her concept of 
“president of my kingdom” (3.7.16) has been secretly integrated into his design of 
Principate in Rome and become the very core of it. As Octavius says to Thidias, one 
strategy to consolidate his power is “[f]rom Antony win Cleopatra” (3.12.27). Thus 
the relations between Octavius, Cleopatra and Antony represent an unstable triangle, 
                                                
21 As Kidd notes, “The word ‘nationalism’ itself was not coined until the last decade 
of the eighteenth century” (5); about Elizabeth’s contribution to the notion of the 
English nation, see Kumar: “Elizabeth was seen as having created a uniquely strong 
and loving bond between crown and people, enabling – for the first time – the 
English nation from top to bottom to think and act alike” (93). 
22 See James Shapiro, “all his highness’s subjects to repute, hold, and esteem both the 
two realms as presently united, and as one realm and kingdom…” (54). 
23 See Bradshaw, “The wider focus of the narrative moves from a sense of 
Englishness to a sense of Britishness” (153).  
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leading to considerable fluidity in both power and dependence: they simultaneously 
act as allies and competitors, assimilating and being assimilated by one another. 
The mutual change and conquest have also been reflected in the relationship 
between Antony and Cleopatra. At first Antony came to Egypt as the conqueror, but 
eventually, Cleopatra conquers him instead as he confesses: 
…o’er my spirit 
Thy full supremacy thou knew’st (3.11.57-8) 
… 
You did know  
How much you were my conqueror, and that 
My sword, made weak by my affection…(3.11.65-8) 
 
Antony talks about the scenery and custom to the Romans as if he is a native Egyptian 
(2.7.17-30) and this couple both adopt different attitudes towards death from each 
other’s culture: Cleopatra adapts to the “high Roman fashion” (4.15.87) of suicide and 
Antony begins to conceive an outlook of eternity after death, which according to his 
lines never crosses Brutus’ or other Romans’ minds. Referring to the relationship 
between the east and the west, Said once criticized that “Europe was always in a 
position of strength, not to say domination” (40). But Shakespeare presents a more 
complicated picture. Except for the tyrannical love and mutual adaptations between 
Antony and Cleopatra, the beginning of the play witnesses an invasion from the east 
to the west: the Parthians are marching west under the lead of a former Roman general, 
Labienus: 
 
Labienus— 
This is stiff news—hath with his Parthian force 
Extended Asia from Euphrates, 
His conquering banner shook from Syria 
To Lydia and to Ionia…(1.2.100-4) 
 
Once the ally of Cassius and Brutus, Labienus was sent to Parthia in the hope of getting 
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military support. But then Antony and Octavius won the battle at Philippi so he was 
unable to come back to Rome (see Warry 184), but stays in Parthia and joins their 
prince to invade Rome as the “Parthicus imperator” (Syme 223). This delicate game 
between east and west, the marginalized and the dominant, as pictured by 
Shakespeare’s dramatic verse, reveals the fact that instead of maintaining the dominant 
position forever, the west has to face the challenges from the east (both the civilized 
society and the barbarians) from time to time, and make adaptations according to 
changing circumstances 24 . According to Peter Perdue, “the conquerors 
succeeded…because they pragmatically mixed together multiple traditions” (128).  
One important problem of acculturation in expansion will be identity crisis, 
which has been often focused on the corruption of the conquerors’ manly virtue25. 
Octavius accuses Antony of having been “not more manlike [t]han Cleopatra” (1.4.5-
6)” and beneath his dignity as a Roman soldier since he came to Egypt. Antony’s 
soldiers also feel humiliated by Antony’s irresponsibility and are worried about their 
status as “women’s men” (3.7.70). But as Octavius finally admits, although they 
“could not stall together” (5.1.39), Antony is his necessary counterpart in the certain 
state of the empire: 
That thou, my brother, my competitor 
                                                
24 Toynbee has an observance about the dialectic relation between Rome and the 
barbarians: “In the first act the barbarian enters the world of the dominant minority in 
the successive role of hostage and mercenary, and in both capacities he figures as a 
more or less docile apprentice. In the second act he comes as a raider, unbidden and 
unwanted, who ultimately settles down as a colonist or a conqueror” (461). 
25 Similar identity anxiety resonates with Stephen Howe’s observation that Britain, 
because of the “internal decolonization” since the 1950s, has become “too 
feminine…to live up to the ideals of a proper white man’s country. Britain itself was 
no longer fully British…” (219). It also could be found in early Qing dynasty’s 
policies to preserve the Banners’ “Manchu Way,” which is the “manly virtue” 
characterized by “shooting and riding” (Elliott 276).  
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In top of all design, my mate in empire, 
Friend and companion in the front of war 
The arm of mine own body…(5.1.42-5) 
 
Antony and Octavius are like a corresponding centrifugal force and centripetal force 
in the expansion and construction of the Roman Empire, and their resultant force forms 
a new state of its boundary, regime and identity. Shakespeare’s era also witnesses these 
two forces coming together to form the notion of Britishness. Hackett suggests that 
both inward-looking and outward-looking are vitally important to the formation of the 
British identity26, Kumar also argues that both the “strong and loving bond between 
crown and people” and “its overseas possessions and its imperial destiny” (93) form 
the identification of England (see MacGregor 10). Antony and Octavius are not just 
two names in the Roman Republic/Empire, but both sides of national identity in the 
expansion state of empires: its emphasis on its own state and identity and also its 
ambition to expand its borders further east in the manner of Octavius. 
To sum up, Antony’s tragedy could be understood from the perspective of 
tension between official narrative and individual longings, or the conflict and 
acculturation in the empire’s expansion process. It is also rooted in the synchronicity 
of becoming sublime but also attenuate, and the paradox of being great as he in the 
end confesses: “The rack dislimns, and makes it indistinct [a]s water is in water…here 
I am Antony, [y]et cannot hold this visible shape” (4.14.10-4). The binary oppositions 
between the west and the east, Rome and Egypt, male and female, the conqueror and 
the conquered, land and sea are dissolved in Shakespeare’s deft portrayal of the 
                                                
26 Hackett: “Writings from the first half of the eighteenth century laid an emphasis 
upon Britishness that was partly inward-looking, attempting to forge a coherent and 
united identity for the new nation, and partly outward-looking, promoting the cause 
of Britain against her enemies and celebrating the global advance of British power 
and trade as the Empire began to grow and flourish” (31). 
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tensions among the triumvirs Antony, Octavius and Cleopatra. It may be a final 
conciliation as previous critics have suggested. Edgar Wind wisely states, “Intellect 
excludes contradictions; love embraces them” (56), while Aristophanes in Symposium 
also describes the image when lovers become one: “They threw their arms around one 
another in close embrace, desiring to be reunited” (191b). Plato suggests that to love 
is to seek and become (Secomb 12), so lovers are becomers. Shakespeare reveals that 
the worlds, both his metatheatrical world and the world outside of the theatre, are 
always becoming and dynamic instead of remaining in immutable and simplified 
antithesis. Four attitudes (contempt, speculation, curiosity and admiration) exhibited 
by the Romans towards Egypt as conceived in Shakespeare’s dramatization of their 
interaction can also illustrate various reactions to heterogeneous cultures in our own 
time. The tragedy of Antony and Cleopatra is for all times and human beings; it 
presents our subtlest emotions and senses in love and relationships, and it can also 
offer some insight into constructs of nation and borders in different eras and 
globalization today.  
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Chapter Four  Octavius and Machiavelli’s “New Prince”: Stagecraft and 
Statecraft 
 
                         Here is a mourning Rome, a dangerous Rome, 
                         No Rome of safety for Octavius yet.  
— Julius Caesar 3.1.289-90 
 
 
Around 1516, Machiavelli dedicated his book The Prince to Lorenzo di Piero 
de’ Medici as a gift, hoping he would help him to retain his political office in the 
government. Although we do not have evidence whether Lorenzo II was “officially 
presented with a copy of The Prince” (Atkinson 23), we do know that he never helped 
Machiavelli to resume his previous job in the government thereafter, and he was not 
the “New Prince” who would free Italy “from the barbarians” (The Prince Chapter 26) 
as Machiavelli hoped. However, 83 years later, Shakespeare, another master of the 
Renaissance, created Octavius, the New Prince in Julius Caesar, and completed this 
figure in Antony and Cleopatra almost according to Machiavelli’s standard. Because 
Machiavelli’s original works were “banned in Elizabethan England” (Grady 30), we 
do not know whether Shakespeare read his texts, but it is clear that Shakespeare knew 
of Machiavelli’s infamous reputation. He used the word “Machiavel” three times in 
his plays, twice in Henry VI and once in The Merry Wives of Windsor: 
 
“Alencon! that notorious Machiavel!” (Henry VI, Part I 5.4.74) 
 
“I can add colours to the chameleon,  
Change shapes with Proteus for advantages,  
And set the murderous Machiavel to school.” (Henry VI, Part III 3.2.191-
3) 
  
“Am I politic? am I subtle? am I a Machiavel?” (The Merry Wives of 
Windsor 3.1.93) 
 
For a long time, Machiavelli’s name has been connected with adjectives like 
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“notorious,” “murderous,” “politic,” and “subtle,” but detailed studies of Machiavelli’s 
works reveal that he was not an absolute advocate of evil deeds, as John Roe argues: 
“Machiavelli at no point advocates the practice of evil as acceptable in itself” (15). 
Therefore, when we analyze Shakespeare’s reflections about Machiavelli we 
encounter a double myth: the different interpretations of Machiavelli, and 
Shakespeare’s own equivocal thoughts on Machiavelli and Machiavellianism. Hence, 
before we further the discussion, there are two distinctions we have to make: one is 
between the so-called Machiavellianism, which is characterized as cold-hearted 
calculation, and Machiavelli’s complicated and sometimes inconsistent political 
thoughts; the other is between Shakespeare’s unequivocal usage of “Machiavel,” as it 
appears in the three plays mentioned above, which is a straightforward reflection of 
Machiavelli’s notorious reputation among the Elizabethan audience, and 
Shakespeare’s own attitude towards Machiavelli and the practices of realpolitik.  
       In these three candid references to Machiavelli’s name, Shakespeare presents a 
common Elizabethan understanding of his teaching. But in his Roman plays 
Shakespeare integrates the Machiavellian representation of realpolitik and political 
performance into his characters semi-overtly: the tribunes in Coriolanus, Caesar, 
Antony, Brutus, Cassius and Cleopatra are all aware of the gaps between ends and 
means, appearances and realities, and they skillfully perform their roles in both 
political and dramatic arenas, which indirectly allude to contemporary Elizabethan 
politics. As historian Benedetto Croce noted: “every true history is contemporary 
history” (12). Both Shakespeare and Machiavelli are inspired by Roman history, and 
it does not matter whether Shakespeare read Machiavelli or not, for they both have 
very acute observations and understanding about human nature and the dark side of 
politics. Machiavelli was not the first to discover realpolitik, and so-called 
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“Machiavellian” realpolitik dated from   long before he was born.  
       Shakespeare’s ambition lies in discussing the subtlety of human nature and the 
universal paradoxes of politics instead of specific conflicts in a certain era. Machiavelli 
created his ideal in this mythical prince, while Shakespeare’s dramatic representation 
of Octavius constructs a model and an antithesis of Machiavelli’s prince. Octavius is 
more complicated than Coriolanus, Brutus and Antony. He surpasses the common 
debate on Machiavellian moral dilemmas, and embodies the most fundamental and 
profound questions about the civil society and its citizens: is it possible to combine a 
prince who restores the state’s order and a citizen in one man? After all, the full title 
of “princeps civitatis” initially meant “first amongst the citizens” and Roman people 
at that time would have tended to regard Octavius as the man who restored the republic 
instead of as a tyrant who grasped power by employing Machiavellian cunning. In 
Octavius we see this peculiar ambiguity between the prince and also the citizen, just 
as we find in Machiavelli and his two major works, The Prince and On Livy. The 
citizen who can muster the power of the whole nation to expel its enemy is just one 
step from claiming himself as the prince, as Julius Caesar did. In this case, motive can 
not be the standard to distinguish the citizen and the prince for the longing to free one’s 
own country is often deeply rooted in the passion for power and influence. Another 
question raised by Shakespeare in his depiction of Octavius is the cost of the “universal 
peace” (4.6.5). If peace is achieved by the prince at the cost of the finer part of human 
nature and people’s right to self-expression, is it still desirable? Shakespeare’s 
dramatic representation of Octavius marks the watershed in Renaissance thinking 
between the classical hero, who fights his way out on in single combat like Coriolanus, 
and the modern leader who rejects Antony’s invitation of that challenge to single 
combat. The Machiavellian New Prince will naturally lead the way to the Hobbesian 
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political Leviathan and to modern man condemned to live in the waste land, a dire 
situation about which Shakespeare's historical dramas and Roman plays warn us. 
However, it is a warning that has tended to remain unheeded.  
The various interpretations of Machiavelli and his works have stirred intense 
debates in the past 400 years, especially on Machiavelli’s core concept of virtù, and 
his attitude towards different types of government, i.e. of a republic and of a 
principality. Instead of making a fundamental distinction between Machiavelli’s The 
Prince and On Livy and regarding the former as his handbook for dictators and the 
latter as his defence of republics, this thesis will consider these two major works as 
counterparts for each other. Machiavelli’s characteristic paradoxical expression often 
blurs the consistency in his writings, particularly his arguments about the relationship 
between individual citizen’s virtù and its influence over civil society. According to 
J.G.A. Pocock and Quentin Skinner, Machiavelli’s virtù is the “humanist ideal of the 
citizen army and wholehearted service to the community” (Lynch xx), as Pocock says,  
 
The republic is the common good; the citizen, directing all his action towards 
that good, may be said to dedicate his life to the republic; the patriot warrior 
dedicates his death, and the two are alike in perfecting human nature by 
sacrificing particular goods to a universal end. It may be through military 
discipline that one learns to be a citizen and to display civic virtue. (201) 
 
However, the civic humanist interpretation of Machiavelli has been questioned 
severely by some political thinkers, like Leo Strauss and Harvey C. Mansfield: first, 
the citizens’ service of public good is deeply rooted in protecting their private goods, 
second, the patriotism prized by civic humanists has its limits and potential risks: 
To justify Machiavelli’s terrible counsels by having recourse to his patriotism, 
means to see the virtues of that patriotism while being blind to that which is 
higher than patriotism, or to that which both hallows and limits patriotism. 
(Strauss 11) 
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The dispute between the Cambridge School and Straussians on different 
understandings of Machiavelli reveals perennial tensions between military spiritedness 
and civilian virtue, public good and morality. Pocock’s claim of “sacrificing particular 
goods to a universal end” is not a strong defence for Machiavelli and it is open to 
doubt: could the republic’s virtue be defended by sacrificing its citizens’ “particular 
goods”? Could patriotism provide excuses for immoral deeds and even “perfect human 
nature”? The universal ends of the community are so ambiguous and subjective, while 
the particular goods which will be sacrificed are real and crucial to every individual 
who is in this process of decision-making. After all, how could the community’s 
universal ends be achieved if its citizens have to sacrifice their particular goods or their 
lives? 
Shakespeare’s work shows keen awareness of this dilemma and he created many 
figures who are typically characterized as “Machiavellian” including Iago, Prince Hal 
(or Henry V), Julius Caesar and Richard III, or those torn between two choices like 
Henry IV, Brutus and Hamlet. These figures, who suggest the possible relations 
between Shakespeare and Machiavelli, have been analyzed by many critics, including 
Avery Plaw, Felix Raab, Vickie Sullivan, John Alvis, Hugh Grady and John Roe, but 
Octavius, the figure who survived in Julius Caesar and thrives in Antony and 
Cleopatra has often been neglected in this discussion. It seems that Shakespeare is 
aware of the tensions in Machiavelli’s theory and places this ‘New Prince’, Octavius, 
in extreme political situations to test its feasibility and pitfalls. Therefore, different 
interpretations of Machiavelli could shed light on Shakespeare’s depiction of Octavius 
and an analysis of the characterization of Octavius could offer an insight into 
Machiavelli and disputes on his works. In Julius Caesar, Octavius comes on the scene 
as an outsider in the Roman political arena, and then quickly becomes its rising star; 
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while in Antony and Cleopatra he commands the center of the political stage, and 
corners Antony until he is in a sufficiently strong position to cast him out of the city. 
In Antony and Cleopatra, the urbs of the city of Rome is almost boundless while the 
civitas is undergoing a fundamental transformation. Octavius is the very man who 
promotes this metamorphosis and benefits from it, thus this chapter will examine how 
he becomes the insider of the city and is able to transform it into an empire. 
 
Hypocrisy in Political Relationships 
 
1. The Fox and the Lion: “Let our alliance be combined” (Julius Caesar 4.1.43) 
Forming alliances and breaking contracts are important themes in political lives 
and Shakespeare depicts these political relationships in Julius Caesar and Antony and 
Cleopatra, with the alliance and betrayal between Antony and Octavius as his focus. 
The first appearance of Octavius’s name is in Act Three, Scene One, when Caesar has 
just been assassinated. Antony tells Octavius’ servant that the current situation is too 
dangerous for Octavius to stay, indicating that he regards Octavius as an innocuous 
youth who needs his protection. He does not mean to kill him even though Octavius 
inherits Caesar’s name, nor does he appear to realize Octavius will be a threat to his 
status in the post-Caesar era. However, Octavius proves he is not a feeble child but a 
ruthless politician when he shows up in Act Four, Scene One with a first line, “[y]our 
brother too must die; consent you, Lepidus?” (4.1.2) Shakespeare with masterly 
characterization depicts the fact of political power in the triumvirate in a few lines: 
although Lepidus is a “tried and valiant soldier” (4.1.28), he is totally manipulated by 
Antony. Cornered by Octavius’ intimidating question, he has no choice but to sacrifice 
his brother in order to enhance his alliance with Antony and Octavius. Boasting of his 
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experience constantly (4.1.18), Antony still sees Octavius as an obedient and 
unseasoned youth, and his self-conceit hinders him from heeding Octavius’ ambition. 
In order to suppress Brutus and Cassius’ army, Antony, Lepidus and Octavius have to 
form the alliance; however, with dramatic economy Shakespeare suggests their 
alliance is not solid and their powers are not well-balanced: Lepidus is too weak and 
Antony is declining.  Thus, Octavius will finally break the alliance and make them 
enemies when the crisis following Caesar’s death is over.  
This temporary triumvirate is a typical situation for Machiavellian hypocrisy to 
be depicted on the stage, especially for Octavius. As Ruth Grant points out, “[i]t is not 
necessary to be hypocritical with one’s enemies, nor would it be necessary with one’s 
true friends; hypocrisy is necessary in that area in between where false ‘friends’ make 
mutually useful arrangements” (20). Although Octavius comes from a noble family 
and inherits Caesar’s name, as a novice in the Roman political arena, there is no 
guarantee that he will survive in this complicated situation. Worse still, because he 
inherits Caesar’s name, he has no choice but to form an alliance with Antony and make 
enemies with republicans like Brutus and Cassius. The interdependence is the 
foundation of their alliance: Antony needs Octavius’ name to manifest that he is a 
devoted protector of Caesar’s blood-line; thus he could unite other supporters of 
Caesar and justify their revenge, while Octavius needs Antony’s army to defeat the 
Republican remnants and is dependent on his experience in politics (4.1.16-9). Without 
any precaution against Octavius, Antony teaches him about the knowledge of making 
alliances: sharing slanders (4.1.20), using one’s ally as a property (4.1.40) and 
abandoning them after usage (4.1.25). Unfortunately, what Antony does not know is 
that Octavius will use his teaching to fight against him in the future. Antony’s teaching 
echoes with Machiavelli’s argument that hypocrisy is the weapon of the weak, because 
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it is impossible “that anyone placed in base fortune is ever found to attain great empire 
through open force alone and ingenuously, but it is done quite well through fraud 
alone” (Discourses II, 13.1). Their conversations in this scene also ends with a 
discussion about political relationships, but Antony and Octavius adopt two different 
approaches: 
Antony. …Therefore let our alliance be combined, 
Our best friends made, our means stretched;  
And let us presently go sit in council,  
How covert matters may be best disclosed,  
And open perils surest answered.  
Octavius. Let us do so: for we are at the stake,  
And bayed about with many enemies;  
And some that smile have in their hearts, I fear,  
Millions of mischiefs. (4.1.43-52) 
 
Antony is planning to “disclose” the “covert matters” and quash “open perils,” while 
Octavius is more concerned with the disguised smiles and the “mischiefs” behind 
them. As Machiavelli says, “it is necessary to be a fox to discover the snares and a lion 
to terrify the wolves…and he who has known best how to employ the fox has 
succeeded best. But it is necessary to know well how to disguise this characteristic, 
and to be a great pretender and dissembler…” (The Prince, Chapter 18). Acting as the 
fox has two meanings: he should be aware of others’ treachery and disguise his own 
cunning. Unlike Antony, who is playing the lion role by using force openly, Octavius 
is unable to muster supporters and money at the present stage, so he has to play the fox 
role, and use Antony’s power to achieve his goals. 
However, Octavius soon cannot be satisfied by the fox role only; he wants to be 
the lion on the battlefield too. First, to demonstrate his courage and ability in the battle, 
he wants to take the right wing, which is “traditionally the most dangerous flank of an 
ancient formation, since infantrymen were covered by the shields held in the left hand 
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of the men to their right —all but the men who had no one to their right” (G. Wills, 
“Rome and Rhetoric” 130-1): 
Antony. Octavius, lead your battle softly on,  
Upon the left hand of the even field. 
Octavius. Upon the right hand I; keep thou the left. 
Antony. Why do you cross me in this exigent?  
Octavius. I do not cross you; but I will do so. (5.1.16-20) 
 
Thucydides also notes down the difficulty of leading the right wing, for it is the most 
vulnerable and the least offensive part in the infantry formation: 
All armies are alike in this: on going into action they get forced out rather 
on their right wing, and one and the other overlap with this adversary’s 
left; because fear makes each man do his best to shelter his unarmed side 
with the shield of the man next him on the right, thinking that the closer 
the shields are locked together the better will he be protected. (History of 
the Peloponnesian War, 5.71.1) 
 
Just as Volumnia says about Coriolanus, “I…was pleased to let him seek danger where 
he was like to find fame. To a cruel war I sent him, from whence he returned his brows 
bound with oak” (1.3.12-4), it would not be a shame if Octavius were to lose the battle, 
because he is only eighteen years old, but he will win great honor and people’s respect 
if he wins by leading the right wing. Second, by despising Brutus and Cassius’ 
argument (5.1.48) and threatening them that he will “draw a sword” (5.1.51), Octavius 
talks in a more aggressive manner than Antony does. Rhetoric is frequently used in 
hypocritical relationships while the sword is the symbol of overt warfare. Since they 
are open enemies, Octavius disdains to disguise his intentions and cannot wait to finish 
the current war so he could provoke the war with Antony, and rebuild a new Rome of 
his own.  
  
2. Breaking the Alliance: “you were the word of war” (Antony and Cleopatra 
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2.2.44) 
As Machiavelli famously (or infamously) argues in the Chapter 18 of The 
Prince, a wise prince should not keep the contract if it becomes disadvantageous: “a 
wise lord cannot, nor ought he to, keep faith when such observance may be turned 
against him, and when the reasons that caused him to pledge it exist no longer.” 
Octavius proficiently applies his teaching in his political practices after the deaths of 
Brutus and Cassius, by declaring the end of his alliances with Antony and Lepidus. 
Shakespeare depicts three alliances formed and broken by Octavius in Antony and 
Cleopatra: he uses these three alliances to restrain his allies or potential enemies and 
preserve his own power, and when he finally breaks the alliance he uses every possible 
way to justify his treachery and assign the blame to others. The alliance with Lepidus 
and Antony gives him the leverage to negotiate with Pompey so he could force Pompey 
to “[r]id all the sea of pirates” (2.6.36) instead of doing this task with his own army 
because Pompey is more experienced in naval battles (1.4.36). Pompey is too ignorant 
to realize that the offer of Sicily and Sardinia is a bounced check, for Octavius will not 
give him these two gateways of Rome for free. Predictably, Octavius and Lepidus 
break the contract and make war against Pompey again after he successfully completes 
the task.   
Lepidus is subsequently useless to Octavius, and it is the right timing to accuse 
him of colluding with Pompey, and execute him soon after the defeat of Pompey, as 
Eros observes: 
Caesar having made use of him in the wars  
’gainst Pompey presently denied him rivality, would  
not let him partake in the glory of the action, and not   
resting here accuses him of letters he had formerly  
wrote to Pompey; upon his own appeal, seizes him: so  
the poor third is up, till death enlarge his confine. (3.5.7-12) 
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Octavius may not frame Lepidus gratuitously, and we could find Lepidus’ behavior is 
indeed suspicious before they negotiate with Pompey when he says to Maecenas: 
“[m]y purposes do draw me much about; [y]ou’ll win two days upon me” (2.4.8). Thus 
it is conceivable that he wrote secret letters and met with Pompey before the official 
meeting. As he says in Julius Caesar: “some that smile have in their hearts, I fear, 
[m]illions of mischiefs” (4.1.50-1), Octavius never trusts his allies. Given he also 
knows Antony’s behavior in Egypt as he says to Octavia: “I have eyes upon him, [a]nd 
his affairs come to me on the wind” (3.6.62-3), he may send scouts around Antony and 
Lepidus to monitor their actions and use the collected news to defeat them. Octavius 
knows the importance of information in the battlefield (1.4.36) and asks his messenger 
to report the news in “every hour” (1.4.35). but he is reluctant to share information 
with his allies, and Lepidus is aware of that:  
Lepidus. To-morrow, Caesar,  
I shall be furnished to inform you rightly  
Both what by sea and land I can be able  
To front this present time.  
Caesar. Till which encounter,  
It is my business too. Farewell.  
Lepidus. Farewell, my lord: what you shall know meantime  
Of stirs abroad, I shall beseech you, sir,  
To let me be partaker.  
Caesar. Doubt not, sir; I knew it for my bond. (1.4.76-84) 
 
Although Lepidus urges that he should be a “partaker” and Octavius also claims it is 
his “bond” to inform him of the news, their statuses are not equal (1.4.77). Octavius 
will not share honor with Lepidus (3.5.9), nor will he allow Lepidus to accumulate 
political capital to compete with him. Given Lepidus “loves Antony” (3.2.15) but 
“kneel[s] down” (3.2.18) to Octavius, Octavius chooses to kill Lepidus before he 
declares war against Antony, partly because Lepidus may impede his plan, or even 
help Antony to resist his strike.  
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Octavius does not take too much trouble to remove Pompey and Lepidus from 
the political arena of Rome, but it is not easy to defeat Antony, for he is very popular 
and influential among Roman people and soldiers. Because it will take some time 
before slanders and propaganda make an impression, Octavius begins to provoke and 
smear Antony even before he kills Pompey and Lepidus. To conquer Antony, Octavius 
makes two alliances: the first is with the Roman people and the second is with 
“Fortuna”: the former requires Machiavellian hypocrisy and the latter needs 
Machiavellian virtù.  
 
How to Master Fortuna? 
 
Shakespeare portrays Egypt with a very exotic and alluring touch of the brush. 
This is a world shrouded by unknown forces and uncontrollable fortune, with its 
“infinite variety” (2.2.236) and mysterious aura in sharp contrast with Rome’s integrity 
and austerity. The word “fortune” only appears 5 times in Julius Caesar and 12 times 
in Coriolanus, but it appears 45 times in Antony and Cleopatra. The characters in this 
play often talk about fortune, but they hold various attitudes towards it. Antony asks 
the Soothsayer to compare Octavius’ and his fortune, but he already has a judgment 
from his previous experience that Octavius’ fortune “rise higher” (2.3.17); Charmian 
and Iras ask the Soothsayer to “give me good fortune” (1.2.14), as if the fortunes have 
been predetermined and they have to take it passively. Although Octavius also talks 
about fortune, he treats it as a manageable power which will help him win the battle in 
the future. Therefore, Fortune is transcendental to Charmian and Iras, empirical but 
unchangeable to Antony, and prospective and beneficial to Octavius. 
Machiavelli admits that fortune is important and even very crucial in human 
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actions, but he also leave space for human free will: “…so that our free will not be 
eliminated, I judge that it might be true that fortune is arbiter of half of our actions, but 
also that she leaves the other half, or close to it, for us to govern” (The Prince Chapter 
25). However, the expression of “half of our actions” is very vague, urging us to 
examine the relation between fortune and free will further. To tame the changing 
fortune, Machiavelli suggests that the new prince should be equipped with virtù, which 
is a widely used word by Renaissance writers and a concept recycled in Machiavelli’s 
works (Viroli 38). Translators of Machiavelli often find it is an almost untranslatable 
word, and they often leave it untranslated or translate it to “vigor, ingenuity, or 
boldness” according to its contexts (Mansfield, “Machiavelli’s Virtue” 7; Baehr 43). A 
common explanation of virtù is, as Thompson suggests, “the means by which people 
fend off the rampages of Fortuna and therefore express their indomitable endowments 
of freedom and self-determination” (304). But Machiavelli’s expressions of virtù is 
more vigorous and positive: he even uses virtù to dissolve this impregnable binary 
opposition between freedom and fortune, therefore, fortune and freedom do not 
necessarily stand in opposition to each other, nor can they be separated completely. 
Machiavelli argues that Hannibal’s “good fortune” arises from his “inhuman 
cruelty…together with his infinite virtues (infinite sua virtù)” (The Prince Chapter 17), 
indicating even though fortune is ever-changing, a good fortune could be achieved by 
the appropriate usage of virtù. A further discussion about fortune and virtù is presented 
in Chapter 25 of The Prince, where he gives a very famous and trenchant argument to 
the effect that “fortune is a woman”, and he also compares two types of princes: one 
that can respond to the changing fortune in every necessary way while the other that 
cannot respond to the challenge or opportunity:  
…the prince who relies entirely upon fortune is lost when it changes. I 
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believe also that he will be successful who directs his actions according to the 
spirit of the times, and that he whose actions do not accord with the times will 
not be successful.  
 
Machiavelli’s advice is clear that the prince should actively adapt virtù to embrace 
fortune, instead of accepting fortune passively. His argument could be furthered that 
virtù and fortune are interdependent: to fully utilize the power of virtù, the prince must 
depend on fortune; to discern and seize fortune, the prince must have virtù. 
Octavius is a perfect example of this combination of virtù and fortune. He not 
only adapts to the changing fortune, but also changes fortune itself. His strategy of 
defeating Antony is to isolate him from the support of Lepidus (1.4.16-22), Roman 
soldiers and even Cleopatra (3.12.27). When he brings “changes” to Lepidus, Octavius 
and Cleopatra, Shakespeare lets him speak in the tone of the personalized fortune, 
indicating he will use this devastating power to destroy anyone who refuse to “apply” 
themselves to his way: 
I have told him, Lepidus was grown too cruel, 
That he his high authority abused 
And did deserve his change… (3.6.31-4) 
Be you not troubled with the time, which drives  
O’er your content these strong necessities, 
But let determined things to destiny 
Hold unbewailed their way. (3.6.82-5) 
 
If you apply yourself to our intents, 
Which towards you are most gentle, you shall find  
A benefit in this change; but if you seek  
To lay on me a cruelty by taking  
Antony’s course, you shall bereave yourself  
Of my good purposes… (5.2.125-7) 
 
Octavius crushes Lepidus and attributes his personal ambition to the necessity of 
fortune, using the excuse of fortune to disguise his cruelty. He uses Octavia as a 
political tool and leaves her abandoned, but he dedicates this premeditated plan to 
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“necessities.” Cleopatra still holds a mystical notion of fortune; therefore, she blames 
the tragic ending on Lady Fortuna instead of Octavius: 
However, this let me rail so high,  
That the false huswife Fortune break her wheel,  
Provoked by my offence. (4.15.43-5) 
 
Although Cleopatra has realized to some extent Octavius embodies the power of 
fortune, and thus she has no choice but to obey, as she says “I am his fortune’s vassal” 
(5.2.29), she does not recognize that Octavius has tamed fortune and intends to 
manipulate her with his “carrot and stick” strategy under the name of fortune: 
’Tis paltry to be Caesar; 
Not being Fortune, he’s but Fortune’s knave,  
A minister of her will (5.2.4) 
 
In fact, Octavius is fortune’s ally instead of her minister. Love makes Antony and 
Cleopatra so powerful that they could command “[l]et Rome in Tiber melt” (1.1.33), 
but it also makes them so powerless that they cannot resist the destructive force 
brought by the alliance of Octavius’ virtù and fortune.  
To illustrate Octavius’ excellent ability to master fortune, we can examine 
closely how he manages to outmaneuver Antony and win over Rome. His main 
strategy is to debase Antony and ennoble himself, so he could declare the war against 
Antony with the support from the Roman people and make Antony’s soldiers betray 
their general during the war. The first scene of Antony and Cleopatra witnesses the 
unmeasurable love between the Roman general Antony and the Egypt queen 
Cleopatra; however, when Antony is longing for “new heaven, new earth” (1.1.17), he 
is interrupted immediately by the news from Rome. The shadow of Octavius and Rome 
hangs over the romantic relationship between Antony and Cleopatra, and also becomes 
the subject of their quarrel (1.1.20-30). Back in Rome, Octavius is using Antony’s 
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inappropriate behavior in Egypt and his relationship with Cleopatra as excuses to 
undermine the alliance between Lepidus and Antony: 
It is not Caesar’s natural vice to hate 
Our great competitor…yet must Antony  
No way excuse his foils, when we do bear 
So great weight in his lightness. If he filled 
His vacancy with his voluptuousness, 
Full surfeits and the dryness of his bones 
Call on him for’t: but to confound such time 
That drums him from his sport and speaks as loud 
As his own state and ours—’tis to be chid   
As we rate boys, who, being mature in knowledge, 
Pawn their experience to their present pleasure, 
And so rebel to judgement. (1.4.2-33) 
 
He also uses the same rhetoric structure when he blames Antony for the war provoked 
by Antony’s wife, Fulvia. Although they all know that Fulvia declares war against both 
of them, Octavius still claims that it is Antony who is plotting against him (2.2.38), 
therefore he will have the excuse to accuse Antony and break their alliance (2.3.39): 
 
Your wife and brother  
Made wars upon me, and their contestation 
Was then for you, you were the word of war. (2.2.42-4) 
 
Octavius corresponds to Machiavelli’s suggestion that a decent prince should always 
maintain a “merciful, faithful, humane, honest, and religious” appearance (The Prince 
Chapter 18), while by contrast, he creates Antony’s image according to Machiavelli’s 
account of a “despised and hated” prince, who is “fickle, frivolous, effeminate, mean-
spirited, irresolute” (The Prince Chapter 19): 
I wrote to you. When rioting in Alexandria you 
Did pocket up my letters, and with taunts  
Did gibe my missive out of audience. (2.2.73) 
 
You have broken  
The article of your oath, which you shall never  
Have tongue to charge me with. (2.2.82) 
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This image will be propagated by Octavius and his men, the “common liar” (1.1.60), 
in Rome, then Antony will soon lose favor from Roman people as Agrippa says 
“[w]ho, queasy with his insolence [a]lready, will their good thoughts call, from him” 
(3.6.20-1). Thus when this discontent accumulates to a certain point and the time is 
ripe, Octavius will draw support from the Roman people to defeat him.  
The marriage between the two houses of Octavius and Antony is the master-
stroke of Octavius’ virtù. Although Octavius knows Antony is in love with Cleopatra, 
he still sacrifices his sister and orders the marriage between Octavia and Antony. The 
marriage is proposed by Agrippa, but it is obvious that Octavius is the dramatist and 
others, including Antony, have to act upon the script. As Menas points out, “the policy 
of that purpose made more in the marriage than the love of the parties” (2.6.117-8), 
but Octavius’ “policy” is not to make peace but to provoke war:  
Contemning Rome, he has done all this, and more,         
        …on a tribunal silvered  
Cleopatra and himself in chairs of gold  
Were publicly enthroned: at the feet sat  
Caesarion, whom they call my father’s son…(3.6.1-6) 
 
This trigger of a justified war is planned by Octavius beforehand, and Antony pulls 
the trigger himself (3.6.23). Given the tradition of the Roman Republic that no citizen 
could be crowned as a king, Antony’s behavior of enthroning himself and Cleopatra 
“in the public eye” (3.6.11) could be easily interpreted as “[c]ontemning Rome” 
(3.6.1), but what concerns Octavius the most is Caesarion. If the marriage between 
Antony and Cleopatra has been approved by the Roman people, then Antony will 
become Caesarion’s lawful stepfather, which will challenge Octavius’ validity as 
Caesar’s heir. This is not acceptable to Octavius, and thus, to prevent this precarious 
possibility, he will resort to people’s respect for the orthodox concept of family and 
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marriage. With the marriage between Antony and Octavia, Octavius could restrain 
Antony and declare his marriage and political alliance with Cleopatra as “unlawful” 
(3.6.7). From the very beginning, it is foreseeable that Antony will betray Octavia for 
the Egyptian queen, and forget his duty as a husband, and Octavius will publicize his 
betrayal and escalate it from a personal affair to a public issue: 
Each heart in Rome does love and pity you:  
Only th’adulterous Antony, most large 
In his abominations, turns you off; 
And gives his potent regiment to a trull,  
That noises it against us. (3.6.92-6) 
 
With this powerful “us,” Octavius portrays Octavia as another Lucrece, and her 
misused experience will arouse Roman people’s collective memory of being despised 
and betrayed by Antony; thus “[e]ach heart in Rome” will identify with “abused” 
(3.6.85) Octavia and share her grief. Naturally, Antony becomes the public enemy, the 
tyrannical Tarquin, and the paramour who gives Syria, Cyprus, Lydia— all Roman 
provinces—to please his Egyptian “trull,” while Octavius will present himself as 
Lucius Brutus, who frees Rome and gives it a new era. First, Octavius stirs Roman 
people’s anger against Antony; second, he also undermines the morale and honor of 
Antony’s soldiers, as one of his soldiers complains before the battle of Actium: “so our 
leader’s led, [a]nd we are women’s men” (3.7.69-70). Without the honor of fighting 
for one’s country or the benefit of colonizing new territories, the loyalty to the general 
is the only cause for which these soldiers are fighting. While this cause has been 
successfully undermined by Octavius’ penetrating propaganda, as Enobarbus says, 
“[t]he loyalty well held to fools does make [o]ur faith mere folly” (3.13.42-3). It is 
understandabl why many soldiers, even including Enobarbus, will abandon Antony: 
the result of the war has been determined even before the war begins and persisting in 
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a hopeless battle is the tragic hero’s business. 
By this successful management of fortune, Octavius not only outmaneuvers his 
competitors, but also wins support from the Roman people, which will lay a solid 
foundation for his further government.   
 
War and Peace 
 
Besides the main political strategy, Shakespeare depicts many details in the 
battlefield to present Octavius as a great general who could match Machiavelli’s 
standards: his rate of march is “beyond belief” (3.7.74); his disguise is very successful 
that “[b]eguiled all spies” (3.7.77); he also manages the delicate balances between 
prudence and bravery very well: 
 
Strike not by land, keep whole, provoke not battle 
Till we have done at sea. Do not exceed 
The prescript of this scroll: our fortune lies 
Upon this jump. (3.8.3-6) 
 
The representations of his two wingmen, Agrippa and Maecenas, are also very 
Machiavellian. For example, Maecenas’ suggestion of destroying Antony quickly and 
completely— “Give him no breath, but now [m]ake boot of his distraction” (4.1.7-
8)—echoes with Machiavelli’s teaching in Chapter Three of The Prince: 
One has to remark that men ought either to be well treated or crushed, 
because they can avenge themselves of lighter injuries, of more serious 
ones they cannot; therefore the injury that is to be done to a man ought to 
be of such a kind that one does not stand in fear of revenge.  
 
Compared to Octavius’ flexible application of Machiavelli’s teachings, Antony’s 
lackluster performance during the wars cannot match his reputation. Although 
Octavius lacks Antony’s Herculean spirit (4.1.5-7) and amiable character, he is a 
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qualified general and he is definitely more suitable for state government in peacetime, 
as he says of himself with the anticipation of a time when the war is almost over: “[t]he 
time of universal peace is near” (4.6.5). In the very beginning, Philo complains that 
Antony is himself only when he is at war before he met Cleopatra (1.1.1-9): he is used 
to the battlefields but wearies during peacetime. As the double meaning of 
Machiavelli’s “L’arte della Guerra” suggests, Antony is not only skillful in the Art of 
War, but also regards war as his occupation (arte). In contrast, Octavius fights in order 
to finish the war because, unlike Antony, he regards state governance as his career so 
he could rebuild “[h]igh order in this great solemnity” (5.2.365) after the war. As 
Pocock comments on Machiavelli’s The Art of War: “[a] citizen called to arms, with a 
home and an occupation (arte) of his own, will wish to end the war and go home” 
(200). Therefore, when they are at war, Octavius is more resolute than Antony for he 
has a clear aim, but Antony tends to lose himself in the untamed passion of war (3.7.48-
53; 3.11.34-40). 
Shakespeare also hints that the world of war, heroes and lively chaos departed 
with Hercules (4.3.17), while the world of “peace” and “order” will dominate. Just as 
Octavius says, “we could not stall together [i]n the whole world” (5.1.39-40), Antony’s 
military virtue cannot be reconciled with Octavius’ political calculation. However, 
paradoxically, Cleopatra cries that Octavius’ world is also a “dull world” (4.15.61) 
with “nothing left remarkable” (4.15.66). Shakespeare clearly shares Cleopatra’s 
complaint, which again reveals the huge clash between civil society and military 
virtue, as the tragedy of Coriolanus also exemplifies. Pocock argues that although “[a] 
soldier who is nothing but a soldier is a menace to all other social activities and very 
little good at his own” (199), this “armed virtù” (202) could be used to ameliorate 
citizenship:  
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[Machiavelli] ground[s] citizenship upon military virtue to the point where the 
former becomes the outgrowth of the latter. The plebeian as Roman citizen is 
less a man performing a certain role in a decision-making system than a man 
trained by civic religion and military discipline to devote himself to the patria 
and carry this spirit over into civic affairs, so that he conforms to the dual model 
of the Machiavellian innovator displaying virtù and the Aristotelian citizen 
attentive to the common good. (203) 
 
But Shakespeare’s three Roman tragedies cast doubts on Pocock’s Machiavelli. Even 
though we could shelve this idealized image of Roman plebeians in his argument and 
abstract them as decent Roman “citizens”, Shakespeare still questions the possibility 
of this combination between citizenship and military virtue, and the “dual model” of 
virtù and the Aristotelian citizen. From the tragedies of Antony and Coriolanus, 
Shakespeare shows that even at the individual level there is an everlasting tension 
between one’s identity as a citizen and a virtuous man: the outstanding and 
“remarkable” heroes are hardly capable of behaving like gregarious and amenable 
citizens as well. At the community level, however, as the tragedies of Julius Caesar, 
Brutus and Cassius represent, virtue or virtù could sublimate the civil society but also 
bring potential damage to its very foundation.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Machiavelli describes fortune as a “fickle” woman, and this portrayal of Lady 
Fortuna is very similar to Coriolanus’ criticism of the inconstancy of the Roman 
people: “[w]ith every minute you do change a mind” (1.1.181). In this sense, fortune 
and the mass are alike. Thus, Machiavelli’s advice of harnessing fortune vigorously 
and disguising one’s motives with a virtuous and unimpeachable appearance implies a 
double criticism against both a pre-modern view of destiny, which is upheld by Antony 
and Cleopatra, and classical virtue, especially the Stoic constancy and Aristotelian 
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moderation worshiped by Coriolanus and Brutus. As a relatively near-contemporary 
of Machiavelli, Shakespeare must sense the impingement of more modern thinking on 
classical idealism. Thus he depicts Octavius’ triumphs over both Brutus and Antony to 
record this rupture between ancient and modern, and lament upon the inevitable 
decline of the classical ideals. The trend is irresistible, but the poet hopes to admonish 
his audience and remind them of the classical ideals of human virtue, as he implies 
somewhat ironically using Octavius as a mouthpiece:  
High events as these 
Strike those that make them, and their story is 
No less in pity than his glory which 
Brought them to be lamented. (5.2.359-62) 
 
The ancient world fades away with the death of its last hero, as Octavius laments in 
the end (5.1.28): “[t]he death of Antony [i]s not a single doom; in that name lay [a] 
moiety of the world” (5.1.17-9). On the ruins of these heroes’ classical Rome, the New 
Prince Octavius will rebuild Rome with “new modes and orders.” Shakespeare 
portrays Antony and Brutus as admirable and noble tragic heroes, inviting his audience 
to feel their passion and ambition, while he characterizes Octavius as a precise and 
calculating political machine, one who is almost void of human feelings. The triumph 
of Octavius marks the transformation in traditional human bonds between lovers in 
Antony and Cleopatra, friends in Julius Caesar and family members in Coriolanus: 
he has no lover nor friends and he sacrifices his sister for the sake of his own political 
success. Octavius in history gives Rome a new era and Shakespeare’s Octavius 
likewise opens up the way to the modern world: he could be a self-made man who 
achieves success by depending only on “his own arms”, as Machiavelli suggests, and 
as Thomas Cromwell’s life represents, but he also could be the modern man who has 
no faith nor love, as T. S. Eliot depicts in The Waste Land. For Renaissance men, the 
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ancient world has been left behind, but its image is perfected and glorified by many 
poets’ reconstructions in nostalgic tragedies; while a leaden dawn just seeps into the 
modern world, outlining everything with blurry shapes. Standing at this turning point, 
Shakespeare’s attitude towards Machiavelli and his New Prince is very complicated. 
On the one hand, he admits this wave of modernity is overwhelming, on the other 
hand, he is aware of its pitfalls and the impending threats to the human soul. Octavius’ 
world is far from perfection in Shakespeare’s depiction; thus, to prevent its downside, 
he crushes the ancient virtue on the stage in order to give rebirth to it among his 
audience and future generations, which is the connotation of Renaissance, as 
Machiavelli also claims “[t]he mode of renewing them is, as we said, to lead them back 
toward their beginnings” (Discourses III, 1.2). 
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Conclusion 
 
Time present and time past 
Are both perhaps present in time future, 
And time future contained in time past. 
 
—T. S. Eliot “Burnt Norton” 
 
 
This dissertation has discussed four main issues: the tension between the city 
and its individual citizens in Shakespeare’s Roman tragedies; Shakespeare’s 
adaptation of historical account and poetic justice for the defeated men; the resonance 
between the stagecraft and the statecraft; the art of tragedy and the art of fugue.  
The love for the city is most prominent in Coriolanus. He is a typical citizen 
warrior, with both his love and hate depending on the city. In the beginning of the 
Roman Republic, individual citizens obey the strict grade of “individual-family-city”; 
this loyalty for his city is underpinned by his love for his mother; thus the paradox in 
this protagonist has been concealed most covertly because his natural family bond and 
his social role in the city are highly coincidental. But this ostensible harmony makes 
him easy to be misinterpreted. The whole tone of the play is somber and austere 
without any sensual touch, suggesting the material deprivation and simple social 
relations in the infant Roman Republic. We need to note that Coriolanus has been 
raised according to the value system in place at the end of Roman Kingdom, and his 
nature is cultivated by aristocracy instead of republicanism, and that is why he regards 
the former as the natural jurisdiction, while the latter will bring turmoil. Then the 
newly founded tribunes bring in the conflict between the internalized old regime and 
the new artificial law, which leads directly to Coriolanus’ banishment. Coriolanus 
perfectly exemplifies Aristotle’s idea about aristocracy while the tribunes are depicted 
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just like Aristotle’s account about popular leaders. Another reason for his exile is that 
he is a semi-finished product from a man with critical spirit to an observant of the 
city’s law. Like Socrates, he challenges the city’s law and custom, trying to reveal the 
the citizens’ illusion that they have the right to rule the city, which seriously threatens 
the existing order. The city is fully aware about the upheaval he will bring, so he must 
be banished before he causes unavoidable civil war. In the second half of the play he 
fights against Rome to coerce the city to beg him for mercy, so he will prove “I shall 
be loved when I am lacked” (4.1.15), and puts his desire above the interests of the city. 
It is a vain battle for Coriolanus when Rome sends out his mother for negotiation, 
because for Coriolanus Rome not only has much more political weight than Volsci, 
but also it has his natural bonds of family, and thus he cries out “[a]ll bond and 
privilege of nature, break!” (5.3.25) in desperation. His political bonds with the city 
have been ruptured because of his exile. Now his natural bonds will be deprived again, 
which is unbearable for him, and thus he chooses to preserve his family bonds at the 
cost of his life. The city has the final leverage and the tragic hero has no alternative 
choice. 
As historian Ronald Syme points out, Rome undergoes a revolution when it 
transforms from republic to empire and Shakespeare captures this crucial moment in 
Julius Caesar. The tone of this play is much more colorful and humane than 
Coriolanus. The city’s penetration of the individual’s life is not as ubiquitous as it is 
in Coriolanus, for the protagonists at least have some privacy, while Coriolanus’ every 
gesture is under scrutiny from the public. In the republic, the way they treat friends is 
more amiable, and the equal love among citizens takes the place of the hierarchical 
love for their families and the city. Nevertheless, the two tragic heroes, Brutus and 
Cassius carry on Coriolanus’ paradox. The first is still the conflict between the new 
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and old regime, but this revolution involves the whole aristocratic class, instead of 
only the tragic hero. Shakespeare uses many details to hint this Rome is not the Rome 
it used to be while the republicans lack a comprehensive understanding about the 
transformation Rome is undergoing. The spirit of the Republic has been exhausted by 
personal charisma, endless civil war and factions represented by warlords like Caesar 
and Pompey in the beginning of the play. Any endeavor of rebuilding the Roman 
Republic is doomed to end in tragedy. The second paradox is between their personal 
pursuit of honour and political responsibility. The tragedy of Brutus is the result of the 
imbalance between his own pursuit of virtue, which is also cultivated by Rome, and 
his political responsibility for his country in a crisis. Shakespeare places Brutus in this 
paradox of politics and morals: the former requires him to be a ruthless Machiavellian 
in order to defend the good cause, while the latter restrains himself according to the 
Kantian categorical imperative. The irony is although Rome openly worships virtue 
on its surface, real politics must include schemes and conspiracy. Traditionally Brutus 
has been regarded as a naïve idealist, which impedes us from a deeper analysis of his 
intention. In fact, quite apart from the paradox of politics and moral, Brutus is also 
entangled in the conflict between appearance and fact of the political situation, and the 
stage and the state. Brutus is much more prudent and shrewder than he appears to be, 
for he knows well the importance of a fair appearance in his political actions, 
especially in the first half of the play where he temperately manages the subtle balance 
between politics and morals, appearance and the fact, rather like a Brechtian actor who 
keeps a levelheaded distance from his role. The situation deteriorates sharply after the 
death of Caesar, because the republicans believe the death of the tyrant would save the 
Republic once and for all, so a plan for the post-Caesar era is not needed. Brutus’ moral 
passion overwhelms his political scheme, and he is not contented to exhibit high 
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morality only on the surface. Instead, he is obsessed by his role and wants to replace 
the necessary political calculation with pure moral ideals. He never plays the 
Machiavellian card, although he holds it in his hand up until his suicide. Cassius is 
trapped between his cold calculation and his love for Brutus, which is also cultivated 
by the city’s worship of manly virtue. The quarrels between Brutus and Cassius are 
the external representation of the conflict between moral and politics in Brutus’ soul, 
and Cassius yields to Brutus every time because he loves Brutus, just as Brutus love 
his moral ideal much more than practical politics. But his love makes his political 
action inefficient at every step, and directly leads to the fiasco of Philippi, the death of 
the republic and their own suicide. The tragedies of Brutus and Cassius are also the 
result of the limitation of one’s political and strategic judgment, compared to the ever-
changing flux of circumstances. 
The result of continuing expansion in the previous centuries is that Rome has 
become a  larger polity, full of luxury and sensual stimulus. The equal friendship 
among the citizens is replaced entirely by personal charisma and loyalty to various 
warlord generals. Family has lost its authority: Antony does not take responsibility for 
his family in Rome, and Octavius only uses his sister as a political tool. In this 
background, the core of Antony’s tragedy still has two representations. The paradox 
lies between city’s cultivation of Antony and its need for a new order: Rome has 
conquered a vast land and suffered enough after civil wars, and  thus in the post-Caesar 
era a new leader who can restore order is preferred, instead of a warrior and lover like 
Antony. For citizens like Cassius, love only exists among noble Romans, while 
Antony’s love for Cleopatra is the external representation of Rome’s longing to 
possess foreign lands and cultures, looking outward and seeking novelty in this exotic 
world. However, traditionally the outside world is for conquering instead of loving, 
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and this is why the soldiers are so disappointed by Antony at the beginning of the play, 
because he transfers his love for his city to a queen of an overseas province. Another 
representation is the conflict between the protagonist’s nature and politics. With his 
great passion for love and his charming personality, Antony is the most humane 
character in these four case studies, but he cannot win the battle against the 
consummate politician, Octavius. The first appearance on the stage of Octavius in 
Julius Caesar is as dangerous as “the state of nature” depicted by Hobbes, which is 
characterized as “the war of all against all.” To preserve his life and status, Octavius 
must calculate in order to survive. The war between Antony and Octavius is presented 
by Shakespeare as the paradox between human nature and the social order, indicating 
the city’s constraint on an individual’s characteristics and choices. Ultimately, the man 
with the more humane nature must sacrifice himself for his love, and it is not a 
coincidence that Antony cries for “Eros” when he dies.  
In On Liberty, John Mill observes, “even if the world is in the right, it is always 
probable that dissentients have something worth hearing to say for themselves, and 
that truth would lose something by their silence” (124). But the paradox is the city 
only wishes to present the selective truth or even wants to bury the truth as well as the 
people who want to reveal it. In the Use and Abuse of History Nietzsche writes: “For 
the things of the past are never viewed in their true perspective or receive their just 
value; but value and perspective change with the individual or the nation that is looking 
back on its past” (19). Although the history was written by the winners, Shakespeare 
adjusts the narrative and invites his audience to surpass themselves, and identify with 
the defeated. As Eric Nelson notes, “The Shakespeare of the Roman plays emerges 
neither as a nostalgic partisan of the republic, nor as a defender of the imperial Pax 
Romana” (256). Shakespeare rewrote history with a balanced double perspective from 
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both Rome and its outcasts, endowing these men with deserving positions, as heroes 
who transcend official narratives and incarnate the finest part of human nature. 
Shakespeare gives them poetic justice, and implies “[i]n black ink [their] love may still 
shine bright” (Sonnet 65). Thinking of Edward Snowden and his revelations regarding 
the NSA surveillance program, we appreciate that even though four hundred years 
have passed since Shakespeare wrote these plays, the tensions between the city and its 
individuals, the official chronicles and the silenced outcasts are perennial. 
 Shakespeare reveals that the stagecraft and the statecraft have been penetrating 
and interacting with each other both in his metatheatrical world and in the world 
outside of the theatre. The tribunes in Coriolanus, Antony and Caesar in Julius Caesar, 
and Cleopatra are all great actors and successful strategists just like Elizabeth I, James 
I, and Pericles in real history. But Shakespeare’s tragic heroes are those who cannot 
distinguish the difference between the two, and always show their true colors. In the 
end, the Machiavellian New Prince Octavius is the only one who can skillfully and 
seamlessly steer a middle course between statecraft and stagecraft in these four case 
studies. He is the “self-made” man as well as a cold-hearted politician, but we may 
find he is much more identical to us and comprehensible in his actions than Coriolanus 
and Brutus. In these defeated heroes rather than in Octavius, Shakespeare shows us 
another possible choice as human beings—an imperfect perfection and a finite infinity. 
By surpassing one’s own limitations, one can hope for “new heaven, new earth.” 
Shakespeare’s art of tragedy could be illustrated by the art of fugue. Stephen 
Greenblatt once says of him that “he could provoke in the audience and in himself a 
peculiarly passionate intensity of response, if he took out a key explanatory element, 
thereby occluding the rationale, motivation, or ethical principle that accounted for the 
action that was to unfold” (323-324). By only revealing part of the motivations and 
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behaviors, Shakespeare presents the key elements like notes. More ordinary writers 
may compose a single melody with a certain set of notes, but Shakespeare is writing a 
fugue with the counterpoint of different melodies and plots always echoing, but also 
floating, leaving us to connect the points and form numerous interpretations of our 
own. Perhaps this is only one aspect of Shakespeare’s “infinite variety.” Four hundred 
years have past, and Shakespeare leaves us with paradoxes without answers, but also 
confronts us with the most crucial moments in human lives. Through studying 
Shakespeare and his tragic heroes, we can achieve a better understanding of ourselves 
and the world we live in. 
 In the end the city is saved and the common people’s lives carry on, at the cost 
of the hero’s idealistic values. It is an irreversible and anguished moment, 
aphoristically illustrated in the modern age in W.H. Auden’s lament for Icarus in his 
poem Musée des Beaux Arts: 
and the expensive delicate ship that must have seen  
Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky, 
Had somewhere to get to and sailed calmly on. 
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